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MODULE OVERVIEW

Dear Student

WELCOME

Welcome to the field of strategic management. We encourage you to begin your studies

by reading this overview because it will guide you through your learning experience in this

module on strategic planning, in which we explore the formulation of strategic plans as

part of the strategic management process. As a point of departure, we introduce you to

the concepts of strategy, strategic planning, the process perspective of strategy, as well as

new views on and approaches to strategising.

You will learn about strategic planning in a complex, volatile and increasingly competitive

business environment. As such, you will be referred to strategy formulation in single

business organisations, in either private or public sectors. More specifically, the following

concepts will be explored in a strategic management context:

. strategic management as an innovative approach to managing organisations (learning

unit 1)

. the traditional process perspective versus the strategy-as-practice approach to

strategic management (learning units 1 and 2)

. strategising and the role of strategists in strategic management (learning unit 2)

. the organisation’s macroenvironment and its industry/task environment as the

context for strategic planning (learning unit 3)

. the internal environment of the organisation and its resources, capabilities and

competencies as sources of competitive advantage (learning unit 4)

. institutional and external environments as the context for business in Africa (learning

unit 5)

. strategies for emerging markets in general and markets in Africa and sub-Saharan

Africa in particular (learning unit 5)

. strategic decisions for sustainable organisations (learning unit 6)

. generic competitive business level strategies available to organisations (learning unit

7)

PURPOSE OF THE MODULE

The purpose of this module is to enable you to critically evaluate an organisation’s

competitive strategic choices in the context of increasingly competitive and dynamic,

changing external environments by gaining insight into the concepts and processes of

strategic planning as the first stage of an integrated strategic management process.
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LINK TO OTHER COURSES/MODULES

This module does not stand alone – it is part of strategic management (the other module

being on strategy implementation, review and control) where strategic management is an

integral part of business management. These modules, MNG3701 and MNG3702, build

on your preceding exposure to general management, which involved the modules,

MNG2601 and MNG2602.

MODULE AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

The content and structure of this module should enable you to develop the knowledge,

skills and disposition to demonstrate that you are able to achieve the specific learning

outcomes for this module, which generally relate to and provide the basis for assignment

and examination questions. Furthermore, understanding and knowledge of the content of

this learning guide is critical, and it is essential that you should study it in conjunction with

the relevant chapters in the prescribed book.

The specific outcomes that you need to achieve in this module are indicated below.

Specific outcome 1

Explain strategic management as an innovative approach to managing organisations.

Specific outcome 2

Have a sound understanding of and insight into the traditional process perspective as well

as the more recent strategy-as-practice approach to strategic management, strategising

and the role of strategists in strategic management.

Specific outcome 3

Explain the role and strategic importance of analysing an organisation’s broad or

macroenvironment and its task or industry environment as part of its strategic planning

process.

Specific outcome 4

Have a sound understanding of the internal analysis of an organisation’s strengths and

weaknesses, its resources, capabilities and competencies as sources of competitive

advantage, and the relationship between its competitive advantage and its strategy.

Specific outcome 5

Have an understanding of the prevailing institutional and external environments for

business in Africa as well as of the strategies for emerging markets in general and markets

in Africa, in particular.

Specific outcome 6

Explain what sustainable organisations are and evaluate strategic decisions to determine

how they contribute to sustainability.
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Specific outcome 7

Examine the various generic competitive business level strategies available to organisa-

tions, and explain their appropriateness in specific situations.

The assessment criteria appear at the beginning of each learning unit. It is essential that

you use these as guidelines for studying and preparing for both formative and summative

assessment.

THE RANGE STATEMENT OF THIS MODULE

This module refers to strategy formulation in single business organisations in either private

or public sectors. In essence, the module focuses on business level strategies.

There are many differences between organisations and the environments in which they

operate. Organisations can vary from one-person concerns to multinational corporations

and transnational conglomerates, and the environments in which they operate can vary

from stable to dynamic and even revolutionary. It is therefore essential that we specify the

type of organisation and environments in our approach to this module.

Type of organisation Dominant product/service, single business organisa-

tions (multibusiness or diversified companies referred

to as and when required)

Structure of the organisation: Hierarchical

Boundaries within which the

organisation operates

Essentially national (reference to international organi-

sations as and when required)

Type of environment Unpredictable

THE FRAMEWORK OF THIS MODULE

To ensure that you will be able to achieve the outcomes for the module, the study material

has been structured as depicted in figure 1.

Learning unit 1

Introduction to strategic management

Learning unit 2

Strategic management: the process and practice perspectives of strategy

Learning unit 3

Strategic analysis: analysing the external environment

Learning unit 4

Strategic analysis: analysing the internal environment
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Learning unit 5

Strategy in context: exploring business opportunities in Africa

Learning unit 6

Sustainable organisations

Learning unit 7

Selecting optimal business level strategies

The specific outcomes referred to in section 4 are translated into a number of learning

outcomes for each of the seven learning units in figure 1.

To ensure that you achieve all these outcomes, the following is recommended:

. Make an in-depth study of the learning guide and compulsory learning materials, test

your knowledge in practice where possible, and ensure that you relate all the

examples and cases in the chapters in the prescribed book to the relevant theory.

. Make sure you understand the expected learning outcomes for each learning unit and

how to approach your studies in order to achieve them.

. Do as much additional reading as possible.

. Attempt the questions at the end of each learning unit as well as the end-of-chapter

questions in the prescribed book as self-evaluation activities.

. Access the internet as a source of additional information.

. Plan your studies over the entire semester and assess your own progress on a

continuous basis.

. Submit all the required assignments.

. Work conscientiously from day 1in order to continuously improve your knowledge

and insight.

. Participate in online discussions via the Discussion Forum.

LEARNING PROGRAMME

We strongly recommend that you draw up a personal learning programme for this

semester and allocate sufficient time to work through the learning guide, study and read

the relevant sections in the prescribed book, do the assignments and prepare for the

examination.

All in all, you will have to spend at least 120 hours on this module. This includes

approximately 40 hours of reading and studying the learning material, 40 hours doing the

activities and assignments and 40 hours preparing for the examination. Your interactions

with e-tutors are factored into these hours.

We encourage you to read more widely than only the learning guide and the prescribed

book. We have included a list of additional reading material in each learning unit. It is

necessary that you develop your conceptual skills and question the ideas and information

you encounter.

To test your understanding of the ideas that you have learnt in this module, you should try

to apply them to real-world situations.
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ASSESSMENT

Your performance in mastering the learning outcomes for this module will be assessed by

means of formative and summative assessments.

By formative assessment we mean those assessments that you need to do in order to

make meaningful progress in your studies. They include the following:

. discussion questions at the end of each learning unit in the learning guide as well as

the end-of-chapter questions in the prescribed book (self-assessment)

. submission of all the required assignments for this module

The assignments for this module are provided in Tutorial Letter 101. This tutorial letter

also contains the assessment criteria and an indication of the format of the assignments.

There are various reasons why it is of paramount importance for you to complete the

assignments. Firstly, the compulsory assignments contribute to your final assessment

mark. Secondly, completing the assignments will help you to achieve the learning

outcomes for this module. Thirdly, completing the assignments will give you an idea of the

type of questions to expect in the examination. Lastly, the assignments afford you the

opportunity to apply the theory to a case study or a practical situation relating to your own

workplace.

At the end of each section in the learning units you will also find a list of possible

assessment questions based on the work done in that section. We advise you to work

through these questions diligently since this will help you to prepare for possible

examination questions. Self-assessment plays a key role in mastering the learning

outcomes and you should make an effort to complete the self-assessment activities in the

learning units

By summative assessment we mean the final assessment (examination) at the end of the

semester.

In the final assessment (examination), you will have to demonstrate that you have met the

learning outcome requirements relating to the themes in the learning units in this module.

At the end of the semester, the assessment (examination) should therefore not be a

surprise to you. This module complies with outcomes-based principles, based on the

learning outcomes at the beginning of each learning unit that you have to master.

THE USE OF ICONS

You will notice that we use certain icons to guide you effectively through this learning

guide. These icons show you at a glance what you are expected to do. The icons that will

be used in this learning guide are listed below, with a description of what each one means:
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Icon Description

Key concepts. This icon draws your attention to certain key words or

concepts that you will encounter in the topic or learning unit.

Learning outcomes. This icon indicates what aspects of the particular

topic or learning unit you have to master and demonstrate that you

have mastered it.

Thought provoker. The thought provoker icon draws your attention

to a real-world example or case that is relevant to the learning unit

outcomes.

Study. This icon indicates which sections of the prescribed book or the

learning guide you need to study and internalise.

}read}

Read. This icon directs you to certain sections of the prescribed book

or other sources that you are expected to read for background

information.

Activity. This icon refers to activities that you must do in order to

develop a deeper understanding of the learning material.

Reflection. This icon requires you to reflect on the important issues or

problems dealt with in the learning unit.

Assessment. This icon indicates that you need to test your knowledge,

understanding and application of the material you have just studied.

Feedback. This icon indicates that you will receive feedback on your

answers to the self-assessment activities.

Time-out. This indicates that you should take a rest because you have

reached the end of a learning unit or topic.
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YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND UNISA’S RESPONSIBILITIES

It is essential to understand that learning is a two-way process. In other words, you, the

student, have certain responsibilities and tasks, and we, the lecturers, have certain

responsibilities and tasks.

Your responsibilities

Firstly, we cannot do the work for you. It is vital that you take responsibility for your own

studies. Your studies will enrich your life and give you a different perspective on business

and your workplace.

Accepting responsibility for your own studies means that you need to do the following:

. Study the prescribed tutorial matter (which includes this learning guide and the

tutorial letters) conscientiously according to the guidelines and in the sequence

provided.

. Relate what you are learning to your work situation.

. Plan your studies according to the time available.

. Use the learning guide and the prescribed book according to the guidelines provided.

. Submit your assignment(s) timeously.

. Register yourself as a user on myUnisa.

Unisa’s responsibilities

. We will provide you with up-to-date and relevant learning material.

. We will see that the learning material is in line with the needs of industry and

commerce by consulting regularly with the profession, industry leaders and

government officials.

. We will assist you by affording you the opportunity to develop competencies and skills

at a certain level. The outcomes correspond to the National Qualifications Framework

(NQF) level 7. You will be assessed according to the level descriptors of the NQF.

. We will support you when you require assistance. You may contact your e-tutor via

the Discussion Forum or send him or her an e-mail. We understand that studying

through distance education is more challenging than attending a residential university.

. We will give you clear indications of what we expect from you in terms of your

assessment.

. We will give you timeous feedback on assignments. We will return your assignments

and our feedback within four weeks after the due date if you submitted the

assignment before the due date.

CONCLUDING REMARK

We hope that you will enjoy this module and your studies at Unisa. We wish you every

success and trust that you will make use of the knowledge acquired in this module to make

a contribution in your career.

Best wishes

Lecturers in Strategic Planning
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Learning unit 1
Introduction to strategic management

‘‘When I was younger I always conceived of a room where all these strategic

concepts were worked out for the whole company. Later I didn’t find any such room

– the strategy of the company may not even exist in the mind of one man. I

certainly don’t know where it is written down. It is simply transmitted in the series

of decisions made.’’ James Quinn, Distinguished Professor, Tuck School of

Business, Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, United States (Interview quote)

Consider the above quotation, and think about the following questions:

. How do you think organisational strategies are conceived?

. What types of decisions are important in the formulation of strategy?

. Do the new emerging perspectives on strategic management confirm that

‘‘strategy may not even exist in the mind of one man’’?

Even if you do not have the answers yet, compile some notes on what you think

the answers might be, and then revisit these questions after you have worked

through learning units 1 and 2.

1.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to explain strategic

management as an innovative approach to managing organisations in extremely

competitive business environments. More specifically, you should be able to

– define strategy, strategic planning and strategic management

– illustrate and explain the strategic management process

– justify the emergence of the practice perspective on strategy

– analyse and evaluate an organisation’s strategy

– critically compare strategic, tactical and operational decisions

– distinguish between and explain the different levels of strategy in

organisations

– assess the importance, benefits and risks of strategy

– describe the tests for a winning strategy
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1.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts in this learning unit are as follows:

. strategy . strategy review and control

. strategic planning . vision

. strategic management . mission

. strategic alignment . strategic intent

. strategic decisions . external analysis

. corporate level strategy . internal analysis

. business level strategy . long-term objectives/strategic goals

. competitive advantage . practice perspective of strategy/

. sustainability strategy-as-practice

. strategic risk . winning strategies

. strategy implementation and execution

In this module on strategic planning you will come across a variety of terms that are often

used as synonyms, as reflected in the following examples:

(1) Long-term objectives, strategic objectives, long-term goals and strategic goals: we

prefer to use the term long-term objectives because this term often refers to long-

term financial and long-term strategic objectives. However, the term ‘‘strategic

objectives’’ is also acceptable, depending on the circumstances.

(2) Strategic planning, strategy formulation, strategy making and crafting a strategy:we

prefer to use strategic planning and strategy formulation.

(3) Strategy implementation and strategy execution: we will use these terms interchan-

geably.

(4) Generic competitive business level strategy, competitive business level strategy,

business level strategy and competitive strategy: we prefer to use competitive

business level strategy and business level strategy interchangeably.

1.3 INTRODUCTION

In this learning unit we introduce you to strategic management as an exciting approach to

leading and managing organisations in today’s rapidly changing environment of the global

‘‘information economy’’. You will undoubtedly learn why it has become imperative for

leaders and managers to be innovative if their organisations are to remain competitive,

prosper and grow.

We accordingly consider the following topics as a conceptual framework for the remainder

of our discussions in this module:

. the origins and evolution of strategy

. the concept and meaning of strategy

. strategic planning or strategy formulation

. the process and practice perspectives of strategic management

. the nature of strategic decisions

. the levels of strategy in organisations

. the importance, benefits and risks of strategic management

. the tests for a winning strategy
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NOTE: This learning unit has been divided into themes which typically contribute to an

understanding of strategic management as a unique and innovative management

process. However, where relevant you will be referred to the prescribed book as

the main source of information for study purposes.

1.4 THE ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF STRATEGY

Study section 1.1 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

The origins of the word ‘‘strategy’’ can be found in military science, and a key aim of both a

military and business strategy is to ‘‘gain a competitive advantage.’’ The Oxford pocket

dictionary (2007) defines the term ‘‘strategy’’ according to both the military and business

context as follows:

Strategy: The art of war, especially the planning of movements of troops and ships,

etcetera, into favourable positioning; a plan of action or policy in business, et cetera.

The word ‘‘strategy’’ is derived from the Greek word strategos, meaning military leader or

general, and is a combination of two words, stratos (the army) and ago (to lead) (David

2013:49). However, a major difference between military conflict and business competition

is that while the objective of war is to defeat the enemy, rivalry in business is seldom that

aggressive, essentially striving to gain a competitive advantage instead of total destruction

(Grant & Jordan 2012:12–13).

In both business and the military, strengths are used to exploit competitors’ weaknesses.

According to David (2013:49), business or military success is the product of continuous

attention to changing external and internal conditions, and the optimal deployment of

resources and capabilities. In both military and business strategy, information systems are

vitally important, and it is therefore not surprising that the term ‘‘competitive intelligence’’,

which is widely used in business to obtain information on competitors, has its roots in

military intelligence (Fahey 2007:4–12).

Strategy first emerged as a management concept in the 1950s and early 1960s in the

United States of America (USA). Chandler describes strategy as a pattern of objectives and

the major policies and plans to achieve them (Witcher & Chau 2010:8). Of importance,

however, is that the term ‘‘strategic decisions’’, whether in business or military contexts,

shares the following common characteristics. Strategic decisions

. are concerned with long-term direction and sustainable success

. involve exploiting the links between the internal and external environments

. require major resources

. are likely to affect the whole organisation

. are shaped by the values and expectations of stakeholders

. are directed by vision (Grant & Jordan 2012:12; Lynch 2009:10–11)

In the next section, we discuss the concept ‘‘strategy’’ and its relationship to strategic

planning and strategic management.
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1.5 THE CONCEPT OF STRATEGY

Study sections 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

In conjunction with the material in the prescribed book, our aim in this section is to explain

the concept of strategy and its importance in understanding the concepts of strategic

planning and strategic management.

Strategy has generally been acknowledged as the result or outcome of fundamentally

important pre-emptive, innovative management decisions about an organisation’s

strategic direction and strategic action plans to attain a sustainable competitive advantage

and achieve its long-term objectives in rapidly changing and competitive external business

environments.

Even at this early stage one needs to realise that the purpose of strategy from a business

perspective means outcompeting an organisation’s rivals through effective interaction with

its external environment and meeting the changing needs of consumers better than the

organisation’s rivals do. This, in turn, requires strategic thinking, the development of viable

and innovative competitive strategies, and the effective implementation and execution of

such strategies. Strategic thinking is discussed in learning unit 2, while the focus of learning

unit 7 is the choice of optimal competitive strategies.

Example: Reaching for the sky!

In their quest to enhance their service to customers and outcompete their rivals,

Google is preparing to launch 180 satellites into orbit around the earth in order to

bolster global Internet connectivity, according to the Wall Street Journal. This is to be

achieved by tiny satellites that orbit at a lower altitude than others, and cover

potentially large areas with broadband Internet connectivity.

Source: Finweek (2014:59)

Now consider the following definitions that reflect the thinking on strategy:

‘‘What business strategy is all about is, in a word, competitive advantage – the sole purpose

of strategic planning is to enable a company to gain, as efficiently as possible, a sustainable

edge over its competitors, which implies an attempt to alter a company’s strength relative

to that of its competitors in the most efficient way’’ (Ohmae 1982:3).

‘‘The art of making the most intelligent choices – those that will help us to use our limited

resources to win the competition for value creation – greater value for your customers and

greater profit for your company’’ (Pietersen 2002:44–47).

‘‘A company’s strategy provides direction and guidance, in terms of not only what the

company should do, but also what it should not do. Knowing what not to do can be as

important as knowing what to do, strategically’’ (Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble & Strickland

2012:52–53).
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Activity 1.1

In your opinion, what are the recurring themes or issues relating to the concept of

‘‘strategy’’ in the above definitions, or any other definitions of strategy that you may

come across? Now formulate your own definition of strategy that you think would best

capture the essence of what strategy really is.

Feedback

At first glance, a few recurring themes, in the prescribed book and other sources,

include the following: making intelligent choices; achieving strategic objectives; involving

action; involving value creation; allocation and optimal use of resources; competitive

advantage; deploying core competencies; interaction with the external environment;

and an awareness of how, when, for what purpose and against whom to compete.

We now consider strategic planning or strategy formulation.

1.6 STRATEGIC PLANNING

Study section 1.2 in chapter 1 of the prescribed book.

Strategic planning or strategy formulation is the first phase of an integrated strategic

management process, based on the concepts of strategic thinking and strategy, and

comprises the following three main decision stages (adapted from sec 1.2 in the prescribed

book):

(1) deciding on the future of the organisation

(2) analysing the organisation’s external and internal environments

(3) selecting appropriate competitive strategies – strategic choice

Strategic planning or strategy formulation specifies the strategies that need to be

implemented for the achievement of an organisation’s long-term objectives. Ensure that

you understand the relevance of these decision stages in strategic planning.

1.6.1 Deciding on the future of the organisation

This decision stage essentially means setting strategic direction for an organisation and

deciding on its future by formulating its vision, mission, strategic intent and long-term

objectives. Strategic direction setting is discussed in detail in learning unit 2.

1.6.2 Analysing the organisation’s external and internal environments

. Analysing the external environment. Since external environmental forces and events

impact on industries and hence the organisations in those industries, analysis of the

external environment is imperative. The main purpose of this analysis is to identify

opportunities and threats for the organisation in both the global business
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environment as well as in the organisation’s macroenvironment and industry and

market environments. Analysis of the external environment is referred to in learning

unit 2 (sec 2.3.2.2), while learning unit 3 deals exclusively with the analysis of the

organisation’s external environment.

. Analysing the internal environment. An effective strategy requires the optimal

deployment of an organisation’s resources, capabilities and competencies to serve

market needs better than one’s competitors do. The purpose of internal analysis is to

identify an organisation’s internal competitive strengths and weaknesses since

organisational strengths invariably translate into an organisation’s competitive

advantage. While weaknesses need to be addressed, it is essential that organisations

use their strengths to capitalise on opportunities in the external environment. Analysis

of the internal environment is referred to in learning unit 2 (sec 2.3.2.2) and discussed

in detail in learning unit 4.

1.6.3 Selecting optimal competitive strategies – strategic choice

Competitive strategies to achieve an organisation’s long-term objectives should be

consistent with the organisation’s vision, mission, strategic intent and long-term objectives.

Strategic choice is dealt with in learning unit 7.

The following definition reflects the essence of the strategic planning process (Bateman &

Snell 2013:133–135):

‘‘Strategic planning involves making decisions about the organisation’s long-term

goals and strategies. Strategic planning becomes an ongoing activity in which all

managers are encouraged to think strategically and focus on long-term, externally-

oriented issues as well as short-term tactical and operational issues.’’

The brief overview of strategic planning above merely serves as an introduction to the first

phase of an integrated strategic management process, which will be discussed in detail in

learning unit 2.

We now look at the strategic management process in greater detail.

1.7 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: THE TRADITIONAL

PROCESS PERSPECTIVE

Study section 1.2 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

1.7.1 Introduction

In the preceding sections we looked at the origins of strategy, defined the concept of

strategy and provided an overview of strategic planning, the first phase of strategic

management, as background to our discussion of strategic management in this section.

1.7.2 The strategic management process

Corporate planning emerged during the 1950s and 1960s and evolved into strategic
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management by the late 1970s to where strategic management today has become highly

sophisticated and extremely complex. This process is illustrated in figure 1.1 in the

prescribed book and discussed further below. As you are aware by now, strategic

management is about how organisations achieve a competitive advantage, superior

performance and sustainability. While we do find numerous definitions of strategic

management in the relevant literature, the following definitions essentially reflect the

nature of strategic management:

‘‘Strategic management involves managers from all parts of the organisation in the

formulation and implementation of strategic goals and strategies. It integrates

strategic planning and management into a single process’’ (Bateman & Snell

2013:138).

‘‘Strategic management consists of the analyses, decisions, and actions an

organisation undertakes in order to create and sustain competitive advantages’’

(Dess, Lumpkin & Eisner 2008:8).

‘‘The art and science of formulating, implementing, and evaluating cross-functional

decisions that enable an organisation to achieve its objectives’’ (David 2013:35).

Example: Mobile banking turns cashiers into tellers

South Africa’s cellular operators have been trying for years to crack the mobile

commerce code, without any success. But MTN, working with Pick n Pay may just have

found the key to competitive success, by unveiling a plan in June 2014 to offer

consumers, especially those in lower-income groups, access to free banking. MTN

customers who take up the offer will not pay service fees or transaction charges. This

scheme is based on Pick n Pay and MTN selling a co-branded ‘‘sim card’’ that gives

users access to the full range of MTN’s prepaid tariff plans for voice and data. Apart

from ‘‘free banking’’ there will be other rewards, including a link to Pick n Pay’s Smart

Shopper programme.

Who will benefit from the above initiatives? How do we expect banks to respond to

this strategic challenge? How sustainable is this strategy? Write down your answers to

these questions now, and then consider your answers again after you have completed

this learning unit and learning unit 2.

Source: Mobile banking (2014:12)

Depending on how innovatively and effectively management approach their strategic

management task compared to their rivals could have a profound impact on the

organisation’s long-term profitability and growth. The structure of the traditional process

approach to strategic management is as follows:

Strategic planning or strategy formulation

. Deciding on the organisation’s strategic direction and its long-term objectives

. Analysing the organisation’s external and internal environments

. Selecting appropriate competitive strategies strategic choice

Strategy implementation or execution requirements

. Leadership and culture
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. Implementation competencies

. Learning organisation

. Systems, policies and procedures

. Organisational architecture and structure

Strategy review, feedback and control

. Control measures ensuring that strategies are on track

Governance, sustainability and ethics permeate the entire strategic management process

and have become imperative in strategic management in recent times, as will be

highlighted, inter alia, in learning units 2, 6 and 7.

Activity 1.2

From the above-mentioned definitions of strategic management and other relevant

sources, including your prescribed book, identify the most important recurring themes

and formulate your own definition of strategic management. Obtain the annual reports

of any two listed companies. In these annual reports, in the section(s) on company

strategy, do any of the above themes appear?

Feedback

The theme that typifies this concept of strategic management is a process through

which organisations analyse and learn from their internal and external environments,

establish strategic direction, create strategies that are intended to help achieve a

competitive advantage and established objectives, and execute those strategies, all in

an effort to satisfy key organisational stakeholders.

In this section we discussed strategic management as an innovative approach to

leadership and management. However, some criticism has been levelled at the

traditional process approach to strategic management outlined above as not having

kept up with change which, in recent years, has essentially led to new approaches such

as the practice perspective of strategic management, which we will introduce in section

1.6.

1.8 THE PRACTICE PERSPECTIVE OF STRATEGIC

MANAGEMENT

Study section 1.3 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

1.8.1 Introduction

Criticism of the process approach to strategic management as outlined in the prescribed

book and referred to in the preceding section above includes the following: perceptions of
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being a rational, linear process, which it is not; the separation of planning and

implementation; strategising as the prerogative of top management; largely ignoring the

role of people at all levels in an organisation; and the rise in emergent strategies. All of

these have led to the theory/process divide in strategy that has become increasingly

apparent in recent times.

New insights such as the practice perspective of strategic management have strongly

influenced the way of thinking about strategy as outlined below. Both the process and

practice approaches of strategic management will be discussed in more detail in learning

unit 2.

1.8.2 New perspectives on strategic management: strategy-as-practice

Study sections 1.3 and 1.4 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

In reviewing this section in the prescribed book, you will undoubtedly realise that the main

drivers of the more recent strategy-as-practice approach have been as follows: (1) the rise

in so-called ‘‘emergent strategies’’, as opposed to the more traditional, deliberate

strategies of organisations, also stemming from rapidly changing business environments,

and (2) the increasing involvement in strategising of people from all levels in the

organisation.

Emergent and deliberate strategies are considered here as a frame of reference for the

discussion of strategy-as-practice. For a long time, strategies were assumed to be formally

planned, and thus referred to as intended strategies. However, in the real dynamic world of

business, organisations’ strategies have come to be configured in any of the following

ways:

. Planned strategies are termed intended strategies, and when realised, are termed

deliberate strategies.

. Intended strategies that fall by the wayside and are not realised are termed unrealised

or abandoned strategies.

. Strategies that are not explicitly intended, are unplanned and emerge over time, often

because of changing environments or competitive circumstances, are termed

emergent strategies.

. If emergent strategies are realised, they become deliberate strategies together with

realised intended strategies.

Note the observation in the prescribed book that in contrast to orderly, analytical and

rational, strategies are often messy rather than neat, emergent rather than intended or

deliberate, and fraught with failure. This is understandable in a way, given the fact that

strategies are complex and really address an uncertain future in the sense that

environments are dynamic and changing. Human behaviour also has to be considered.

We now briefly look at the concept of strategy-as-practice.

Apart from new insights and changing environmental conditions, what was actually taught

in strategy did not reflect the realities of business, and this mainly gave rise to the following

realisations about strategy, as highlighted in the prescribed book:

. Strategy is what people do, not what organisations have.

. Strategy is not solely the domain of top and executive management.
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. Strategic management is not a neat and rational process.

. Strategy is a conversation and involves dialogue and communication.

Activity 1.3

Study the above insights and realities in the prescribed book, and formulate your own

ideas in this regard. Can you think of other relevant insights that you would wish to add

to the above list in relation to strategy-as-practice? Write down your comments, and

then compare them with what you have learnt once you have completed learning unit 2.

Now study the five guidelines in this section of the prescribed book with reference to

figure 1.2, ‘‘Strategy versus business as usual’’, to determine whether or not an

organisational action is strategic.

As previously stated, we have merely introduced you to the rationale for and nature of the

practice approach to strategy, based on the discussions in the prescribed book, but will

provide a more detailed discussion in study unit 2.

The focus in this section was on the new practice perspective of strategic management to

effectively cope with the emerging challenges of a rapidly changing business landscape as

well as emerging behavioural trends in business organisations.

We now briefly define a number of relevant concepts relating to strategic management.

1.9 RELEVANT CONCEPTS IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

Having discussed strategic management in the previous sections we briefly describe a

number of relevant concepts that will be frequently referred to throughout our discussions

in this module.

The concepts discussed in this section are extremely important in the context of strategic

management and included here since they are either not discussed in the prescribed book

or are merely referred to in passing.

1.9.1 Strategic alignment

Given that strategic management is a holistic and integrated management

process, alignment of various dimensions of the process, both internally and

externally, is crucial and manifests itself in the following different ways:

. alignment between the organisation and its external environment

. alignment between the organisation’s strategy and its vision, mission strategic

intent and long-term objectives

. alignment between the organisation’s strategy and its focus on financial,

customer, internal business processes and learning and growth dimensions,

the typical balanced scorecard approach to alignment

. alignment between the organisation’s strategy and its organisational

architecture, including its organisational structure
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. alignment between the organisation’s strategy and its leadership, culture and

key people in the organisation

Although you may encounter the words ‘‘matching’’ or ‘‘strategic fit’’ in the strategic

management literature, strategic alignment is a relatively more comprehensive concept as

outlined above, but is generally used to refer to alignment between the organisation’s

strategy and its internal operations. You should now be aware that strategic alignment

permeates the entire strategic management process. In this regard, leadership excellence

appears to be critical in ensuring the required organisational alignment.

1.9.2 Strategy and the quest for a sustainable competitive advantage

Recall from our previous discussions that the purpose of strategy is to attain a

competitive advantage. A competitive advantage occurs when an attractive

number of buyers prefer the company’s products or services over those of its

competitors, when the basis for this preference is durable over the long term.

For competitive advantages to be sustainable, they must be valuable, rare, too

difficult or costly to imitate, nontradable, durable and based on the exceptional

deployment of organisational resources, capabilities and distinctive or core

competencies in satisfying customer needs and market demands better than the

competitors do. However, apart from the organisation’s unique, rare and

valuable resources, capabilities and distinctive or core competencies, the

following competitive business level strategies could also be important sources

of competitive advantage:

. a cost-leadership strategy

. a differentiation strategy

. a focus strategy, based on either cost leadership or differentiation

. a best-cost provider strategy, based on optimal customer value creation

Competitive advantage is discussed in learning unit 4 in more detail, and choice

of competitive business level strategies in learning unit 7.

1.9.3 Business models

An organisation’s business model is directly related to its strategy. According to Thompson

et al (2012:59–60), an organisation’s business model is ‘‘management’s blueprint for

delivering a valuable product or service to customers in a manner that will generate ample

revenues to cover costs and yield an attractive profit’’. In essence, the business model is the

organisation’s way or means of ensuring that its strategy is profitable. According to these

authors, the success of a business model depends on the following two critical factors: (1)

the organisation’s customer value proposition, and (2) its profit formula.

The customer value proposition outlines the organisation’s approach to satisfying

customer needs considered by the customers to be good value while allowing the

company to make a profit. The profit formula reflects the difference between its cost

structure and its pricing policy that will result in acceptable profits being realised. The real
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test is whether the organisation’s business model can execute the customer value

proposition profitably. Merely having an effective strategy does not mean that it will

automatically be profitable. The business model clarifies how the organisation will provide

customer value and make a profit. The following example serves to illustrate how similar

organisations can deploy different business models and still be profitable.

Example

Mimmo’s, Roman’s and Scooters all sell pizzas. Mimmo’s is a fully-fledged restaurant

with pizzas as the main item on the menu and takes orders for takeaways that

customers have to collect. Roman’s caters almost exclusively for the takeaway

customer who has to collect the order at the outlet. Scooters likewise caters for

takeaway customers who collect their orders, but are extensively involved in home

delivery of orders, while Mimmo’s and Roman’s do not deliver. These three

organisations have significantly different business models, but appear to be executing

their strategies profitably. Can you think of businesses in other sectors where different

business models have proven successful?

We now explore the nature of strategic decisions.

1.10 THE NATURE OF STRATEGIC DECISIONS

Study section 1.4.5 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

Although there are different definitions of strategic decisions, we adopt the following

definition of Bateman and Snell (2013:110): ‘‘Strategic decisions are those decisions that

affect the long-term performance of an organisation and which relate directly to its vision,

mission and objectives.’’

Strategic decisions are generally ill-structured and characterised by uncertainty, risk and

conflict. However, managers are expected to make effective decisions in the face of these

challenges. Regarding their characteristics, strategic decisions

. are typically taken at higher organisational levels

. contribute to and are directed by the organisation’s vision

. impact directly on an organisation’s long-term direction, performance and sustainable

success

. optimally exploit the links between the organisation’s internal and external

environments

. require large amounts of the organisation’s resources

. are usually irreversible once made

. are entirely future oriented and likely to affect the whole organisation

. are shaped by the values and expectations of stakeholders

. usually have multifunctional or multibusiness consequences

(Grant & Jordan 2012:12; Louw & Venter 2013:11; Pearce & Robinson 2009:4–5)

Tactical decisions at middle management level, unlike long-term strategic decisions at

higher levels, have an impact in the medium term, and tactics tend to be more changeable
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than strategies. Operational decisions occur on a daily basis at the lowest organisational

levels. These decisions support the achievement of tactical and functional strategies at

middle management level, which in turn support the organisation’s overall strategy to

realise its long-term objectives.

In the prescribed book, the rationale for and the organisational implications of strategic

decisionmaking are explained. Firstly, study the two factors in this section that influence

strategic decisionmaking, namely

. the cognitive and rational factors, including the relevance of ‘‘bounded rationality’’

. political processes and their implications for strategic decisions

Secondly, ensure that you understand the elements in decision support systems that can

aid strategists, especially where rapid decisionmaking is required. Note the main sources of

information for executives faced with urgent decisions.

The strategic management process involves and is based on strategic considerations and

decisions. Strategic decisions are not always rational and objective, and frequently need to

be taken urgently in the absence of adequate information. In the next section we consider

the various levels of strategy in organisations.

1.11 LEVELS OF STRATEGY IN ORGANISATIONS

Study section 1.4.6 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

Strategic management and decision making occur at different hierarchical levels in an

organisation. The various levels of strategy are discussed with reference to table 1.1 below

and table 1.1 in the prescribed book.

The organisational structure of a multibusiness organisation or corporation differs from

that of a single business organisation. As illustrated in table 1.1 below, corporate entities

have four levels of strategy, with corporate strategy at the corporate level, business level

strategies at the business unit level and tactical or functional strategies at lower levels.

Single business organisations have no corporate level strategies. They only have three

levels of strategy, with business level strategies at the top, followed by the other two types

of strategies lower down. Note that single business organisations and the business units of

corporations both use business level strategies to compete in their respective industries.

NOTE: Table 1.1 in the prescribed book does not show the operational level strategy

indicated in table 1.1 in this learning unit.

The levels of strategy in both corporations and single businesses must be aligned, and

organisational members at all levels in the organisation should understand the overall

strategy of their organisation as well as its implications at their respective levels. This

requires extremely effective communication throughout the entire organisation (see the

goal at each level of strategy in table 1.1 in the prescribed book).
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TABLE 1.1: Levels of strategy and decision-making roles in multibusiness and single business

organisations

Level of strategy Corporate entity Single business entity

Corporate level strategy CEO, board of directors and

corporate staff

No corporate strategy exists

Business level strategy Divisional managers and

staff of separate business

units

Executive manager and se-

nior staff of single business

Functional level strategy Functional level managers

and staff in each functional

area in a business unit

Functional managers and

staff for each functional area

in the single business

Operational strategy Frontline managers in op-

erations departments

Frontline managers in op-

erations departments

Source: Adapted from Jones and Hill (2013:10–11); Pearce and Robinson (2009:5–6)

The focus of this module is on business level strategies and functional strategies, while

corporate level strategies are excluded. However, where necessary, we do refer to

corporate and business level strategies for corporations as a frame of reference for further

discussions in this module.

1.12 IMPORTANCE OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT:

BENEFITS AND RISKS

Study section 1.4.2 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

In this section we briefly relate the importance of strategic planning and strategic

management to the potential benefits and risks of these processes.

As explained in the prescribed book, strategy is a coherent narrative about the future

direction of an organisation and provides an actionable blueprint for achieving its

aspirations. More specifically, the importance of strategy and hence strategic management

is confirmed in the following broad terms:

. It provides for cohesive strategic thinking and an innovative and future-oriented

decision framework for the organisation.

. It pools the contributions by organisational members, thereby facilitating the

communication of strategy to all.

. It is the verbalisation of the organisation’s aspirations and serves as a source of

motivation for everyone in the organisation.

The opening case in chapter 1 in the prescribed book relating to Steve Jobs confirms the

importance of people and their behaviour in shaping strategies. Despite its acclaimed

benefits, strategic management also faces the risk of a strategic nature. Even though there

are different perspectives on risk, Slywotzky and Drzik (2005:80) define strategic risk as

‘‘an array of external events and trends that can devastate a company’s growth trajectory
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and shareholder value’’. These authors further categorise strategic risk into seven major

categories, namely industry, technology, brand, competitor, customer, project and

stagnation.

However, Rowe (2009) cautions that there is a common view that strategic risk is about

managing risk strategically instead of examining it as a category similar to operational,

financial and other risk areas. This is a common view that mainly stems from the

complexity and difficulty of identifying strategic risk. Uncertainty and risk in strategic

management will be addressed in learning unit 3.

We conclude this learning unit by briefly highlighting the tests for a winning strategy.

1.13 TESTS FOR A WINNING STRATEGY

Study section 1.4.7 in chapter 1 in the prescribed book.

In the preceding section we briefly examined the benefits and risks of sustainable strategic

management. We now turn to possible measures of success.

Grant and Jordan (2012:10–12) identify the following four common requirements for

strategy success:

(1) goals that are consistent and long term

(2) an in-depth understanding of the competitive environment

(3) an objective appraisal of resources

(4) effective implementation

However, the following three tests could be used to assess the success of an organisation’s

strategy (Thompson et al 2012:60–62; Walker 2009:30):

. The goodness of fit test measures how well the strategy fits the organisation’s situation

in matching the organisation to the industry and competitive conditions.

. The competitive advantage test measures whether the strategy can help the

organisation achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.

. The performance test measures performance of the strategy in terms of profitability,

financial strength, competitive strength and market standing.

Organisations need to evaluate their existing strategies on an ongoing basis. This overview

concludes our introduction to strategic management as a unique management approach

in this module.

1.14 SUMMARY

In this learning unit we explored the relevant concepts of strategy, strategic planning and

strategic management. However, increasingly volatile and rapidly changing environments,

new rules of engagement and competition, and increasing demands for sustainability,

ethics and governance have largely paved the way for new perspectives on strategy and

strategic management, which will be discussed in learning unit 2.
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In the remainder of this module we will explore the issues of setting strategic direction,

analysing the internal and external environments, exploring the context for business in

emerging markets, assessing stakeholder perspectives and sustainability, and explaining

how viable competitive business level strategies are chosen.

1.15 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Define the concept of strategy and briefly explain its relationship to strategic

management.

(2) Explain what is meant by strategic management and discuss the dynamic nature of

the traditional strategic management process.

(3) Discuss the shortcomings of the traditional process approach to strategic manage-

ment and identify the new perspectives on strategic management that have emerged

in response to these shortcomings.

(4) Explain the different levels of strategy and decisionmaking in organisations, and

expand on the importance of strategic decisions in strategic management.

(5) Distinguish between intended, deliberate, emergent and realised strategies.
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Learning unit 2
Strategic management: the process and practice

perspectives of strategy

Strategy starts with the end in mind

‘‘Thinking about strategy requires thinking vertically, from high altitude to low

altitude. Strategy looks at effectiveness and success through the eyes of

customers and other stakeholders who are receiving a product or service

(customers) or who impact the delivery of a product or service (stakeholders).

Actionable strategy links a shared vision of the future to strategically important

products, programmes, services and activities.’’

Source: Rohm (2008)

After reading the above statement, think about the following:

(1) Would you agree with the view that strategy really starts with what

customers want?

(2) In terms of this statement, how important is a vision statement?

(3) Does the above statement portray strategy as a dynamic concept?

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review

your answers after you have completed this learning unit and, preferably, also

learning unit 7. What are your perceptions now? Why?

As indicated at the start of learning unit 1, you will encounter a variety of terms

that are often used as synonyms for specific concepts in the field of strategy and

strategic management. Review our explanation of the various terms and ensure

that you understand our preferences for terms that we will use in this module on

strategic planning.

2.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to have a sound

understanding of and insight into the traditional process perspective as well as

the more recent strategy-as-practice perspective on strategic management.

More specifically, you should be able to

– assess the importance of strategic thinking as the starting point for strategy,

strategy formulation and hence strategic management

– evaluate the strategic direction setting of an organisatioṅ
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– assess the traditional process perspective on strategic management

– analyse an organisation’s strategy and strategic management process

– criticise the traditional process perspective of strategic management

– differentiate meaningfully between deliberate and emergent strategies as a

basis for strategic decision making and strategising

– justify strategy-as-practice as an effective approach to managing new

strategic realities

– critically assess the role of strategists and managers in dealing with new

realities in the context of strategy-as-practice

2.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts identified in this learning unit are as follows:

. strategy . vision

. strategic management . mission

. value statements and propositions . strategic thinking

. deliberate strategies . strategic intent

. emergent strategies . strategic objectives

. strategy formulation . strategists and strategising

. strategy execution . strategy-as-practice

. strategy review and control . balanced scorecard

. managerial levels . praxis

2.3 INTRODUCTION

In learning unit 1 we briefly introduced the traditional process perspective as well as the

more recent practice perspective on strategic management. In this learning unit, we

commence by discussing the importance of strategic thinking as the starting point of

strategy (this information is not included in the prescribed book). The remainder of the

learning unit is based on chapters 4 and 5 in the prescribed book. Our purpose in this

learning unit is essentially twofold: Firstly, the traditional, largely rational process

perspective on strategic management, including the importance of strategic direction

setting, is explained in greater detail (ch 4). Secondly, as an effective means of addressing

the challenges of new, emerging strategic realities in the world of business we focus on and

explore the merits of the more recent practice perspective on strategic management (ch

5).

To achieve the learning outcomes for this learning unit you will be required to refer to both

chapters 4 and 5 from time to time in order to follow our line of thinking. Continuing from

our largely introductory discussions in learning unit 1, we now explore strategic

management and strategising more extensively by

. introducing the important concept of strategic thinking

. emphasising the importance of strategic direction setting for an organisation

. providing a critical overview of the traditional, rational process approach to strategic

management that was introduced in learning unit 1
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. identifying shortcomings in the traditional process approach to strategic management

as a result of new environmental, competitive and strategic realities

. explaining the meaning of deliberate compared to emergent strategies and why

emergent strategies have required rethinking of the traditional process approach to

strategic planning and strategic management

. considering the more recent strategy-as-practice approach to strategic management

and highlighting its effectiveness in dealing with new strategic realities

. exploring the role of strategists and managers in organisations

2.4 STRATEGIC THINKING

The importance of strategic thinking relates to the conceptual nature of strategy

and strategy formulation, which is referred to as the thinking part of strategic

management. Strategic thinking is, in fact, the starting point of strategising,

strategy formulation and strategic management.

What does strategic thinking really involve? Chartrand (2012) responded to this question

as follows: ‘‘Before there is strategic thinking, there must first be a strong foundation of

critical thinking.’’ The author continues by stating that, at the top level of the organisation,

strategic thinking is the ability to see the total enterprise, to spot the trends and

understand the competitive landscape, to see where the business needs to go and to lead it

into the future. However, Chartrand (2012) contends that strategic thinking may occur at

the following three successive hierarchical levels in organisations:

. lower level: self-awareness, critical thinking, intellectual curiosity and openness

. intermediate level: exercising good judgement and understanding the business –

problem solving, decision making, business acumen and customer focus

. higher level: successfully creating ‘‘new and different’’ – dealing with ambiguity,

innovative management and perspective taking

Self-awareness at the lower level arises from the ability to think critically, in conjunction

with intellectual openness. These, in turn, provide the basic business skills required at the

intermediate level. The higher one rises in the organisation, the more these skills are

needed, and as they are developed, they build the next layer up – the ability to embrace

change and ambiguity – and in so-doing, creating something new. According to Chartrand

(2012), it all starts with critical thinking and those who cannot master it will not go far.

Characteristics that have been associated with strategic thinking that essentially support

the ideas referred to above include the following: focus on strategic intent; long-term

orientation; consideration of past and present; a systems perspective; the ability to seize

unanticipated opportunities; and a scientific approach (Harrison & St John 2008:14).

According to Abraham (2005:5–12), to stretch company thinking about different and

better ways of competing, top managers can explore the following approaches: being

successfully different; emulating entrepreneurs; finding new opportunities; being future

oriented; and being collaborative.

We now consider the traditional process perspective on strategic management as well as

the importance of strategic direction setting.
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2.5 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: THE PROCESS PERSPECTIVE

Study sections 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book and review

sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 in learning unit 1.

2.5.1 Introduction

Following on from our discussions in learning unit 1, we now explore the strategic

management process in greater detail in terms of its characteristics, purpose and merits for

effective organisational leadership and management. We will also emphasise strategic

direction setting as an indispensable part of effective strategy formulation or strategic

planning. Strategic management, which comprises the phases of strategy formulation,

strategy implementation and strategy review and control, is illustrated in figure 4.1 in the

prescribed book.

As an introduction, Pearce and Robinson (2009:3) view strategic management as the

following set of decisions and actions that result in the formulation, implementation and

control of action plans designed to achieve a company’s objectives:

(1) formulating the company’s strategic intent, vision and mission, including broad

statements about its purpose, philosophy and goals

(2) analysing the company’s external environment, including the macroenvironment and

industry and market environments

(3) analysing the company’s internal environment in terms of its strengths and

weaknesses relating to its resources and capabilities

(4) analysing the company’s strategic options by matching resources and capabilities with

opportunities and threats in the external environment to develop optimal strategies

(5) identifying the most desirable strategic options by evaluating each option against the

company’s vision, mission and strategic intent

(6) selecting a set of long-term objectives and strategies that will achieve these long-term

objectives

(7) developing annual objectives and short-term functional strategies and tactics that are

compatible with the selected set of long-term objectives and strategies

(8) implementing the selected strategies and tactics by means of budgeted resource

allocations and by matching and aligning tasks, people, structures, technologies,

culture and reward systems in the organisation, while ensuring that sustainability has

been integrated into the strategies

(9) evaluating the success of the strategic management process continuously as an input

for future decision-making

Note that actions (1) to (6) above essentially form part of strategic planning or strategy

formulation, actions (7) and (8) are part of strategy implementation and action (9) involves

strategy evaluation, review and control.

We will now discuss the first phase of the process approach to strategic management,

strategy formulation or strategic planning, in more detail.
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2.5.2 Strategy formulation or strategic planning

Study section 4.1 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

As the starting phase of the strategic management process, strategy formulation reflects

the leadership’s future intentions for the organisation and how to achieve them by

engaging in the following three main decision stages:

(1) deciding on the organisation’s future – setting strategic direction

(2) analysing the organisation’s external and internal environments

(3) selecting appropriate competitive strategies – strategic choice

Based on the material in the prescribed book, these decision stages are now highlighted

with the emphasis on strategic direction setting in deciding on an organisation’s future:

2.5.2.1 Deciding on the future of the organisation: strategic direction setting

Study section 4.4.1 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

Providing clear future direction for an organisation is not only necessary for strategy

formulation, but it also aligns the efforts of the organisation and its members in the same

direction, and serves to inform both internal and external stakeholders of the

organisation’s purpose and long-term objectives. Based on the premise of strategic

thinking, study figure 4.2 in in the prescribed book and ensure that you understand why

setting strategic direction for an organisation is important. The relevant elements of

strategic direction setting are discussed below.

a Vision

A vision statement should reflect the desired future state of an organisation. David

(2013:75) states that the vision statement should answer the question: What do we want

to become?

A well-formulated vision statement should provide direction for organisational members

to work towards, and becomes a powerful motivational factor where the vision is ‘‘lived by

leadership’’ and accepted by all in an organisational culture of shared values, as illustrated

by the examples in the prescribed book. Excellent vision statements are crisp, clear and

unambiguous in terms of the message they convey to internal and external stakeholders as

well as the community at large. Vision statements form the basis for developing relevant

mission statements.

b Mission

Whereas the vision statement generally indicates a desired future state for an organisation,

a mission statement is more current and basically defines the purpose of an organisation
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and the rationale for its existence. A mission statement addresses the basic question: What

is our business? The mission statement is broadly framed, enduring and aimed at both

internal and external stakeholders.

Pearce and Robinson (2009:25) define a mission statement as follows: ‘‘The unique

purpose that sets a company apart from others of its type and identifies the scope of its

operations in product, market and technology terms.’’

In studying this section in the prescribed book, note the following elements that are often

included in a mission statement over and above product, market and technology

considerations: commitment to employees, commitment to stakeholders, orientation

towards survival and growth, organisational values and organisational philosophy. Note the

real-world examples provided in this section of the prescribed book.

Activity 2.1

As an example, the vision of First National Bank (FNB) reads as follows:

‘‘To be a great business, helping to create a better world.’’

FNB’s mission statement reads as follows:

‘‘To move from good to great by building enduring, rewarding relationships

supported by people, innovation and efficiencies.’’

Analyse these two statements against the requirements for effective vision and mission

statements. How good are FNB’s statements in reflecting the correct image to all its

stakeholders in terms of where the company is going and the kind of financial institution

it is?

In an attempt to reaffirm the importance of mission and vision statements as

indispensable components of an organisation’s strategic direction setting, access the

websites of a few companies listed on the Johannesburg Securities Exchange (JSE)

(http://www.jse.co.za/current-companies/listed-companies) and scrutinise their vision

and mission statements.

To what extent do these vision and mission statements comply with the desired

characteristics discussed above as well as with other characteristics that you may have

identified? Summarise your findings in a brief report.

Feedback

There is general agreement that, at the very least, all managerial levels should be

involved in the formulation of the mission statement, but that involvement could even

be wider. The rationale is that such involvement largely ensures ownership as well as

powerful motivation and commitment by those who are involved. In closing, note the

various procedures that could be followed in developing appropriate mission

statements. Bear in mind, however, that an organisation’s long-term objectives are

derived from its mission statement.

c Long-term objectives

Although the above sections in the prescribed book refer to strategic goals instead of long-
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term objectives or strategic objectives, we regard these three terms as interchangeable but

prefer the latter two. As previously stated, long-term objectives flow from the

organisation’s mission statement. Dess, Lumpkin and Eisner (2008:28) concur by stating

that long-term objectives are used to operationalise the mission statement, are specific,

cover a well-defined timeframe and provide guidance on how the organisation can work

towards pursuing its mission and vision.

Study this section with reference to table 4.2 in the prescribed book where the differences

between well-formulated and poorly formulated strategic objectives are highlighted.

Appropriate long-term objectives should be specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and

have a definite timeframe – the SMART approach in setting objectives.

We should keep in mind that organisations have a hierarchy of objectives, ranging from (at

the top) those that are long term, strategic and relatively less specific, yet still measurable,

to (at the bottom) those that are short term, more specific and measurable. Organisations

thus need both long- and short-term objectives.

You may come across literature sources that distinguish between long-term financial and

strategic objectives. According to Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble and Strickland (2012:76–

78), both financial and strategic objectives are required. Financial objectives communicate

the targets for an organisation’s expected financial performance, while strategic objectives

relate to its market standing, typically in terms of market share and market growth rate to

be achieved. Examples of these objectives appear in table 2.1 below.

TABLE 2.1: Financial and strategic objectives

Financial objectives Strategic objectives

Increase annual revenue by X

percent

Secure X percent market share

Increase annual after-tax profit

by X percent

Ensure an X percent market growth rate

Increase earnings per share by X

percent

Own excellent technological capabilities

Increase annual dividend by X

percent

Possess a powerful brand name

Report an X percent return on

investment (ROI)

Expand the product line

Report a percentage upward

trend in share price

Record excellent product performance

Source: Adapted from Thompson et al (2012:78)

Financial and strategic objectives clearly measure different activities and outcomes.

Financial objectives are mostly quantifiable, while strategic objectives are less so. The first

two strategic objectives in table 2.1 are measurable, whereas the remainder are typically

benchmarked against industry averages, compared to those of industry leaders or

competitors, or based on the organisation’s own historical trends. Any combination of the

latter three bases of long-term strategic objectives can be used.
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Study section 4.5.3 which illustrates how the balanced scorecard can help to set strategic

objectives. Note that in figure 4.3 in the prescribed book, the four perspectives for

translating strategic direction into strategic objectives, measures and targets for

achievement are given – in effect, operationalising the organisation’s vision and mission.

To what extent does the example of Cell Mobile in the prescribed book relate to the

preceding discussion on the merits of the balanced scorecard? We now briefly look at

strategic intent as one of the most important components in setting an organisation’s

strategic direction.

d Strategic

An organisation is said to exhibit strategic intent ‘‘when it relentlessly pursues an ambitious

strategic objective, concentrating the full force of its resources and competitive actions on

achieving that objective’’ (Thompson et al 2012:86).

Hamel and Prahalad (2005) first introduced the concept of strategic intent in the late

1980s to explain the extraordinary pursuit of competitiveness by companies in their quest

to become an industry leader, or at best to outperform their closest competitors. Strategic

intent implies an obsession with winning at all levels of the organisation. At the time,

examples of statements of strategic intent were Komatsu’s intent to ‘‘encircle Caterpillar’’

and Canon’s intent to ‘‘beat Xerox’’. We now conclude our discussion by briefly considering

an organisation’s value statement as an element providing strategic direction for the

organisation.

e Value statement and organisational values

Many organisations have developed statements to reflect the values that the organisation

intends to pursue in terms of conducting its operations and the behaviour it expects from

its personnel. An organisation’s overarching values are the beliefs, traits and behavioural

norms that guide the organisation in pursuing its vision and mission and include factors

such as fair treatment, integrity, ethical behaviour, loyalty, innovativeness, teamwork,

pursuing excellent quality and superior customer service, social responsibility and

citizenship (Thompson et al 2012:75). In essence, organisational values involve ethical

behaviour, respect for others, opportunities for staff to reach their full potential, a passion

for excellence, and being socially and ecologically responsible. These values become more

powerful the more they are ingrained in the organisation’s leadership and culture. The

importance of leadership excellence and enhancing organisational cultures in strategic

management is addressed in the module on strategy implementation.

We now consider the second decision stage of strategy formulation as discussed in the

prescribed book.

2.5.2.2 Analysing the organisation’s external and internal environments

Having set the strategic direction of an organisation, its external and internal environments

need to be analysed. More specifically, note the importance of analysing its external

environments (macroenvironment, industry environment and market environment) in

order to identify actual as well as potential external opportunities and threats (O and T) of

relevance to the organisation. It is also necessary to analyse the organisation’s internal

resources, capabilities and competencies in assessing its strengths and weaknesses (S and

W). In combination, these analyses constitute the basis of the well-known SWOT analysis,

which will be highlighted in learning unit 3.
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These analyses allow organisations to determine how best to match and capitalise on an

organisation’s opportunities and strengths, to counter external threats and even improve

internal organisational weaknesses. Analyses of the external and internal environments are

the topics of learning units 3 and 4 respectively.

We now turn our attention to the third decision stage of strategy formulation, namely the

choice of appropriate strategies to achieve the organisation’s long-term objectives.

2.5.2.3 Selecting appropriate competitive strategies: strategic choice

Once the strategic direction for an organisation has been set and the outcomes for the

environmental analyses are available as a basis for decisionmaking, the most appropriate

strategy or strategies are selected. As explained in section 1.9 in learning unit 1, a

multibusiness company with subsidiaries in different industries will select a corporate level

strategy for the parent company, and competitive business level strategies for its respective

subsidiaries. For a single business organisation it would mean deciding on an optimal

competitive business level strategy or strategies to compete in its specific industry

environment. Deciding on and selecting appropriate strategies is the topic of learning unit

7. We now turn to strategy implementation, the second phase of strategic management.

2.5.3 Strategy implementation

Study section 4.1.2 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

The purpose of our discussion here is to briefly introduce strategy implementation as the

second phase of the strategic management process, generally referred to as the action or

doing phase, namely translating strategic plans into action. Strategy implementation is

necessary regardless of whether the process approach or the practice approach has been

adopted. The required drivers of effective implementation include leadership, organisa-

tional culture, organisational structure, reward systems, and organisational systems,

policies and procedures, at times collectively referred to as organisational architecture. In

learning unit 1, we alluded to the fact that all managerial levels should be involved in and

provide inputs for strategy formulation, which is also confirmed in s. This will be discussed

in more detail in section 2.6 below. A distinct benefit of this approach is that it orientates

and timeously prepares middle and lower management levels for the implementation task,

as discussed in detail in the prescribed book. This topic of implementation is dealt with in

the module on strategy implementation. We now briefly consider strategy review and

control as the last phase of an integrated strategic management process.

Activity 2.2

Study section 4.5.3 in the prescribed book on the balanced scorecard. To what extent

can the balanced scorecard assist with strategy implementation?
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Feedback

Compile a brief report describing the main features and characteristics of the balanced

scorecard and describe its merits for strategy implementation. Use the internet to

access other relevant sources for this purpose. (http://www.balancedscorecard.org)

2.5.4 Strategy review and control

Study sections 4.1.3 and 4.6 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

Since strategy review and control, the third phase of the traditional strategic management

approach, is discussed in the prescribed book and is one of the two main themes of the

module on strategy implementation, we provide only a brief overview of this phase. Also,

because of the dynamic nature of the strategic management process, strategy review and

control can effectively occur at any point during the entire strategic management process,

and not only at the end of the process, as indicated in figure 4.1. Strategy review and

control apply to both the process and practice approaches to strategic management.

Strategic control involves monitoring the extent to which a strategy is achieving the

desired long-term objectives, and taking the required corrective action where necessary.

Continued strategy review and control demand special managerial attention, including

revisiting strategic assumptions. This differs from operational control which focuses on the

short term and has fewer financial implications, and where deviations are generally easily

corrected.

2.5.5 Operationalising strategy

Study section 4.5.3 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

Organisational efforts to operationalise strategy are guided by specific actions that include

the following: translating long-term objectives into short-term achievable objectives for

functional areas; developing functional tactics and short-term operational plans based on

the short-term objectives; and developing organisational policies and procedures to guide

ongoing operations. A prerequisite for successful operationalisation is that strategies

should be communicated to members at all organisational levels, as explained in the

prescribed book.

In this section we looked at the process approach to strategic management in terms of its

three phases and emphasised the importance of strategic direction setting in strategy

formulation. We now take a closer look at the shortcomings of the traditional process

approach to strategic management.
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2.6 CRITICISING THE PROCESS PERSPECTIVE ON STRATEGIC

MANAGEMENT

Study section 4.2 in chapter 4 in the prescribed book.

The traditional process perspective on strategic management was the theme of section 2.3

above. The major criticisms of the process perspective include the following:

. It is viewed as a rational and linear process, comprises consecutive phases and does

not effectively embrace new competitive realities.

. Because it is a linear process, the effects of the complex and dynamic nature of the

external environment are not fully considered.

. Strategy formulation and strategy implementation are seen as separate phases.

. It supports the notion that it is only the top management team or senior managers

who develop strategy, thus ignoring potentially valuable contributions by all levels of

staff.

. It essentially ignores the development of strategy through dialogue, conversation and

inputs from all organisational levels, and on occasion, external expertise.

These criticisms of the process approach to strategic management have provided the

impetus for new insights into and approaches to strategic management to cope with new

environmental and competitive realities. Responses to these challenges include dealing

with the increasing trend in emergent as opposed to deliberate strategies, and adopting a

strategy-as-practice approach. Note that these developments are not intended to replace

the traditional process perspective, but merely to find opportunities to manage and cope

with new realities. Having identified the main shortcomings of the process perspective on

strategic management, we now consider deliberate and emergent strategies.

2.7 DELIBERATE AND EMERGENT STRATEGIES

Study section 1.6 in learning unit 1 and section 5.3 in chapter 5 in the prescribed

book.

Traditionally, the assumption has been that strategies are planned, and referred to as

intended strategies. As explained in learning unit 1, in the dynamic and complex real world

of business, strategies have also come to be configured as follows:

. Planned strategies are termed intended strategies, and when realised, are termed

deliberate strategies.

. Intended strategies that fall by the wayside and are not realised are termed unrealised

or abandoned strategies.

. Strategies that are not explicitly intended, are unplanned and emerge over time, often

because of changing environmental or competitive circumstances, are termed

emergent strategies.

. If the organisation’s original intended strategies and its emergent strategies are

realised, they are both termed deliberate strategies.
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Whereas planned and intended strategies work well in relatively stable business

environments, they do not function well in the increasingly dynamic, turbulent and

unpredictable business environments of today. In fact, these dynamic environments have

led to an increase in unplanned and thus emergent strategies to cope with and

accommodate new evolving realities.

Now study section 5.3 in the prescribed book and note the following about deliberate and

emerging strategies:

. Deliberate strategies still have a definite place in an organisational context.

. Emergent strategies typically have to do with the actions of middle managers.

. Emergent strategies imply learning tactics that work.

. Emergent strategising often precedes the full understanding of situations.

. Emergent strategies open the way for collective action and convergent behaviour.

. Emergent strategies can influence intended strategies during their implementation.

. Managers at all organisational levels and employees have specific roles to fulfil.

As we will see, emergent strategies can occur at any time, and can come from anywhere in

an organisation, which means that new approaches to strategy formulation and

strategising have become imperative for organisations if they are to survive and grow.

These new developments are discussed in the next section.

2.8 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND NEW REALITIES: THE

PROCESS VERSUS PRACTICE PERSPECTIVE

Study section 5.1 in chapter 5 in the prescribed book.

In section 2.3 above, we highlighted various shortcomings of the traditional process

approach to strategic management. The purpose of our discussion in this section is to

explore new strategic approaches, such as strategy-as-practice (introduced in learning unit

1), which enable organisations to cope with new competitive realities, including emergent

strategies.

Note the entirely novel approach to and general characteristics of strategy-as-practice as

illustrated in figure 5.1 in this section of the prescribed book, prior to studying the

conceptual framework for analysing strategy-as-practice. We need to understand why the

strategy-as-practice perspective distinguishes between strategy praxis, strategy practi-

tioners and strategy practices – the work, the workers and the tools of strategy.

It is evident from this framework that strategy-as-practice is not a linear or sequential

process, but integrates activities and forces with strategising, which is at the nexus of the

three elements. However, also note the ‘‘content’’ of each of these three elements in figure

5.1, what each of these elements means and how they contribute to strategising as

discussed in this section in the prescribed book.

Since no two organisations are alike, it stands to reason that organisations will customise

their strategising practices to suit their own unique circumstances. Also, it should now be

clear that strategising is not a mainly deliberate, top-down process, but that all levels of

management and employees are deemed to be strategic actors, especially in the case of

coping with emergent strategies that have become increasingly prevalent in recent times.
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According to Johnson, Scholes and Whittington (2008:17–18), the promise of strategy-as-

practice is an enhanced capacity to design more practical strategy processes and develop

more trained and skilled strategists and practitioners to effectively address the real

complexities and unintended consequences of organisational life.

Activity 2.3

Sappi excels

Sappi, the international paper-and-pulp giant expects to perform better in 2014

compared to the previous financial year, especially as result of its cellulose production

that now contributes 75% to its earnings. Over the past two years Sappi has

transformed itself from a paper manufacturer to a diversified group, not only to

capitalise on new market opportunities in cellulose and electronic media, but also

because of declining sales in paper as a result of a shift from printed media to digital

media in the consumer market – tablets and mobile phones replacing newspapers and

periodicals.

. Has Sappi changed from its traditional ‘‘intended strategy’’ in paper and pulp

production? Explain your views.

. Why did Sappi have to change its strategy/strategies in the preceding two years?

. How and why did it change? Would you regard the change as reflecting

emergent strategies?

Source: Sake Beeld (2014)

Feedback

Would you agree that Sappi changed its strategic approach because of changing

market conditions and also to diversify its risk by not wanting to be locked into the

single paper-and-pulp industry/market? Could one argue that Sappi’s venturing into

the cellulose and digital media markets reflects ‘‘emergent’’ rather than ‘‘intended’’

strategies, given the relatively short period of two years? In response to both these

questions, it appears that a declining market demand in paper-and-pulp and the need

to diversify risk and capitalise on new emerging opportunities were reasons for

venturing into new markets. Also, owing to the short time period it could be argued

that the new strategies could be regarded as emergent rather than intended strategies,

but some may argue that, despite these reasons, the possibility of intended strategies

cannot be ruled out entirely. On balance, and in the absence of more complete

information, it would appear that Sappi responded to both existing market conditions

and emerging opportunities, and did not engage in an excessively long lead time

characteristic of intended or deliberate strategies.

Our focus in this section has been on the practice perspective of strategy that evolved

from the traditional process approach in an attempt to overcome shortcomings in the

latter approach. In the last two sections of this learning unit we highlighted the concept

of strategising and looked at the role of managers at different organisational levels as

well as the role of consultants as strategists.
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2.9 THE CONCEPT OF STRATEGISING

Study sections 1.5.2 and 5.2 in chapters 1 and 5, respectively, in the prescribed

book.

The nature and context of strategising is briefly referred to in section 1.5.2 in chapter 1. In

section 5.2, strategising is defined as ‘‘essentially what strategists do, and can be described

as devising or influencing strategies’’. Clearly, strategising is an action performed by people,

the strategists, who guide the organisation’s strategic planning as well as the strategic

management processes. As we will see in section 2.8 below, strategising assumes even

greater importance where emergent as opposed to deliberate strategies occur in

organisations.

Of importance is that strategising is no longer seen as the exclusive domain of the top

management team, the traditional, internal strategist or corporate strategic planner. Note

that strategising increasingly occurs, or should occur, at all levels of an organisation, and

that external role players like consultants may be involved in strategising. Using external

strategists obviously has advantages and disadvantages that management need to be

aware of.

Reflection

Involving everyone in an organisation in strategising might be the ideal, but

there are at least two requirements for this to happen. Firstly, everyone in the

organisation knows what the strategy is – which requires visionary leadership,

the effective communication of the strategy to all, and a receptive organisation

culture. Secondly, the first requirement will largely depend on the extent to

which the organisation becomes a learning organisation.

2.10 MANAGERS AT DIFFERENT ORGANISATIONAL LEVELS

AND CONSULTANTS AS STRATEGISTS

Study sections 1.7 and 1.8 in learning unit 1 and section 5.4 in chapter 5 in the

prescribed book.

2.10.1 Introduction

In learning unit 1 (sec 1.8), we outlined the various levels of decisionmaking in

organisations and highlighted the various levels of management as well as the levels of

strategy in organisations (sec 1.9). Before discussing the role of strategists in the context of

strategy-as-practice below, you are advised to review the above sections in learning unit 1.

We now discuss the following issues in the context of strategy-as-practice:
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. strategists – who they are and what they do

. top managers as strategists

. board of directors as strategists

. middle managers as strategists

. consultants as strategists

Ensure that you understand the strategising role of managers at the various organisational

levels as well as that of other role players discussed below.

2.10.2 Strategists

Study section 5.4, including subsections 5.4.1 to 5.4.4, in chapter 5 in the

prescribed book.

Of importance in this section is the fact that strategists and their strategising activities are

fundamental to strategic management, and that any individual or group in the

organisation, as well as external role players including consultants, is regarded as a

strategist. Now study the four broad types of strategists: detail-conscious strategy workers;

big-picture strategy workers; nondiscerning strategy workers; and cognitively versatile

strategy workers. Ensure that you understand why, apart from actions at top management

level, the actions at middle management level and employee level, and even by the board

of directors and consultants, could also influence the performance of organisations. We

now look at the involvement of strategists at the various organisational levels in greater

detail.

2.10.3 Top managers as strategists

Study this section to establish what the typical ‘‘strategic responsibilities’’ of top managers

or the top management teams are, including the setting of the overall strategic direction,

conducting analyses, formulating and choosing appropriate strategies to attain competitive

advantage, allocating resources, ensuring implementation as well as review and control of

the implemented strategies.

As stated previously, strategies need to be communicated effectively to middle manage-

ment and lower organisational levels in a climate of strategy-as-practice. Of significance

here is recognising the ‘‘new strategising roles’’ that you have not encountered before in

the process approach to strategic management. The so-called ‘‘strategic planning

champion’’ has to fulfil three critical roles, namely those of craftsperson, artful interpreter

and known stranger. Ensure that you know what each of these roles involves, and why

each is deemed important in the context of strategising, and especially as each relates to

strategy-as-practice, the nonlinear process illustrated in figure 5.1. We now examine the

role of the board of directors.

2.10.4 Board of directors as strategists

Study this section to determine the duties of the board of directors and why and how the
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board can influence the overall strategic direction of a company as well as how it monitors

the relationships between management and stakeholders. The board has to ensure that

the strategies are aligned with the purpose of the organisation.

2.10.5 Middle managers as strategists

The increasingly vital role of middle- and even lower-level managers in strategising has the

following two antecedents: (1) the rapidly changing external and competitive environ-

ments in recent decades that have required new approaches to strategising, such as

emergent strategies to complement deliberate and intended strategies; and (2) the

evolvement of strategy-as-practice which can accommodate emergent strategies that may

occur anywhere in the organisation, thus increasing the value of middle- and even lower-

level managers as strategists.

These developments have led to revised strategic roles of middle management as

described in the prescribed book to include the implementation of deliberate strategies;

synthesising information; reshaping the strategic thinking of top management; and

managing change and facilitating adaptability.

Activity 2.4

Do you believe that the transition of middle management roles as described above

happens fairly easily in an organisation that has been following the traditional process

approach to strategy? What do you think is necessary for an effective transition in this

regard? Explain your views in a brief report on completion of this learning unit.

Feedback

What are the real implications in the above regard? Our response is in the form of the

following relevant questions to stimulate further thinking. Is it that middle management

should have an intimate knowledge of strategic management and the strategy-as-

practice approach to strategy? Is it that they are aware of how emergent strategies

occur and how they need to be integrated into the overall strategy and managed? Is it

that whatever top management decides should be clearly communicated to lower

organisational levels? Is it that all of the above may not materialise if the organisation is

not or does not become a learning organisation? What role does organisational culture

play? Would reward systems and performance management contribute? To what

extent do you agree with these assertions? Can you think of other requirements that

are critical for such a transition to be successful? What would they be? Use the above as

a guideline for your answer.

We conclude our discussion on strategists by considering the role of consultants.

2.10.6 Consultants as strategists

The consulting industry is regarded as a valuable source of expertise available to

organisations in need of specialised information and guidance. Consultants are generally

used when organisations do not have the in-house expertise, or need new perspectives in

terms of their strategies or management approaches. In-house expertise should be
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cultivated through training whenever possible, but sometimes there is not enough when

urgent strategic decisions need to be made – hence the need to use consultants as

strategists (at a cost). The concept of a learning organisation once again becomes relevant.

As we have seen, strategic success can be enhanced by the concerted efforts of strategists,

both inside and outside the organisation. Strategists have become increasingly vital in the

strategic endeavours of organisations in today’s world of new business realities.

2.11 SUMMARY

In this learning unit we discussed the process perspective as well as the practice

perspective of strategic management and elaborated on strategy-as-practice as an

effective means of addressing new strategic realities. In conclusion, we explored the

concept of strategising and the role of strategists in contemporary strategic management.

Now that you completed this learning unit, it would be a good opportunity to respond to

the questions in ‘‘Thought provoker’’ at the beginning of the learning unit.

2.12 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Define vision and mission statements as well as long-term objectives and strategic

intent, and explain their role in strategic direction setting and deciding on the future of

an organisation.

(2) Discuss the requirements for and importance of long-term objectives or strategic

objectives.

(3) Explain the role of the balance scorecard in formulating strategic objectives.

(4) Explain the strategy-as-practice approach and how it differs from the process

approach to strategic management.

(5) Explain the concept of strategising and the role of strategists in strategic

management.
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Learning unit 3
Strategic analysis: analysing the external

environment

Internet users in the world

Over the last two decades, technological change, as an increasingly important

environmental force, has become a significant factor in the global economy. It is

imperative that organisations be aware of and informed about ongoing

technological change that could affect their industries and markets, and impact

their competitiveness, profitability and growth. For example, by June 2014, 40

percent of the world population of about 7.2 billion had Internet connectivity,

compared to less than one percent in 1995. Internet users increased tenfold

between 1999 and 2013, reached 2 billion in 2010, and is expected to reach 3

billion during 2014, with the fastest growth coming from Africa, the Middle

East, Latin America and the Caribbean and Asia.

Source: http://www.internetworldstats.com

Study the above quotation and think about the following:

. What are the strategic implications of continued growth in internet use for

organisations involved in e-commerce and e-business?

. What scenarios do you envisage for the financial services sector as a result

of this increasing trend in internet connectivity and related technological

advances?

. What are the competitive realities for software and hardware industries in

the foreseeable future?

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review

your answers after you have completed this learning unit and also accessed the

above website for further information. What are your perceptions about the

importance of external forces in the business environment?

3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to explain the role and

strategic importance of analysing an organisation’s macroenvironment and its

task or industry environment as part of its strategic planning process. More

specifically, you should be able to

– explain the structure and strategic relevance of the external environment
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– identify relevant macroenvironmental forces and assess/forecast the

expected change and potential strategic impact of these forces

– discuss relevant techniques for analysing the macroenvironment

– analyse the task or industry environment and identify the impact of industry

forces on competitiveness and profitability

– evaluate the techniques for industry analysis including strategic group

analysis

– analyse the structure, dynamics and attractiveness of industries

– identify an organisation’s competitors and predict competitor behaviour

– explain the relevant techniques for analysing uncertainty and risk in the

external environment

3.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts identified in this topic are as follows:

. global business environment . industry dynamics

. external business environment . industry analysis

. broad or macroenvironment . competitor analysis

. task or industry environment . strategic risk analysis

. environmental factors and forces . fiveforces framework

. PESTEL analysis . competitor behaviour

. macroenvironmental analysis . scenario analysis

. complementors . industry lifecycle

NOTE: In this learning unit as well as in the strategic planning module, the terms

‘‘macroenvironment’’ and ‘‘industry environment’’ are preferred to the terms

‘‘broad environment ‘‘and ‘‘task environment’’ respectively.

3.3 INTRODUCTION

Study section 8.1 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

The traditional strategic management process was introduced in learning unit 1. New

approaches to strategic management in response to the challenges of increasingly

dynamic, volatile and competitive business environments were highlighted in learning unit

2. Given these challenges, analysing the organisation’s external environment to derive

strategically important information for strategic planning will now be discussed. Analysing

the organisation’s internal environment is the topic of learning unit 4. The purpose of

analysing major trends and events in an organisation’s external environment is to identify

strategically significant opportunities on which organisations can capitalise, as well as

identifying external threats that organisations face and need to counter. As we will point

out in learning unit 4, the purpose of analysing the internal organisational environment is
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to identify organisational strengths and weaknesses where strengths could enhance the

strategic initiatives of an organisation, and weaknesses deter the organisation from

achieving its objectives.

The analysis and evaluation of the external business environment focuses on the

macroenvironment as well as on the industry environment, and include the following:

. explaining the structure, relevance and importance of the external environment in

strategic planning

. identifying and analysing macroenvironmental forces and their implications for

strategic planning in organisations

. discussing the relevant techniques for analysing the macroenvironment

. identifying and analysing the forces that impact industry competitiveness and

profitability

. evaluating the techniques for industry analysis, including strategic group analysis

. analysing industry structure, dynamics and attractiveness

. identifying an organisation’s competitors and predicting competitor behaviour

. explaining relevant techniques for analysing uncertainty and risk in the macroenvir-

onment

We commence our discussions by examining the structure and importance of the external

environment.

3.4 STRUCTURE AND STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF THE

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Study sections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

Business and strategy both require leading (and managing) organisations into an uncertain

and unpredictable future. The purpose of this section is to provide the relevant background

to and explain the strategic value of external environmental analysis – macroenvironmental

and industry analysis – and its implications for strategic planning in organisations.

Once an organisation’s vision and mission statements have been formulated, and its

strategic intent clearly defined, it is necessary to analyse the organisation’s external

business environment and internal organisational environment. This has to be completed

before finalising the organisation’s long-term objectives and even thinking of developing

and deciding on appropriate competitive business level strategies.

The structure of the external environment is illustrated in figure 8.1 in the prescribed book,

and includes the following:

. the macroenvironment (at both the global and the country levels) over which the

organisation has virtually no control

. the industry environment which may be influenced by organisations to a degree

. the organisation’s internal environment which is typically controllable by organisations

as such

Environmental forces originating from the global business environment may affect

countries, industries in countries and organisations in those industries. A highly relevant
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example is the global financial crisis, a global environmental force, that originated in the

USA around 2008, affected all countries in the world to a greater or lesser degree, and had

various effects on the various industries in countries. For example, for structural and other

reasons, the financial services sectors of developed countries were much more severely

affected by this crisis than those in developing countries, including South Africa. This

confirms that the management of organisations therefore need to identify relevant

opportunities and threats in their macroenvironments as well as in their industry

environments, and assess the potential impact that these factors may have on their own

organisations.

All businesses operate in the macroenvironment – comprising the political, legal,

economic, sociocultural, technological and natural environments as well as population

demographics – appearing in the ‘‘outer ring’’ in figure 8.1. The competitive industry

environment and its components in the ‘‘middle ring’’ in figure 8.1 are, however, of more

immediate interest to organisations mainly for reasons relating to the competitive nature

of industry involvement.

Analysis of the ‘‘outer ring’’ of macroenvironmental components depicted in figure 8.1

should be based on the assumption that discontinuous change has become the norm

instead of the exception in today’s world of business. A conscious effort to recognise,

understand and respond to changing trends, opportunities, threats and risks, has become a

vital prerequisite for any degree of success in strategy formulation. These factors and their

implications are discussed in greater detail in section 3.3 below.

For the analysis of the external environment to be meaningful for strategy formulation, the

following critical issues need to be considered:

. identifying and analysing relevant environmental forces (as opposed to those that are

not relevant to the organisation)

. assessing and attempting to predict the expected changes that could emanate from

these forces, as well as predicting the potential strategic impact that these identified

changes could have on an organisation.

On the basis of introductory overview above, study sections 8.5 to 8.8 in chapter 8 in the

prescribed book. The material in these sections is addressed in greater detail in section 3.3

below. Note specifically the factors and forces relating to both the macroenvironment and

the industry environment, their importance from a strategic planning perspective and their

strategic implications for an organisation. Executives and strategic managers should be

able to respond appropriately to these factors and forces by adapting to or managing

important macroenvironmental trends and, where possible, influence their industry

environments to enhance the competitiveness, profitability and growth of their businesses.

3.5 ANALYSING THE MACROENVIRONMENT: FACTORS

AND FORCES THAT AFFECT INDUSTRIES AND

ORGANISATIONS

Study sections 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.
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3.5.1 Introduction

Macroenvironmental analysis as discussed in the above-mentioned sections of the

prescribed book is based on the PESTLE approach, an acronym for the following broad

categories of macroenvironmental factors:

. political-legal

. economic

. sociocultural

. technological

. legal, linked to political

. ecological (the natural environment)

The global environment has notably become increasingly important in recent decades, and

is addressed in the section on global tectonics (sec 3.3.7 below). As previously stated,

management should understand the potential impact of relevant environmental factors

and forces on the industry or industries in which they are involved and hence on their own

organisations.

3.5.2 Political-legal factors

From a business perspective, the extent of political stability and a government’s ability to

ensure a stable business environment are possibly the two main political considerations for

business. The most important legal considerations from a business perspective are the

appropriateness of a country’s legal system, the effectiveness of law enforcement and

whether the country adheres to the rule of law.

These political and legal factors could have a positive or a negative influence on business,

depending on the actual situation. A positive factor in a market economy would include the

privatisation of state-owned enterprises (SOEs). In contrast, nationalising an industry

would typically be regarded as highly negative. Analysis of the political-legal factors should

include an assessment of a country’s political risk, especially where organisations are

involved in international business.

3.5.3 Economic factors

The following four economic factors are important from a business perspective:

(1) the growth rate of the economy

(2) the level of interest rates

(3) the currency exchange rates

(4) price inflation

Apart from a country’s gross national product (GNP) and gross domestic product (GDP),

other factors also play a role in assessing the economic environment and economic growth

prospects for doing business in a country, especially income levels and disposable income

that could reflect buying power and thus market demand in a country. Factors that are

critical include the following: income levels in a country; levels of disposable income; levels

of savings; unemployment rates; and stock market indices and trends over time. Changing

economic conditions can influence the timing and relative success of an organisation’s

strategies.
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3.5.4 Sociocultural factors

Sociocultural factors and forces refer to existing and changing social values, beliefs,

attitudes, traditions and lifestyles in a society that could affect the preference and demand

for certain products and services over time. Changes in sociocultural factors may create a

demand for new products and services, creating totally new opportunities and thereby

changing the rules of industry competition. While demographics is included here as a

sociocultural factor, it is often treated as a separate factor because of its increasing

importance in a globalising world.

Stakeholders as an external force have become strategically significant in recent years.

Stakeholders include individuals, groups, and organisations that can affect an organisation’s

strategic initiatives and performance. Study sections 8.4, 8.5 and 8.8 in the prescribed

book on how to define stakeholders, distinguish between internal and external

stakeholders, the actual or potential claims that they could have on an organisation, the

influence they can exert on an organisation and how they can affect strategy. Stakeholder

perspectives will be discussed in learning unit 6.

From a strategic planning perspective, informed foresight and scenarios regarding these

sociocultural changes and their possible implications for business have become increasingly

significant in recent years. The role of scenarios is discussed in section 3.6.3 below.

3.5.5 Technological factors

Technological change has become a main driving force in the global economy over the

past few decades and continues unabated. Needless to say, managers must be aware of

and understand how these changes could affect their business and how they need to

respond strategically to ensure that they are at the cutting edge of new technological

advances in order to remain competitive. It is a well-known fact that technological change

can be both creative and disruptive.

Study the potential effects of technological change in the prescribed book (defined in sec

8.3.1 and referred to in most of the subsequent sections). The dramatic increase in the

number of internet users referred to in the ‘‘thought-provoker’’ has undoubtedly created

new and unique marketing and other opportunities. Information technology (IT) is

regarded as a major management, financial, marketing, operational and communications

component of any strategy.

3.5.6 Factors relating to the natural environment

Concerns about the natural environment have increased dramatically in recent years.

Preservation of the ecology worldwide is threatened by continuous air, water and land

pollution. Global climate change and global warming have been accelerated by humanity’s

activities.

Activity 3.1

Access the website of the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) at http://www.cdproject.net

for the most recent information on this issue relating to pollution and global warming.

Write a brief report on your findings that includes the following: (1) the global reach of
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the project; (2) the overall status of the project; (3) the countries most involved and

supportive of this project, and; (4) the strategic importance of this information for the

management of an organisation.

Corporate strategies worldwide are affected by environmental legislation and the cost

implications of such legislation. On the positive side, however, increasing legislation and

regulation have also created opportunities for new products and services that are

environmentally friendly and increasingly demanded by consumers.

3.5.7 Global tectonics: factors relating to the global environment

Study section 8.3.2 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

International business has increased significantly in recent decades, which has largely

contributed to the ongoing process of globalisation. Globalisation as such has been

encouraged by declining barriers to international trade and investment, and advances in

technology – in communications and transportation technologies in particular. Increasing

globalisation, a largely ‘‘borderless world’’ and greater interconnectedness between

countries have intensified competition worldwide. For example, South African wholesalers

and retailers that import goods and merchandise, or source certain services from abroad,

are exposed to exchange rate fluctuations and foreign exchange risk for every international

transaction they do, as are South African exporters. In these cases, factors such as foreign

exchange risk need to be extremely well managed.

Against this background, study the section ‘‘Global tectonics’’ in the prescribed book,

paying particular attention to the 12 global trends that could pose significant leadership

challenges over the next 30 years.

Activity 3.2

From the website and video clip provided here, analyse and evaluate the environmental

changes that are forecast for 2020 to 2050. In your view, which of these forces or

drivers would be significant to strategy during this period? In what way could they

possibly influence organisational strategies?

The world 2020–2050 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rU2iTUeCfkl

The effect of individual macroenvironmental factors, including global factors as referred to

above, on industries and hence organisations in industries are not isolated, because these

factors are interrelated. For example, technological factors such as the internet are evident

in economic and social domains. Socioeconomic factors such as labour strikes have vast

political, economic and social implications, even to the extent of negatively impacting on

the international trade of organisations, and thus the country, where organisations involved

in supplying export markets are adversely affected. Recall the serious strikes in the car

manufacturing industry a few years ago that not only hampered their exports, but also the

opportunity of earning foreign exchange for South Africa at the time.
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3.5.8 Evaluation of an organisation’s strategic response to external

environmental factors and forces

Study section 8.3.3 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

Following from our previous discussion, note that apart from merely identifying and listing

the macroenvironmental factors, they also need to be analysed and evaluated in terms of

their actual or potential benefits, risks and uncertainty, and prioritised in terms of their

strategic importance for industries and impact on individual organisations in industries. The

purpose of this approach is to identify opportunities and threats in the external

environment for strategy formulation. A tool for this assessment is the External Factor

Evaluation (EFE) matrix illustrated in table 8.1 in the prescribed book. This matrix is useful

in identifying whether an organisation’s current strategy is appropriate, or could serve as a

basis for adapting or revising its current strategy. Ensure that you understand the purpose

and application of the EFE matrix. Having explored the external environment and its

implications for strategy thus far, the methods and techniques to analyse the

macroenvironment, including macroenvironmental risks, are discussed in sections 3.6

and 3.7 below.

Notwithstanding the need to analyse the macroenvironment, industries are also part of the

external environment and need to be analysed in terms of their structure, dynamics,

competitiveness and attractiveness as vital inputs into the strategic planning process of

organisations. This topic is discussed in the next section.

3.6 ANALYSING THE INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT

Study section 8.5 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

3.6.1 Introduction

According to Grant and Jordan (2012:55–56), the purpose of external analysis should be

to identify those macroenvironmental factors that are likely to have an effecton shaping

industry conditions, for the following reasons:

(1) For an organisation to make a profit, it must create value for customers – hence the

need for it to understand its customers and their needs.

(2) In creating value, the organisation acquires goods and services from suppliers and

manages relationships with them.

(3) The ability to generate profits depends on the intensity of competition between rival

organisations that compete for the same value-creating opportunities – hence the

need for the organisation to understand its competition.

The core of the organisation’s business environment is therefore based on its relationships

with three sets of role players – customers, suppliers and competitors. In summary, Grant
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and Jordan (2012:87) aptly state the following: ‘‘To survive and prosper in an industry a

firm must meet two criteria: first, it must supply what customers want to buy; second, it

must survive competition.’’

Based on this brief introduction, we now explore the importance of industry characteristics

and dynamics, strategic groups in industries and customer segments in the markets that an

organisation serves, with reference to the following:

. defining what an industry is

. analysing industry attractiveness using Porter’s five forces model

. exploring industry dynamics

. exploring changing levels of industry competitiveness

3.6.2 Defining an industry

The ultimate purpose of defining an industry is to know who your customers and

competitors are. We define an industry as a group of companies competing directly with

one another in the marketplace. More specifically, an industry is defined as a group of

organisations offering products and services that are close substitutes for one another – in

other words, products or services that satisfy the same basic customer needs. Industries

can be defined broadly or narrowly, but each approach has its limitations. Where industries

are defined too broadly, it might be difficult to decide exactly who your competitors are,

which could result in devising inappropriate competitive strategies. Defining industries too

narrowly could mean that you are not including all relevant competitors, again leading to

inappropriate strategies. Furthermore, a narrow definition could result in missing out on

viable opportunities, which competitors who are alert could capitalise on. Also, as indicated

in the prescribed book, industry convergence can blur industry boundaries. A sector is

defined as a group of closely related industries. Think about who the possible members of

the IT sector could be.

It is essential to distinguish clearly between the industry in which an organisation competes

and the market or markets it serves in that industry. For example, while Jaguar competes in

the car industry, it in effect competes in the luxury car market segment. Refer to the

example of Coca-Cola and PepsiCo in the prescribed book. The purpose of market

segmentation analysis is to identify attractive market segments, determine which markets

to serve and select strategies that are relevant for the chosen segments. Thus defining the

organisation’s industry and its market segment correctly is imperative to know exactly who

your competitors are and which customers you are serving.

3.6.3 Analysing industry attractiveness

You may already have come across Michael Porter’s approach to the analysis of industry

attractiveness and profitability by evaluating the following five factors: the bargaining

power of buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, the rivalry between existing industry

members, the threat of substitute products and the threat of new entrants to the industry.

Porter subsequently added another two factors: the role of government and regulators,

and of complementors. See figure 8.2 which illustrates the different relationships in

industry competitiveness.

When studying this section, ensure that you know and understand the ‘‘seven’’ forces of

industry attractiveness.
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. Customers. Note the four requirements for powerful customer buying power that

would increase industry competitiveness and reduce industry profitability.

. Power of suppliers. Note the five requirements for powerful suppliers that can increase

industry competitiveness and reduce industry profitability.

. Existing industry members and rivalry. Note the five requirements for intense rivalry

and their effect of increasing industry competitiveness and reducing profitability

where they prevail.

. Potential competitors and threat of entry. Note the numerous underlying elements that

could potentially influence this factor, the critical question being the ease of entry, or

stated otherwise, the industry’s ‘‘barriers to entry’’. Familiarise yourself with the six

barriers to entry referred to and the fact that ease of entry will increase industry

competitiveness and adversely affect profitability.

. Providers of substitute products and services. Note the meaning of substitute products.

It is possible that an increase of substitutes coming from outside the immediate

industry but which could replace industry products would increase competitiveness

and reduce industry profitability.

. Government intervention. Note that government intervention could be enhancing (e.g.

deregulation) or constraining (e.g. nationalisation, competition policy). It could affect

the structure, competitiveness and profitability of industries, especially where

interventions are industry specific (e.g. telecommunications, energy and licensing in

the retail liquor sector).

. Complementors as additional forces. Complementors are products that enhance an

industry member’s own products (e.g. lease financing that enhances the sale of cars;

or handsets to use the service provided by mobile communication providers such as

MTN, Vodacom and CellC).

To summarise, where the original five factors all have high ratings, industry competition

increases and profitability decreases, and vice versa. The three steps of a five forces analysis

include the analysis of each one of the five forces and determining their combined effect,

which then provides an indication of overall attractiveness or otherwise of an industry. This

information is vital for strategic planning.

3.6.4 Industry structure, dynamics, competitiveness and profitability

Having evaluated industry attractiveness and competitiveness in the preceding section, we

now explore the following in the context of industry analysis:

. industry structure

. industry dynamics

. industry evolution – the industry lifecycle

. drivers of industry change – industry key success factors

3.6.4.1 Industry structure

Industry structure in terms of general types and features is illustrated in table 8.2 in the

prescribed book. Study the following industry types – monopoly, duopoly and oligopoly –

and the competitive implications of major types of competition, namely monopolistic and

perfect competition. Note that the type of role player will determine the extent of industry

competition, or lack of it, as in the case of monopolies. Few if any organisations will

operate in industry structures that correspond to these theoretical models, but will rather

lie somewhere on a continuum between the two extremes. However, the greater the

number of rivals in an industry, the closer it will be to perfect competition.
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3.6.4.2 Industry dynamics

Industry dynamics refer to the rate of competitive and structural changes in an industry

over time. Recall the difficulty of defining an industry from the point of view of an individual

organisation, mainly because of the blurring of industry boundaries and the difference

between the concepts of industry and market. The management challenge of dynamic

industries is to know at all times the rules of the industry, who their competitors are and

why change takes place. Change can be due to external factors such as technological

change or a change in one or more of the industry forces, or internal factors such as new

product and/or process development, or some other factors.

Activity 3.3

A dynamic industry environment is one that changes rapidly. According to Jones and Hill

(2013:106-107), the most dynamic industries are those with a high rate of product

development, such as in the consumer electronics and personal computer industries.

Such dynamism means shorter industry life cycles, and the fact that a competitive

advantage is not durable. As an example, up to the 1990s, a leading personal computer

company, Compaq, was extremely profitable, but lost its competitive advantage to Dell,

which innovatively combined strategic outsourcing and low-cost direct, internet

marketing of computers to its customers. Can you think of South African examples

where industry dynamics have affected industry competition and the profitability of

industry participants?

Feedback

Possible South African examples can be found in the following industries:handsets for

mobile phones; low-cost airlines; innovative insurance products; e-books; and digital

media gradually replacing printed media.

3.6.4.3 Industry evolution

The stage of development of an industry over its lifecycle, as illustrated in table 8.3, has a

significant influence on the competitiveness of industries. Based on table 8.3, and

acknowledging the industry lifecycle as a valuable analytical tool, ensure that you

understand the following:

. Industries proceed sequentially through the four stages over time, from inception or

introduction to growth, to maturity, and ultimately to decline.

. While the methodology analyses the level of competitive intensity in each stage of the

lifecycle, it can also help to predict what to expect in a subsequent stage, information

that could be of real strategic significance.

. The task of management is to anticipate how competitive intensity will change as the

industry evolves through the four stages over time, and formulate appropriate

strategies with these changes in mind.

We now look at the drivers of industry change.
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3.6.4.4 Drivers of industry change

Strategically, organisations should focus on changes in an industry that will most likely

reshape the industry and change competitive conditions. While some drivers could

originate in the macroenvironment (recall the PESTLE factors in fig 8.1), most drivers

originate in the more immediate industry environment.

For management, the key questions are: Which of all these factors are driving change in

our industry? And, what impact will the relevant factors have on our organisation? This

means, firstly, that we need to analyse which of the identified drivers are making the

industry more or less attractive. Recall Porter’s five forces analysis. Secondly, given the

answer to this question, we need to assess its strategic implications and revise or adjust our

strategy accordingly. Going through this analytical process could result in you identifying a

competitive advantage, especially if your rivals have not done so. Industry key success

factors are closely related to the drivers of industry change.

3.6.4.5 Limitations of industry analysis

Methods and models for industry analysis are particularly valuable, but also have

limitations. Despite its widespread use and value, Porter’s five forces model has been

criticised for being static, and for not accommodating other relevant factors. The industry

lifecycle provides a useful analytical framework, but is seen as not reflecting the real world

of business. We now turn to strategic group analysis.

3.7 STRATEGIC GROUP ANALYSIS

Study section 8.5.5 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

3.7.1 Introduction

Strategic groups, as defined in the prescribed book, are those industry members with

similar competitive approaches and industry market positions. Strategic group analysis,

providing further information on industry competitiveness, occurs at an intermediary level

between the industry and the organisation. The purpose of strategic group analysis is to

provide information that will help to explain the characteristics and current behaviour of

these groups in an industry and to predict the future behaviour of such groups for strategic

decision-making.

3.7.2 Strategic groups: analysis and forecasting

One approach to revealing the market positions of strategic groups in an industry is

strategic group mapping, as illustrated in figure 8.3. Ensure that you understand the three-

dimensional nature of a strategic group map which reveals both the positions as well as the

relative size of the strategic groups. The actual location of groups on the map is insightful

as a basis for comparative competitor analysis. Not all positions on the map are equally

attractive. An organisation’s closest competitors are those in its own group. Even within

groups, organisations are bound to face different circumstances, opportunities and threats,

and this implies that the results of analyses should be questioned.
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3.7.3 Strategic space and industry dynamics

Strategic groups are not static and change over time, inter alia, as a result of changing

organisational strategies of group members as well as industry changes. Because of these

changes, existing strategic spaces between groups, which are evident in figure 8.3, could

also change over time. Industry dynamics dictate that while existing strategic space, in

effect uncontested industry-market segments, could present strategic opportunities, new

strategic space and opportunities could emerge over time. We now turn to the discussion

of key success factors.

3.7.4 Key success factors

As previously stated in section 3.4.1, Grant and Jordan (2012:87–90) relate key success

factors to the following two questions:

. What do our customers want?

. What does the organisation need to do to survive competition?

Regarding the first question, we need to know who our customers are and what they

want. In response to the second question, the following questions relating to the key

success factors need to be answered for the specific organisation: What drives

competition? What are the main dimensions of competition? How intense is the

competition? How can we obtain a superior competitive position? This information is for

management to formulate appropriate strategies, or adapt existing strategies, and to

ensure that the necessary resources and capabilities are available. See the example

provided in the feedback to activity 3.4.

Activity 3.4

What are the key success factors for organisations competing in the two market

segments, indicated below, in the mobile phone industry, based on the questions

relating to the key success factors discussed above and as discussed in this section in the

prescribed book? (1) standard phones, and (2) smartphones. Compile a brief report on

your findings. (Use the questions on customers and competition as a framework for

your answer.)

Feedback

Key success factors as discussed above are those few factors that could give an

organisation a competitive advantage if it serves its customers better than its

competitors do. However, remember that even in the same industry, unique

organisational resources and capabilities applied to common key success factors will

still result in the adoption of markedly different strategies by industry members. The

table below provides a comparison of key success factors in two sectors of the mobile

phone industry.
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Key success factors for two sectors in the mobile phone industry

Standard phones Smartphones

What the customer

wants

Low price High-speed data download

Reliability Range of ‘‘apps’’

Fashionable design

How the organisation

survives competition

Commodity market – excess

production capacity

Low barriers to entry and

exit

Cost efficiency critically

important

Buying power of wireless

Service providers strong

Provision of complementary

products important

Differentiation can yield sub-

stantial price premium, but

imitation is rapid

Key success factors Systems integration capabil-

ity

Fashion design capabilities

Industrial design capability Partnerships with content

providers

Low-cost manufacturing

skills

Strong R&D capabilities

Source: Adapted from Grant and Jordan (2012:89–91)

Although the above example is based on two market segments in the broader mobile

phone industry, the same logic applies when the key success factors of different

industries are assessed.

In the next section we discuss the important topic of competitor analysis.

3.7.5 Competitor analysis

Study section 8.5.6 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

Competitor analysis involves the following two issues:

. identification of the organisation’s competitors

. prediction of competitor behaviour

As discussed in section 3.4.2 above, recall how difficult it is to accurately define an industry,

and then decide where to compete – across the entire industry, or merely in a segment of

the market that the industry serves? The answer to this question will indicate who our
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competitors are. Next we have to gather information on those identified competitors

regarding their strategic intentions, long-term objectives, strategies and capabilities, the

assumptions on which their strategies are based, and their expected competitive

behaviour. It is immediately obvious that much of this information is highly confidential,

which means that the value of conventional analytical techniques is limited. To gather this

type of information on competitors, organisations started using competitive intelligence

(CI), a highly specialised approach derived from the field of military intelligence.

Reflection: Competitive intelligence (CI) for superior competitor analysis

In the rapidly changing business environments of today, the purpose of strategy

is to outperform the competition. To this end, CI has long been recognised as a

strategic management tool that may enhance competitiveness. CI is the process

of developing actionable foresight regarding competitive dynamics and

nonmarket factors that can be used to enhance competitive advantage

(Sewdass & Du Toit 2014:185–186). Fleisher and Bensoussan (2007:6–7)

define CI as ‘‘the process by which organisations gather actionable information

about competitors and the competitive environment and, ideally, apply it to their

planning processes and decision-making in order to improve their enterprise’s

performance.’’

CI is not business espionage; it is ethical, legal, legitimate, and essential (Fleisher

& Bensoussan 2007:7)

Fleisher and Bensoussan (2007:8) also state that the core of any CI system in a

company is an intelligence cycle, a process perspective of the collection and

transformation of data into actionable intelligence, essentially comprising the

following five stages:

(1) Plan. Determine client needs, establish requirements and develop a plan.

(2) Collect and process data. Collect data from inside and outside the firm,

conduct an initial classification of the collected data and process the data

production.

(3) Analyse. Analyse the data in order to generate effective informational

outputs and outcomes, involving the skilful application of a variety of

techniques in order to make sense of intelligence.

(4) Disseminate intelligence. Present or provide the insights generated to the

customer/client.

(5) Evaluate and control. Obtain feedback and assess whether the process

satisfied the client’s present and ongoing needs, and possibly restarting

the process if the client is dissatisfied.

In essence, competitive analysis is about transforming incisive information about

competitors and nonmarket factors into usable and actionable intelligence for

strategic planning purposes.

Now study the example of Coca-Cola and PepsiCo as well as the excerpt ‘‘Managerial

perspective’’ in the prescribed book for further insights in this regard.
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3.7.6 Competition versus cooperation

As previously mentioned, individual organisations can influence the industry environment

to some extent. This is not possible in the macroenvironment because the forces in it are

generally are uncontrollable. Study this section to identify the various ways in which

organisations can influence industry structure and competitiveness, including cooperation

with competitors as well as stakeholders (e.g. suppliers and buyers), and strategic alliances

with competitors for the purposes of collaboration, say, in relation to distribution or R&D.

The competitive profile matrix (CPM) for competitor analysis is discussed next.

3.7.7 The CPM

The CPM can be used to identify an organisation’s major competitors and determine the

organisation’s strengths and weaknesses relative to its competitors, as illustrated in table

8.4. Ensure that you understand the logic of the CPM, and the fact that it provides relative

as opposed to actual information, but nevertheless provides informative data as an input

for decisionmaking.

According to David (2013:103–104), the following seven characteristics describe most

competitive organisations:

(1) Market share matters.

(2) Understand and know exactly what business you are in.

(3) Even if it is not broken, fix it – continuously improve products, processes and the entire

organisation.

(4) Innovate or evaporate – particularly in technology-driven businesses.

(5) Acquisitions lead to growth – moving into related or niche markets.

(6) People do make a difference.

(7) There are no substitutes for quality or cost effectiveness.

This section concludes our discussion on the industry environment and its analysis as a vital

part of strategy formulation. We conclude our discussion on analysing the external

environment in this study unit by considering change, uncertainty and risk in the

macroenvironment.

3.8 THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT: CHANGE,

UNCERTAINTY AND RISK

Study sections 8.6.1, 8.6.2 and 8.6.3 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

3.8.1 Introduction

Change is pervasive, whether in business or other walks of life. With reference to an

organisation’s external environment, change in both the macroenvironment or industry

environment may occur rapidly or slowly, with or without advance warning, and may have
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a huge or a negligible impact on an organisation’s performance, growth and survival. As

discussed in section 3.3, managers therefore need to scan the external environment, be

alert to potential environmental developments, assess their influence and adapt

organisational strategies accordingly (Hough, Thompson, Strickland & Gamble 2008:54)

3.8.2 The changing and uncertain environment

Study the examples and their strategic business implications in the prescribed sections.

Ensure that you understand the meaning of certainty, risk and uncertainty in the context of

significant change, and the approach to analysing uncertainty in terms of the degree of

uncertainty, the speed at which changes are likely to occur, and the possible outcomes of

these changing events or circumstances. You need to focus on determining the degree of

residual uncertainty. Also refer to section 1.10 in learning unit 1 where we introduced the

concept of strategic risk.

Note that the four levels of uncertainty referred to here provide a viable framework for the

analysis and evaluation of uncertainty and should be combined with the way organisations

deal with the strategic implications of uncertainty by distinguishing between shapers,

adapters and companies reserving the right to play. We now look at the merits of scenarios

and scenario planning as a means of exploring the future.

3.8.3 Scenarios and scenario planning

Study section 8.7 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

3.8.3.1 Introduction

Scenarios are defined as possible or plausible futures of events. Scenarios are not mere

extrapolations of the past, and assume that the past is no guide to the future. Basically,

scenario planning compensates for two common errors of traditional planning approaches,

that is, the under- and overprediction of change. Apart from its predictive value, scenario

planning can assist with strategic decision-making by providing valuable insights into the

direction and potential impacts of plausible future macroenvironmental and industry

developments.

3.8.3.2 Building scenarios

A popular view is that scenarios are developed to answer ‘‘What if?’’ questions about the

future. As discussed in the prescribed book, the following three themes underpin effective

scenario planning:

(1) identifying what a business can and cannot change

(2) not disregarding what appear to be even trivial considerations

(3) exploring multiple, plausible scenarios.
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The type of scenario used depends on the purpose for which it is intended. Now study the

four types of scenarios, namely inductive, deductive, incremental and normative, which are

illustrated in figure 8.4.

3.8.3.3 The test for and limitations of scenario planning

As stated in the prescribed book, the real test for scenario planning is whether or not it

changes the way managers think and do their business, and not whether the scenario is

right or wrong. Note that with regard to strategic planning, it compels managers to

anticipate what they would do differently should a scenario materialise in future. Now

study the example, ‘‘3 futures for South Africa’’, in the prescribed book. Limitations of

scenario planning are that it may be expensive and time-consuming, and mainly

appropriate for large, resource-rich organisations in relatively turbulent external environ-

ments. However, the underlying logic is sound and could be beneficial in a variety of

business settings for all types and sizes of organisations.

3.9 TECHNIQUES TO ANALYSE AND RESPOND TO THE

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Study sections 8.8 and 8.9 in chapter 8 in the prescribed book.

A number of widely accepted frameworks for analysing the external environment are

summarised in table 8.5. Analytical processes for this purpose include the following:

. scanning

. monitoring

. forecasting

. assessing

Ensure that you understand the underlying logic of each of these successive processes, the

purpose of each process, the suitability of each successive process given its purpose, the

type of information each process is likely to generate and the relevance of the information

resulting from each successive process for decision-making purposes.

In this section, familiarise yourself with the need to respond, how to respond and how

rapidly to respond to changes emanating from the organisation’s external environment.

This brings us to the limitations of the traditional process approach to strategic planning

and strategic management that we discussed extensively in learning unit 2. The practice

perspective of strategic management that we discussed in section 2.5 in learning unit 2

largely overcomes these limitations, resulting in a more dynamic approach to strategy to

deal with increasing uncertainty and risk in the world of business. We conclude our

discussion in this section by referring to strategic agility (the ability to respond rapidly to

change) and strategic ambidexterity, which involves adaptation and enactment. The overall

purpose of all that we discussed is aimed at improved decisionmaking and more effective

strategic planning and strategising.
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3.10 SUMMARY

In this learning unit we focused on the macroenvironment and macroenvironmental

analysis as an important step in strategic planning and strategy formulation. We also

discussed the industry environment and its analysis for strategic planning purposes.

However, an organisation’s immediate industry and competitive environment, while part of

the macroenvironment, generally has a more pronounced strategy-shaping impact than

the more ‘‘remote’’ macroenvironment, as reflected in this learning unit. As previously

stated, analysis of the internal organisational environment is the theme of learning unit 4.

3.11 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Explain why an understanding of the external environment provides managers with a

basis for strategy formulation.

(2) Explain the macroenvironmental factors and forces that need to be considered in

macroenvironmental analysis and why analysing these factors or forces is important in

strategic planning.

(3) Define the term ‘‘industry’’ and explain the importance of correctly defining an

organisation’s industry.

(4) Explain why competitor analysis is essential and how it is conducted.

(5) Explain the value of scenarios in analysing the external environment.
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Learning unit 4
Strategic analyis: analysing the internal environment

Transient advantage

The dominant idea in the field of strategy – that success consists of establishing a

unique competitive position sustained over long periods of time – is no longer

relevant for most businesses. They need to embrace the notion of transient

advantage instead, learning to launch new strategic initiatives again and again,

and creating a portfolio of advantages that can be built quickly and abandoned

just as rapidly. Success will require a new set of operational capabilities in

dynamic environments where stability is no longer the norm. Essentially, in a

world where a competitive advantage often evaporates in less than a year,

organisations cannot afford to spend months at a time devising a single long-

term strategy. To stay ahead, they need to constantly start new strategic

initiatives, building and exploiting many transient competitive advantages at

once. Organisations that have figured this out, work to spark continuous change,

avoid dangerous rigidity and view strategy differently – as more fluid, more

customer-centric, and less industry bound.

Source: Adapted from McGrath (2013)

Review McGrath’s conclusion and answer the following questions:

. Do you believe that adopting a transient advantage approach would help

organisations to strategically respond to environmental change more

effectively?

. In considering this approach, would new skills be required? What would

they be?

. Do you believe that the transient advantage approach would work better in

some industries than others, or does it appear to be universally applicable

across all industries?

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review

your answers after you have completed this learning unit, and accessed the

following websites: http://www.ritamcgrath.com; http://www.hbr.org/2013/

06/transient-advantage What are your perceptions now?
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4.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this study unit, you should be able to analyse an organisation’s

internal strengths and weaknesses as part of its strategic planning process and

demonstrate the important relationship between competitive advantage and

strategy. More specifically, you should be able to

– explain the strategic importance of internal analysis in identifying organisa-

tional strengths and weaknesses for strategic planning

– discuss the characteristics of and provide practical examples of an

organisation’s resources, capabilities and core competencies

– explain why and how an organisation’s resources, capabilities and

competencies are appraised

– analyse an existing organisation’s strengths and weaknesses

– critically evaluate and compare the resource-based view on strategic analysis

with the external, market-oriented approach to strategic analysis

– explain the merits of the value chain in internal analysis

– justify resources, capabilities and core competencies as sources of sustain-

able competitive advantage

– differentiate and provide practical examples of a competitive advantage, a

sustainable competitive advantage and a transient advantage for an

organisation

4.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts identified in this learning unit are as follows:

. Internal environment . sustainable competitive advantage

. External environment . dynamic capabilities

. macroenvironment . resource-based view

. industry environment . value chain

. strengths . value chain analysis

. weaknesses . benchmarking

. competitive advantage . VRIO framework

. resources . VRIOLU framework

. capabilities . SWOT analysis

. core competencies . key success factors

. transient advantage

4.3 INTRODUCTION

Study the chapter orientation and section 7.1 in chapter 7 in the prescribed

book.
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In learning unit 3 we discussed the importance of analysing the organisation’s external

environment, comprising the macroenvironment and the industry environment, as part of

the strategic planning process. In this learning unit we focus on the analysis of an

organisation’s internal environment in order to identify organisational strengths and

weaknesses for strategic planning purposes. More specifically, analysing an organisation’s

internal environment serves to identify its main sources of competitive advantage and to

explain the important relationships between an organisation’s resources, capabilities and

competencies, its competitive advantage and its strategy. In this learning unit, we

accordingly

. explain the strategic importance of internal analysis in identifying an organisation’s

strengths and weaknesses for strategic planning

. identify and evaluate resources, capabilities and competencies as sources of a

competitive advantage in the context of strategic planning and strategic management

. explain why and how an organisation’s resources, capabilities and competencies are

appraised

. provide a framework for analysing an organisation’s strengths and weaknesses

. assess the resource-based view of strategic analysis

. identify an organisation’s sources of resources, capabilities and core competencies

. differentiate between the concepts of competitive advantage, sustainable competitive

advantage and transient advantage in the context of strategic planning

On completion of this learning unit, you should understand the need for and be able to

execute the internal analysis of an organisation and identify its sources of sustainable

competitive advantage that constitute important information for strategic planning and

ultimately for the selection of appropriate competitive business level strategies.

4.4 IMPORTANCE OF THE INTERNAL ANALYSIS OF THE

ORGANISATION

Study section 7.1 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

Fundamentally, strategic management is all about strategies that will enable organisations

to outperform their rivals in dynamic and increasingly competitive markets. The primary

objective of strategy therefore is to gain a sustainable competitive advantage in satisfying

one’s customers’ needs better than one’s rivals, which should result in superior profitability

and growth.

According to Jones and Hill (2013:83), an organisation has a competitive advantage over

its rivals when its profitability is greater than the average of all the organisations in its

industry. It has a sustainable competitive advantage when it is able to maintain this above-

average profitability over a number of years. Note that internal analysis therefore aims at

identifying the sources of an organisation’s competitive advantage that should enable it to

build a sustainable competitive advantage. Competitive advantage is discussed in section

4.7 below.

Based on an organisation’s vision, mission and long-term objectives, the outcomes of

internal analysis combined with those of the organisation’s external analysis largely provide

managers with the information they need to devise and select the competitive business
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level strategies that will enable them to attain a sustainable competitive advantage in

pursuing their long-term objectives. Notwithstanding some differences in the approach to

internal analysis, this typically requires the following three steps (Jones & Hill 2013:83–84):

(1) Managers need to understand the process by which organisations create value for

customers and profit for the organisation, and the role of resources, capabilities and

competencies in this regard.

(2) Managers need to understand the importance of superior effectiveness, efficiency,

innovation, quality and customer responsiveness in the process of creating value and

generating above-average profitability.

(3) Managers must be able to identify and analyse their organisation’s sources of

competitive advantage to know what drives the profitability of the organisation and

where opportunities for further improvement might lie.

Essentially, from a strategy perspective, managers should ask two critical questions: ‘‘What

are the sources of competitive advantage?’’ and ‘‘What is the link between competitive

advantage, strategy and profitability?’’ In the sections that follow we will address the

requirements for effective internal analysis to identify an organisation’s strengths and

weaknesses for the formulation of competitive business level strategies.

4.5 IDENTIFYING RESOURCES, CAPABILITIES AND CORE

COMPETENCIES

Study section 7.2 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

4.5.1 Introduction

The resources, capabilities and competencies of an organisation are linked, and need to be

fully understood in the context of internal analysis. In this section we explain these

concepts as sources of competitive and sustainable competitive advantage. According to

Jones and Hill (2013:84–85), a competitive advantage is based on core competencies

which they describe as follows: ‘‘Firm-specific strengths that allow a company to

differentiate its products from those offered by rivals, and/or achieve substantially lower

costs than its rivals’’. According to these authors, core competencies arise from two

complementary sources: the resources and capabilities of an organisation. In the sections

that follow we discuss resources, capabilities and core competencies in more detail.

4.5.2 Identifying resources

Study section 7.2.1 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.
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4.5.2.1 Introduction

Resources are the productive assets owned by an organisation and can be grouped into the

following five categories:

(1) financial capital resources

(2) physical capital resources

(3) human capital resources

(4) organisational capital resources

(5) technological capital resources

Not all organisations possess similar endowments of the above types of resources, and all

aspects of an organisation’s resources are not strategically relevant. Even organisations in

the same industry differ along different dimensions such as size, market orientation,

innovation orientation and even their competitive strategies. Also, the ways in which

different organisations deploy and combine these five types of resources will under-

standably also differ between organisations. What is important, however, is that

organisations should preferably focus on their unique resource strengths as a source of

competitive advantage. The way in which this can be achieved is discussed later in this

learning unit. Organisational resources are further classified into tangible and intangible

resources which we briefly explain below.

4.5.2.2 Tangible resources

Tangible resources are an organisation’s physical resources that include physical

infrastructure, land, plant, vehicles, manufacturing equipment, computer hardware,

physical inventory and money, and can relate to any of the five types of resources

mentioned above. Organisations find it relatively easy to identify tangible resources, but

typically have more difficulty identifying intangible assets.

4.5.2.3 Intangible resources

Intangible resources typically include the knowledge and know-how of managers and

employees gained through experience; the intellectual property of the organisation

including patents, trademarks and copyrights; software; human capital; brand names; and

the reputation of the organisation. Ensure that you have a clear understanding of the

distinction between tangible and intangible resources. Note especially the comprehensive

definition of intangible resources by Kristadl and Bontis (2007:15–18) in this section of the

prescribed book and ensure that you understand why intangible resources in particular

often hold greater potential for sustainable competitive advantage than tangible resources.

Also note that knowledge as such is a powerful and valuable intangible resource, and that

the difference between explicit and tacit knowledge is of significance in their respective

value as sources of competitive advantage.

In summary, individual resources often have limited value, but a combination of resources

can become exceptionally valuable. Bear in mind that resources and capabilities lead to

core competencies. These concepts are discussed next.
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4.5.3 Identifying capabilities

Study section 7.2.2 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

Resources on their own are not particularly productive, and organisational capabilities are

required to combine or transform resources into productive activities. However,

capabilities, unlike resources generally, represent complex combinations of assets, people

and processes that are used to create value by transforming inputs into outputs.

According to Jones and Hill (20013:84), ‘‘capabilities refer to an organisation’s resource

coordinating skills and productive use ... More generally, a company’s capabilities are the

product of its organisational structure, processes, control systems and hiring systems.’’

Capabilities also involve leadership attributes, the way decisions are made and how

effectively the internal processes are managed in the organisation in order to achieve its

objectives. Most importantly, capabilities are intangible and do not reside in individuals, but

in the way individuals interact, cooperate and make decisions in an organisation (Jones &

Hill 2013:84–85). Based on the structure we have provided here, study the rest of this

section in the prescribed book with specific reference to the following:

. the fact that capabilities can be within business functions and reflect the ability of the

organisation to manage linkages between the elements of the value chain.

. the difference between capabilities and dynamic capabilities

. the importance of developing capabilities that are difficult to imitate

We conclude our discussion in this section by briefly examining core competencies.

4.5.4 Identifying core competencies

Study section 7.2.3 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book. Note that the term

‘‘core competencies’’ is preferred and will be used in the remainder of this

learning unit.

For our purposes, we distinguish between capabilities and competencies, and do not see

them as similar. Core competencies distinguish an organisation from others in the industry.

An important characteristic of core competencies is that they are difficult to imitate –

hence their importance as a basis for sustainable competitive advantage. Refer to the

insert, Practising strategy, which presents SABMiller’s core competencies.

Figure 7.2 aptly illustrates how core competencies – arising from a combination of

resources and capabilities as an intangible resource – provide the basis for the

organisation’s differentiation or low-cost strategies to create superior customer value

that results in above-average performance and profitability.

Reflection

Ensure that you understand the extremely important relationships that are

illustrated in figure 7.2, since they capture and explain what you have
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encountered thus far in this learning unit. Bear in mind that when an

organisation does have core competencies, this will obviously enhance the

organisation’s competitive strategy – whether differentiation or low cost –

creating greater customer value than its competitors and thus achieving

superior performance in a competitive market environment. In this regard, recall

the two questions in learning unit 3 that organisations in competitive

environments need to ask: (1) What do customers want? (2) How do we

survive competition?

Now study the rest of this section in the prescribed book, keeping in mind the importance

of internal analysis as a necessary step in strategy formulation.

In this section we identified and explained the concepts of resources, capabilities and core

competencies in the context of internal analysis. In the next section we look at the

appraisal of resources, capabilities and core competencies.

4.6 APPRAISING RESOURCES, CAPABILITIES AND CORE

COMPETENCIES

Study section 7.3 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

By now you know that resources and capabilities have the potential to become core

competencies that can result in a competitive advantage, provided certain conditions are

met. The analysis of resources, capabilities and competencies is approached from a

resource-based view of the organisation, which is discussed in more detail later on.

However, for resources and capabilities to become core competencies they need to be

valuable (V), rare (R), inimitable (difficult to imitate) or nonsubstitutable (I) and exploitable

by the organisation (O) – the so-called ‘‘VRIO framework for appraisal’’. These criteria are

used to assess the value of resources, capabilities and core competencies.

Study these criteria in this section in the prescribed book, noting the following:

. Valuable (V) implies the extent to which resources and capabilities can be transformed

to enable the creation of higher value for the consumer through differentiation or low

cost. Examples would be increased customer value resulting from a superior low-cost

strategy in the case of Mango airlines, or the increased customer value resulting from

effective product or service differentiation, in the case of the City Lodge Group, with

its Courtyard Group of hotels, City Lodge, Town Lodge and Road Lodge, serving

different customer-market segments. These strategies are discussed in learning unit 7.

. Rare (R) exists when organisations own a valuable resource or possess a rare and

valuable capability that competitors do not have, or is not available to them, such as a

pharmaceutical manufacturer’s patent for a specific proprietary medicine.

. Inimitable (I) implies that resources and capabilities should in some way be protected

against imitation to be valuable. This could involve being too difficult or too costly to

imitate, or there should be no viable substitutes. In studying this section, note the role

of knowledge, embedded organisational skills, organisation culture, networks,

intellectual property and trust relationships as attributes of value with regard to

resources, capabilities and core competencies.
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. Organisation (O) means that where organisations cannot exploit its resources,

capabilities and core competencies, they will be of little value. The way in which

leadership, organisation culture, strategies, policies, systems and procedures are

manifested in or executed by an organisation should result in the optimal deployment

of the organisation’s resources, capabilities and core competencies, leading to

effective strategies, superior customer value creation and excellent performance.

Refer to figure 7.2 again for these relationships. While we only referred to SABMiller’s

core competencies in the ‘‘Practising strategy’’ insert, we can conclude that this

company, as the second-largest beer brewer in the world and performing

exceptionally well, has been doing something right, not only in terms of this criterion

of ‘‘organisation’’, but also as far as the entire process described in figure 7.2 is

concerned.

Activity 4.1

Access SABMiller’s website (http://www.sabmiller.co.za) and analyse the company’s

profile, structure, global involvement and its most recent annual report in terms of the

dimensions illustrated in figure 7.2. Write a brief report on your findings, indicating the

reasons for SABMiller’s success.

It should be clear by now that an organisation’s resources, capabilities and core

competencies should meet the VRIO requirements better than its competitors do in

order to gain a sustainable competitive advantage and achieve superior performance in

increasingly competitive environments. While this section only considered appraisal of the

value of resources, capabilities and core competencies in terms of the VRIO framework,

section 7.5 in the prescribed book, ‘‘Identification of capabilities and core competencies to

create value’’, and section 4.6 below should, in effect, be studied in conjunction with this

current section. You should therefore regard these two sections as complementary. We

now explore the well-known resource-based view of strategising.

4.7 THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW (RBV)

Study section 7.4 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

As you are aware by now, the purpose of strategy is to obtain a competitive advantage. In

recent times it has become apparent that a competitive advantage, or the lack thereof, is

generally better explained by understanding the importance of the resources, capabilities

and competencies of an organisation than by understanding only its external and

competitive environment. The shift in focus away from the external environment gave rise

to development of the RBV over the last two decades, which focuses on the internal

strengths, resources, capabilities and competencies of organisations.

Study this section in the prescribed book and note why the RBV primarily focuses on value

creation and gaining a sustainable competitive advantage. Now ensure that you

understand the relationships pertaining to the RBV as illustrated in figure 7.3. More

specifically, study the role of management, the implications of value, barriers to duplication

and appropriability as they relate to the key resources and capabilities and contribute to a
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sustainable competitive advantage and superior performance, as indicated in figure 7.3.

These relationships explain the RBV approach to customer value creation and a sustainable

competitive advantage.

The RBV is a model for analysing the strengths and weaknesses of an organisation which

can then be linked to environmental opportunities and threats as inputs to the formulation

of competitive business level strategies. Combining external opportunities and threats with

internal strengths and weaknesses is the basis for SWOT analysis (see the example in

learning unit 5).

Activity 4.2

To learn more about the RBV in assessing resources, capabilities and competencies, view

the following video on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KN81_oYil1s.

What are your perceptions about the merits of the RBV?

Resources, capabilities and core competencies can also be assessed by means of value

chain analysis which typically considers the following:

. supply chain management and operational management

. financial management

. research and development

. people management

. marketing management

. intangible resources

In conclusion, we refer you to some limitations of the RBV which are discussed in this

section of the prescribed book.

4.8 IDENTIFICATION OF CAPABILITIES AND CORE

COMPETENCIES TO CREATE VALUE

Study section 7.5 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

4.8.1 Introduction

In section 4.4 we explored how the value of resources, capabilities and competencies can

be appraised by using the VRIO framework. In this section, it is suggested that these

criteria be assessed and applied by using value chain analysis and the RBV. Study this

section in conjunction with section 4.4 to confirm how the RBV focuses on analysis of the

internal environment that provides information for strategic decision making. However,

note that the ‘‘five stages of strategy formulation’’ in this section do not refer to the

conventional strategy formulation steps that were introduced in learning unit 1 and

discussed in learning unit 2. These five stages refer instead to steps in RBV analysis, the

outcome of which should provide valuable information, together with other informational
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inputs, for strategic planning or strategy formulation. The fourth step in fact states that a

strategy that is (ultimately) selected should exploit the resource and capability strengths of

the organisation and be reflected in its strategy, which is correct.

Two possible methods to identify and classify an organisation’s resources, capabilities and

competencies are (1) classification according to the functional areas of the organisation,

and (2) analysis of the organisation’s value chain. These approaches are discussed in the

next section.

4.8.2 Classification of capabilities and core competencies according to

the functional areas of the organisation

Study section 7.5.1 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

This approach requires that each of the functional areas in the organisation be analysed to

identify the resources, capabilities and core competencies derived from each specific

functional area. Now study the various functions listed in this section and identify the actual

or potential capabilities and core competencies in each functional area in terms of internal

strengths or weaknesses.

Activity 4.3

In studying this section in the prescribed book, can you think of other functions and/or

benefits that could provide information in this regard? In your opinion, what are the

benefits of this classification and analysis in identifying organisational strengths and

weaknesses? Answer this question in the form of a brief report.

We now turn to classification of capabilities and core competencies through value chain

analysis

4.8.3 Classification of capabilities and core competencies through value

chain analysis

Study section 7.5.2 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

4.8.3.1 Introduction

An organisation’s value chain links the value of its activities to its main functional parts, and

is used to assess the contribution that each part makes to the overall added value of the

business (Lynch 2009:132). Ireland, Hoskisson and Hitt (2013:81) take this a step further

by stating that value chain analysis allows an organisation to understand the parts of its

operations that create value and those that do not. For the purposes of internal analysis

using the value chain, Porter (1985) linked the following two areas together:
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(1) identifying the added value that each part of the organisation contributes to the whole

organisation

(2) identifying the contribution that each of these parts might then make to the

competitive advantage of the whole organisation

Figure 7.4 indicates the two broad categories of primary and support activities which are

discussed in more detail below. The relevant information from value chain analysis in the

two areas suggested by Porter can assist management in their decision-making about

those activities that contribute value, those of which the costs can be reduced, and those

that can be eliminated, all of which should make a positive contribution to a sustainable

competitive advantage. Study the first part of this section in the prescribed book and relate

it to our discussion above. In the sections that follow we will discuss the primary and

support activities of the value chain respectively.

4.8.3.2 Primary activities of the value chain

In figure 7.4 the primary activities are indicated as follows:

. inbound logistics

. operations

. outbound logistics

. marketing and sales

. service

Ensure that you understand what each of these activities depicted in figure 7.4 involves.

4.8.3.3 Support activities of the value chain

Figure 7.4 indicates the following support activities:

. administration and infrastructure

. human resource management

. technology development

. procurement

Activity 4.4

Note that our discussion of the value chain and value chain analysis here specifically

refers to manufacturing organisations. The increasing worldwide trend in services in

recent decades, and especially in the information, communications and technology (ICT)

sectors, poses new and daunting management challenges. Can we argue that service

organisations have proportionately more intangible resources compared to tangible

resources, unique capabilities and thus unique core competencies compared to

manufacturing organisations? How would this influence value chain analysis for services,

and hence internal analysis of service organisations? Access internet sources for

information on these questions. Summarise your findings in a brief report.

Feedback

Before we look at an example of a value chain for services, we need to note the main

characteristics of services as compared to physical products. Services are more or less
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intangible, are activities or services of activities rather than things, are at least to some

extent produced and consumed simultaneously, and a customer could participate in the

service delivery or consumption process at least to some extent. As an example, a

generic value chain for services will have five primary attributes and four supporting

attributes. The term ‘‘attributes’’ instead of ‘‘activities’’ is used here because in the case

of services, value chain components may not be activities. The shape of the value chain

diagram is the same as for products, but the main difference is in the value chain

components (attributes) and their application.

Primary attributes – service design, knowledge management, delivery systems

management, moment of truth management and service competition management

Supporting attributes – people, process information, physical aspects and punctuality

Compare these attributes to the activities in figure 7.4 in the prescribed book. Service

value chains are found in the healthcare, insurance, finance, airline and hospitality

industries, to name but a few. (You may access the following for more information:

http://www.educonsult.net/elisante/journals/value_chain_forservices.pdf.)

We now identify how resources, capabilities and core competencies contribute to

competitive advantage.

4.8.4 The contribution of resources, capabilities and core competencies

to competitive advantage

Study section 7.6 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

As we know by now, a competitive advantage occurs when an organisation is more

profitable than its competitors. Referring once again to figure 7.2, bear in mind that the

two ways in which organisations can strategically create value and thus achieve a

competitive advantage are through strategies of differentiation and cost leadership. But to

achieve this, organisations first have to combine their resources and capabilities in such a

way that their core competencies do allow superior product differentiation, or alternatively,

substantially lower costs than their competitors.

Either of these strategic positions can be achieved through having different resources and

capabilities, as well as a unique way in which they may be combined, resulting in core

competencies based on the following, as indicated in figure 7.2:

. the ability to produce top-quality products or deliver excellent services, superior to

those of one’s competitors

. the ability to innovate products, services and organisational capabilities, still with the

primary aim of creating superior customer value and a sustainable competitive

advantage

. responsiveness to customers, which relates to organisation’s ability to satisfy

customer needs better than its competitors are able to

. efficiency in the transformation of inputs into outputs, influenced by the quality of

inputs, processes and outputs which could result in higher productivity and increased

competitiveness. Production efficiencies can be achieved in various ways from

economies of scale to leveraging location economies. Study these means and how
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they could enhance organisational efficiency. Refer to the ‘‘Managerial perspective’’ (in

the prescribed book), which highlights a petrochemical company’s organisational

efficiencies. Sustainable competitive advantage is discussed in the next section.

4.9 SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Study section 7.7 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

4.9.1 Introduction

We have thus far frequently referred to the concepts of competitive advantage and

sustainable competitive advantage, which were introduced in learning unit 1 (sec 1.7).

While we know that a competitive advantage occurs when an organisation is more

profitable than its competitors, a sustainable competitive advantage implies capabilities

and core competencies that are durable over a long period, that are difficult to imitate or

replicate and that are transferable whenever necessary in order to create superior value.

In addition to the above, dynamic capabilities involve an organisation’s ability to innovate

and reconfigure internal business processes through capabilities and core competencies to

satisfy evolving consumer needs in a dynamic and rapidly changing external environment.

Dynamic capabilities thus imply an exceptional ability to adapt to changing market

environments.

4.9.2 Capturing the value generated by resources, capabilities and core

competencies

Study section 7.8 in chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

Even if resources, capabilities and core competencies comply with the VRIO requirements,

organisations still have to capture the benefits and value that they generate. Failing that,

they will not justify any investment and will not deliver a competitive advantage. In other

words, organisations need to develop dynamic capabilities.

Apart from complying with the VRIO requirements for resources, capabilities and core

competencies to achieve a competitive advantage and superior profitability, it is crucial that

the organisation’s market segments should be large enough to generate sufficient profits

(L), and that the unmet needs of customers are satisfied (U), criteria that extend the VRIO

framework to VRIOLU. This extended framework now allows analysis from the following

three perspectives:

(1) the organisation perspective

(2) the perspectives of rarity, inimitability and availability of resources, capabilities and

core competencies in a competitive environment

(3) the perspectives of customers and market size
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Since strategy is regarded as a creative, innovative and dynamic approach to leadership and

management, it implies an ever-evolving field of inquiry (new insights, theories,

methodologies and practices, all of which contribute to increasing knowledge), but also

more intense competition in the continuously evolving business landscape. While

entrenched approaches to business, strategy (and for our purposes here) a sustainable

competitive advantage are sound, appropriate and still applicable, it is a reality that they

have come under scrutiny from time to time as new developments arise. An example is the

emergence of strategy-as-practice in response to new strategic realities which we explored

in learning unit 2. As such, new ideas about a competitive advantage and a sustainable

competitive advantage are surfacing, inter alia, in response to a rapidly changing external

environment, increasing innovation, unprecedented technological advances, an increase in

emergent strategies and more intense competition. Hence some assumptions such as the

conventional assumption about the durability of a sustainable competitive advantage, have

come under scrutiny with the emergence of the concept of ‘‘transient competitive

advantage’’ (McGrath 2013:63–70). It is not so much that strategy as such has changed,

but rather that we need to change the way in which new, emerging realities are recognised

and accommodated so that we do not lag behind. According to the McGrath (2013), even

though transient competitive advantages are individually temporary, a portfolio of

advantages can keep organisations in the lead in the long run. Refer back to the

‘‘thought-provoker’’ at the beginning of this learning unit to guide your thoughts on this

initiative.

In closing, we briefly highlighted the important concept of sustainable competitive

advantage in the context of internal analysis, and concluded with a brief overview of new

thinking about competitiveness, competitive advantage and sustainable competitive

advantage.

4.10 SUMMARY

In this learning unit we discussed the importance of internal analysis in strategy

formulation, described an organisation’s strategic resources, capabilities and competencies

and explained how the value of resources, capabilities and competencies is appraised. The

roles and importance of both the RBV and the value chain in internal analysis were

reviewed as a means of identifying organisational strengths and weaknesses. The

importance or resources, capabilities and core competencies as sources of sustainable

competitive advantage concluded our discussions.

The preceding discussion should provide the necessary guidelines for managers to analyse

their organisations in terms of their strengths and weaknesses in order to identify a

sustainable competitive advantage as a basis for formulating really exceptional competitive

strategies. This means that you should be able to analyse organisations in terms of their

strengths, weaknesses and competitive advantage. In learning unit 5 we explore the

context and strategies for doing business in Africa.

4.11 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Explain the importance of an organisation’s resources, capabilities and core

competencies in strategy formulation.

(2) Discuss the differences between and importance of both the tangible and intangible

resources of an organisation.
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(3) Explain the RBV and its role in internal analysis.

(4) Conduct an internal analysis on an organisation of your choice to determine its

strengths and weaknesses, and give your views on the sustainability of its competitive

advantage.

(5) Define the concepts of competitive advantage, sustainable competitive advantage and

transient advantage, and explain their importance in strategy formulation.
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Learning unit 5
Strategy in context: exploring business

opportunities in Africa

New market, new business model

The complexity of Africa often requires turning conventional thinking on its

head, as illustrated by South Africa’s Shoprite, the largest food retailer on the

African continent. Shoprite has expanded from eight supermarkets in Cape

Town in 1979 to 1 500 stores in 16 African countries, thanks in large part to an

automated supply chain that leverages centralised procurement – resulting in

reduced costs and improved service levels. Some time ago, Gerhard Fritz,

Divisional manager for the Shoprite Group of Companies, said: ‘‘What works in

other parts of the world may not work in Africa. People in Africa have a proud

heritage; they don’t take kindly to others coming in and telling them what to do.

Our perspective is to think of every business as local. For example, Shoprite in

Nigeria is a Nigerian business. We run and compete as a Nigerian business; we

follow the local culture in every part of the company.’’

Source: Adapted from Broadman (2009:8)

After reading above, answer the following questions:

. Comment on the statement – ‘‘What works in other parts of the world may

not work in Africa’’ with reference to the suitability of competitive

strategies in different contexts.

. How essential are effective supply chains for doing business in Africa? In

your opinion, what impact does the effectiveness of infrastructure have on

the efficiency of supply chains across countries?

. How critical is culture for business involvement in Africa?

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review

your answers after you have completed this learning unit and preferably learning

unit 7 as well. What are your perceptions now? Why?

5.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit you should have a sound understanding of

the prevailing institutional and external environments for business in Africa and

be able to evaluate the strategies of organisations operating in emerging

markets in general and markets in Africa in particular. More specifically, you

should be able to
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– explain the institutional environment of Africa in broad terms with specific

reference to the roles of the African Union (AU) and the Southern African

Development Community (SADC)

– analyse the external environment relating to Africa as a frame of reference

for doing business in Africa

– identify, evaluate and explain the drawbacks and obstacles for foreign

organisations doing business in Africa

– evaluate and compare the approach to strategy and strategic management

in emerging economies to that in the developed world

– describe suitable strategic approaches and strategies for doing business in

emerging markets in general and markets in Africa and sub-Saharan Africa in

particular

– critically assess and explain the role that governments should fulfil to

improve conditions for doing business in Africa

5.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts identified in this topic are as follows:

. strategy . political risk

. strategic management . bottom of the pyramid (BOP)

. strategy formulation . SWOT analysis

. strategy implementation . African Union (AU)

. developing countries . Southern African Development

. emerging economies Community (SADC)

. emerging markets . National Development Plan 2030 (NDP)

. developed countries . institutional environment

. role of government . external environmental factors

. emerging market structures . infrastructure impediments

. political stability

5.3 INTRODUCTION

Study the chapter orientation and section 2.1 in chapter 2 in the prescribed

book.

Note that in this learning unit, the terms ‘‘developing countries’’, ‘‘emerging economies’’

and ‘‘emerging markets’’ are used interchangeably. Since sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)

comprises 48 of 54 African countries, SSA and Africa are often referred to interchangeably

in this learning unit.

In learning unit 1 we introduced the concepts of strategy and strategic management, and

this was followed by a detailed discussion of the process and practice perspectives of

strategic management in learning unit 2. Environmental analysis – analysing an
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organisation’s external and internal environments – was highlighted in learning units 3 and

4 respectively as a precursor to this learning unit. We now extend our thinking on strategy

and strategic management to the international arena and accordingly explore the following

broad themes in this regard:

. assessing the external environments for doing business in Africa

. evaluating the institutional environment of Africa as part of the external environment

. identifying opportunities, threats and constraints for doing business in Africa

. identifying viable strategies for competing in the African context

Since the concept of strategy in a global context is elusive and difficult to define, it could

manifest itself in different guises at different levels and with different purposes in the

broader global environment, we attempt to clarify the concept for our purposes by

defining it in the ‘‘Reflection’’ below in ways that are largely relevant to and serve as basis

for our discussions in this learning unit.

Reflection: Levels of strategy in a global context

Since strategies at various hierarchical levels worldwide provide the frame of

reference in which countries, institutions and all types of organisations have to

operate, we need to distinguish clearly between the different levels where these

strategies typically occur. Starting from a global perspective, strategies are

invariably found at the following levels, in descending order:

. at global level, strategies of global or supranational institutions such as the

United Nations (UN), World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund

(IMF), International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the World Trade

Organisation (WTO)

. at continental and regional levels, the strategies of institutions or those

emanating from multilateral or other agreements, such as the African

Union (AU), European Union (EU), North American Free Trade Agree-

ment (NAFTA), Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), Association of

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Association of BRICS countries

(Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) and the Southern African

Development Community (SADC)

. the strategies or national strategic development plans of individual

countries, through their governments

. the strategies of state, provincial and local authority entities in a country

. private sector organisations, public sector organisations, state-owned

enterprises (SOEs), nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) and public-

private partnerships (PPPs)

In this learning unit we primarily focus on the strategies of organisations in the

competitive environment of the private sector, cognisant of the fact that this

happens mostly in the context of relevant strategies at higher levels, for

example, in South Africa, the South African National Development Plan 2030

(NDP)

Strategies at global level are typically pervasive and serve as a frame of reference for
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everything that occurs lower down in the hierarchy of strategies. Strategies as indicated

above will, at the very least, differ in terms of level, context, scope, purpose, complexity and

timeframe. From a business perspective, one needs to be aware of this overarching

framework as well as the relevance and possible implications of these strategies for

individual countries, industries in those countries and organisations in those industries.

5.4 THE CONTEXT AND INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

OF AFRICA

Study sections 2.1 and 2.2 in chapter 2 in the prescribed book.

5.4.1 Introduction

As far as the institutional environment in Africa is concerned, we will explore the roles of

the African Union (AU) and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) in

promoting the well-being, posture and competitiveness of African countries in the global

economy. This includes identifying strategic opportunities for business in Africa and

exploring the strategic options available to organisations intent on doing business in Africa.

At continental and regional levels, African nations have been cooperating with regard to

strategies for Africa under the auspices of the AU, which undoubtedly impacts on the

strategies of individual countries, their industries and business organisations in those

industries. Wealth creation has been identified as a key goal of the AU, together with other

key performance areas presented in the SWOT analysis in table 2.1 in the prescribed book.

The AU expects member countries, working together with business, to consider and

incorporate these goals into their own country strategies. From the SWOT analysis, key

strategic issues that face Africa in general and SSA in particular have been identified and

are briefly discussed below.

5.4.2 The external environment in context

Generally, as discussed in the prescribed book, from a business and investment perspective,

the external environment in Africa and SSA seems less than encouraging.

. The lack of infrastructure. Inadequate infrastructure in African countries, as described in

this section in the prescribed book, is a huge concern for investors and business alike.

Generally, poor infrastructure, governments that are unwilling or unable to maintain

or improve existing infrastructure, let alone providing new, much needed infra-

structure, are a significant damper on investment and business in Africa. For the

economic activity of a country in general and business in particular, lack of

infrastructure invariably translates into inadequate supply chains which adversely

affect the sourcing of strategic raw materials for production as well as the distribution

of much-needed products to markets, especially those in rural areas.

. Political instability. Political instability typically results from uncertain and unpredictable

government actions. These may include social and economic disruption or even

armed conflict, as well as nationalisation of industries or expropriation of property and

assets of business organisations, all of which, for investors and business alike, translate
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into uncertainty and risk. In this section in the prescribed book, the reference to

Zimbabwe is one example of a country experiencing political instability and the

implications of this for society and business.

. High levels of poverty. In most African countries and in many other developing

countries, a large proportion of the population lives on less than two US dollars a day,

as illustrated in figure 2.1.

. Corruption. The effect of corruption on business and society can be disastrous, as

indicated in this section in the prescribed book. According to various international

indices such as Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index, 90% of the

countries in Africa, on average, scored 33, well below the symbolic pass mark of 50.

. An inefficient public sector. In the prescribed book it is stated that the disappointing

economic growth of the African economy in recent years can be largely attributed to

an inefficient public sector.

. Lack of key skills. Countries in Africa have generally been characterised by a lack of key

business and especially managerial skills, and an ample and often over-supply of a

semi-skilled and unskilled workforce. In section 5.5.4 below, ‘‘Investing in Africa’’,

these and other business challenges are discussed in more detail. Read section 5.5.4

before you do the following activity.

Activity 5.1

Access the following websites: http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htmandhttp://

www.imf.org (regional economic reports). Provide a brief profile of sub-Saharan Africa

in terms of its political, economic, social and demographic factors. Summarise your

findings according to external opportunities and threats. Discuss your findings with one

or more business persons from another African country, for example, from Zimbabwe,

Nigeria or Ghana. Do they agree with your findings?

Despite positive economic growth as shown in figure 2.3, the continued and concerted

efforts of the AU and regional entities, such as the SADC through strategic development

initiatives through the New Economic Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) to

address the above-mentioned strategic issues have met with little success. The reasons for

this are highlighted in this section of the prescribed book. However, on the positive side,

Africa presents significant opportunities, although possibly limited to the more politically

stable countries that have shown economic growth, such as Botswana and Namibia. Many

countries still experience internal problems and still rely heavily on resource-based

industries like agriculture, mining, minerals and oil, and business is dependent on

government contracts.

5.5 BACKGROUND TO AND STRATEGY OF THE SADC

Study section 2.2 in chapter 2 in the prescribed book.

5.5.1 Introduction

The discussion in this section of the prescribed book focuses on the SADC as an important
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regional entity, with its 15 member states, characterised by political and trade treaties

between these states as background for organisations in these countries, and their

strategies. The SADC member states listed in table 2.2 constitute an important group of

countries in SSA. Familiarise yourself with the structure of the SADC.

5.5.2 Background to strategy in the SADC

From its early beginnings, the strategic objectives of the SADC were closer cooperation

between and increasing involvement in regional affairs by member countries, the

eradication of poverty and the achievement of regional integration.

The SADC strategies, based on the basic human needs as defined in the AU declaration,

are economic development, peace and security, growth, and poverty alleviation, to be

pursued by member countries. These strategies are governed and supported by the SADC

Common Agenda presented in table 2.3, and the strategic objectives of the AU listed in

table 2.4, for the purposes of the comparison. Study this section in the prescribed book

noting how the South African government has aligned its national strategy through its

NDP to the strategic objectives of the SADC. Table 2.5 contains the ten critical actions of

South Africa’s NDP.

In this section we reviewed the strategic objectives and strategies at the following levels:

the AU, the SADC, member countries of the SADC and individual organisations, both

public and private, operating in member countries of the SADC. These objectives are

intended to provide guidance and direction in pursuing the stated objectives with a view to

developing Africa.

5.6 STRATEGY AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IN THE

CONTEXT OF AFRICA

Study section 2.3 in chapter 2 in the prescribed book.

5.6.1 Introduction

The purpose of the above overviews in sections 5.2 and 5.3 was to provide background on

our discussion of opportunities for business in Africa as well as strategic initiatives and

strategies for businesses operating or intending to operate in Africa. This module focuses

predominantly on strategy in private sector organisations, and we accordingly briefly look

at the environments for business and strategy in the context of Africa in the sections below.

As an introduction to this section, review the opening case study, ‘‘Standard Chartered in

Africa’’ in chapter 2 in the prescribed book. It provides a relevant frame of reference for the

remainder of our discussions.

5.6.2 Emerging market environments in a global and African context

The obvious point of departure when doing business in Africa, or contemplating doing

business, is the need to consider the relevant challenges. In order to formulate relevant

strategies for emerging markets, managers need to at least consider the economic,
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political, legal, sociocultural, technological, ecological, infrastructural and demographic

dispositions of the country or countries in which their organisations are already involved or

if they are planning such involvement. While some of these dispositions relating to

continental and regional factors and forces were discussed in section 5.2.2, others will be

discussed in greater detail below. Suffice it to say that conflict, such as the religious conflicts

in Nigeria and power struggles in South Sudan and Somalia during 2014, as well as the

general underdeveloped infrastructure in SSA, generally poses serious challenges in many

African countries, and this has an adverse effect on foreign investment and business.

In reviewing the environment for business in Africa, note that emerging markets have

become popular business destinations in recent decades for the following reasons: (1)

They present increasingly attractive market opportunities to international companies

wishing to expand business and operations to foreign markets. (2) They currently reflect

the potential for increasing levels of demand for internationally recognised brands and

relatively more sophisticated products and services. (3) They could serve as manufacturing

bases and destinations for outsourcing activities. (4) They serve as destinations for sourcing

strategic materials and commodities (Cavusgil, Knight & Riesenberger 2008:265–266).

Benefits for developing economies invariably include higher economic growth and higher

income levels, a better quality of life, improved skills, increased technology transfer and

more competitive consumer markets.

Despite their attractive growth prospects, emerging economies typically involve high

inherent risks, which apply even more so to Africa and SSA, the latter a vast ‘‘developing’’

region. According to Parker (2009:54–60), in addition to the problems referred to in

section 5.2.2 above, SSA has been plagued by perennial problems such as self-serving

governments, weak institutions, ethnic and religion induced civil wars, weak property

rights, low productivity, the scourge of bureaucratic red tape and corruption. However, the

promise of SSA resides in its population of more than 800 million people in 48 countries,

with SSA comprising all the countries in Africa, excluding Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco,

Sudan and Tunisia.

Of the estimated world population of just over seven billion in 2012 (World Internet Stats

2012:1), an estimated more than four billion aspiring poor consumers at the bottom of the

economic pyramid (BOP), who are joining the market economy for the first time, represent

the new untapped source of market promise. According to Prahalad (2010:6–7), ‘‘the four

billion poor can be the engine of the next round of global trade and prosperity’’. However,

this untapped source is virtually uncharted territory in terms of multinational corporations’

(MNCs’) understanding of the strategies required to capture this opportunity (Prahalad

2010:10), an observation that has particular relevance for doing business in SSA. A critical

fact, however, is that a high percentage of the population in Africa lives on less than two US

dollars a day, the people at the so-called ‘‘BOP’’, which suggests that business in Africa

needs to be approached differently when compared to business practices in developed

economies. MNCs therefore need to develop specific strategies to meet the needs of the

different consumer classes that make up the national markets in emerging economies,

including the countries in SSA. This is especially relevant for those potential consumers

who find themselves at the BOP. These strategic challenges are discussed in the following

section.

5.6.3 Strategies at the BOP

Study section 2.3.1 in chapter 2 of the prescribed book.
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In recent decades, many MNCs from developed countries have approached emerging and

especially BOP markets in developing countries based on flawed analyses, inappropriate

strategies, and with existing portfolios of products and services developed and priced for

Western markets. Such products are often out of reach of both existing and potential

customers in BOP markets (Prahalad 2005).

It is imperative that MNCs understand the structure and needs of markets in emerging

economies in general, and SSA market structures and market needs in particular. While

these requirements obviously also apply to local companies in developing countries, it is of

even greater importance for foreign MNCs wanting to compete in these economies. While

there could be other strategic approaches to serve BOP markets, and acknowledging the

fact that circumstances are bound to differ from one country to the next, the approach

below proposed by Khanna and Palepu (2006:62–70) to strategically structure country or

regional markets into various levels or tiers, including the BOP level, should not be seen as

being prescriptive, or the only way in which to approach emerging and BOP markets. In

fact, it should rather be seen as a valuable basis for thinking about and contemplating other

strategic options for emerging markets in general and SSA markets in particular. The

following market structures proposed by Khanna and Palepu (2006) reveal strategically

important considerations, as illustrated in figure 5.1 below.

Khanna and Palepu (2006) maintain that most product markets in emerging economies,

and arguably also in SSA markets, comprise the following four distinct tiers (see fig 5.1

below):

. A ‘‘global’’ customer segment that wants products of global quality and with global

features – offerings with the same qualities and attributes that goods in developed

countries have – and customers willing to pay global prices for them

. a ‘‘glocal’’ segment that demands products of global quality but with local features at

less-than-global prices

. a ‘‘local’’ segment that wants local products with local features at local prices.

. a BOP segment that can afford to buy only the most inexpensive products

This four-tiered structure of markets in emerging economies poses significant challenges

for local organisations, but significantly more so for rival foreign organisations. From the

perspective of foreign MNCs, which would include South African companies venturing into

emerging markets and SSA country markets in particular, the first imperative is to realise

that emerging markets differ in structure compared to developed country markets, and

require MNCs to decide where and how to compete. Owing to ‘‘institutional voids’’ in

most emerging economies – a general lack of specialised intermediaries such as regulatory

systems, adequate distribution systems, skilled market research firms and pools of skilled

managerial talent – foreign MNCs find it difficult, at least initially, to serve anything but the

global tier in emerging product markets as a result of the following:

. a general lack of market research organisations and absence of reliable market

intelligence which make it difficult for MNCs to identify and understand local

customers’ preferences and tastes

. the generally poor distribution networks that make it largely impossible to serve

customers in rural areas effectively

. the MNC’s deficient knowledge about the local talent pool (at least initially) and

inability to attract competent local employees at the four different market levels,

which poses an enormous challenge

According to Khanna and Palepu (2006), MNCs typically rush into the global tier, while
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FIGURE 5.1: Four-tiered structure of markets

Source: Khanna and Palepu (2006:65)

local companies dominate the local tier and, to a certain extent, the BOP tiers. However,

opportunities exist at the BOP tier, but MNCs, both local and foreign, need different

competitive and marketing strategies to compete successfully at this level. Over time, the

glocal tier becomes the battleground between local and foreign rivals.

With their superior knowledge of local conditions, local companies tend to serve glocal

customers (requiring global products with local features) better than their foreign

counterparts. Companies depend on the extent of their competitive advantage for their

success. For local firms, being able to circumvent institutional voids, tailoring their

strategies to local markets better than foreign MNCs and being able to tap into capital and

talent markets in developed countries, often give them the competitive edge in serving the

glocal, local and BOP market tiers. One would assume that MNCs have made much

progress in adapting their strategies since Khanna and Palepu’s research in 2006. Note that

the basic requirements for cost leadership and differentiation business level strategies (to

be discussed in learning unit 7) still apply, but that the approach to reconfiguration of

products and services and their execution may need to be adapted. An example is the

provision by MTN of prepaid mobile phone subscriptions costing a few dollars only, so that

BOP customers could afford airtime, which increased their sales dramatically. Key success

factors to successfully engage in emerging markets and, accordingly, SSA markets, appear

to be critical for any degree of success. Key success factors are discussed in section 5.4.4

below.

Despite the large proportion of consumers at the BOP level in most African countries,
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there is evidence that a number of unfavourable perceptions of the BOP segment have

prevailed partly because of multinationals’ misconceptions about these markets. These

misconceptions are discussed in the prescribed book and include the following:

. The poor cannot afford their products and services.

. The poor do not have use for the products sold in developed countries.

. Only developed country customers appreciate and pay for innovations.

. Because of low income levels, BOP markets are not critical for the long-term growth

of MNCs.

. It is difficult to recruit managers for BOP markets.

In recent years, the situation in countries in Africa has shown improvement in a number of

areas, including the quality of life and buying power of the people, the availability of good

quality products and services, and, in particular, advancement in and use of information and

communications technology (ICT). By June 2012, there were 167 million internet users in

Africa representing around 15% of the total population of about one billion people

(Internet World Stats 2014). Also significant at the macro level is that by mid-2010, private

capital flows to SSA – primarily from BRICS countries, private sector investment portfolios

and remittances – exceeded official development assistance (ODA) for the first time ever.

However, we need to recognise that business in Africa still requires adapting an

organisation’s strategies to prevailing circumstances.

5.6.4 Key success factors (KSFs) for business operations in emerging

markets

KSFs are those competitive factors that affect industry members’ ability to

survive and grow – those particular strategy elements, product or service

attributes, operational approaches, resources, competitive capabilities and core

competencies that distinguish a strong from a weak competitor (Thompson

Peteraf, Gamble & Strickland 2012:130). Based on empirical research in 2009 to

identify KSFs for business operations in SSA across a number of countries as well

as industries, KSFs were identified and grouped into two categories, namely

strategic KSFs and operational KSFs (Parker 2009).

Strategic KSFs

. choosing the appropriate strategies and organisational architecture

. making trade-offs in order to share benefits

. partnering with government

. bulking up for critical mass

. investing ahead of demand

. preparing to capture the opportunity at the BOP

Operational KSFs

. using expatriates effectively

. executing strategies and operations flawlessly

Although all eight KSFs were important when combined, the three that received

priority were ‘‘readiness to capture the opportunity at the BOP", ‘‘using

expatriates effectively’’, and, in particular ‘‘executing strategies and operations

flawlessly’’.

The unanimous response from the surveyed affiliates was that ‘‘doing well in
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Africa requires relentless focus on superior executing – doing it right every time.

Poor infrastructure, skills shortages, and the need to adapt to local

circumstances, among others, all contribute to an extremely challenging

environment. The ability to execute flawlessly is valued above all else, even

above the smartest strategies and the best laid plans’’ (Parker 2009).

The research also highlights the fact that companies setting out from South Africa, which

are African, should have an advantage over MNCs from outside the African continent

owing to geographic proximity and knowledge of the African culture. In addition, South

African expatriates are often fluent in French, Portuguese and Dutch as well as some of the

indigenous languages of Africa. All of these attributes could well be regarded as elements

of competitive advantage compared to competitors from North America, South America,

Europe and the Far East.

5.6.5 Investing in Africa

Study section 2.3.2 in chapter 2 in the prescribed book.

5.6.5.1 Introduction

By 2014, some of the fastest-growing economies in the world were in Africa, presenting

new opportunities for multinationals from developed countries as well as other

organisations, including those from South Africa, to invest in Africa. However, some

challenges still remain apart from those discussed in section 2.3.2 and elsewhere in the

prescribed book.

5.6.5.2 Local customs and customer preferences

Investors, as well as organisations exporting to countries in Africa, should bear in mind that

countries are diverse and differ in terms of the following: their political stability; legal

system; size of their economy as indicated by GDP and GNP levels; level of economic

development; rate of economic growth; size of the country; population size; levels of

disposable and discretionary income; sophistication of infrastructure; industry character-

istics; market size and consumer needs; and culture, as well as customs and especially

religious traditions. These are but a few determinants that business leaders need to

contemplate as a start. Comprehensive country analysis would, for example, further involve

country risk analysis and taking into account information derived from the Human

Development Index and information made available by organisations such as Transparency

International.

The rationale for this brief overview is to reaffirm that an organisation’s international or

global strategy which is successful in its home country in most cases will not work in Africa.

The message is clear – deciding on business involvement in Africa must be preceded by

extensive research and strategic analysis, most importantly about the actual market needs

and customer preferences, apart from the more macro-information requirements referred

to above. Now study the examples provided in this section in the prescribed book.
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5.6.5.3 Legislation

Investors and business leaders should be aware of the legal dispensation of the country

they are involved in or contemplating becoming involved in. An intimate knowledge of a

country’s legal system, laws and regulations as well as the extent to which the rule of law

and effective law enforcement prevail is indispensable. Relevant issues would include those

relating to ownership, labour relations, taxation, customs and excise, direct investment,

securities exchange and listing requirements, repatriation of profits and dividends to parent

organisations in the home country, foreign exchange controls and transfer pricing rules.

5.6.5.4 Political considerations

Owing to the political complexities that organisations face when setting up business in

African countries, ways that could be considered to circumvent or overcome such

complexities include the following:

. partnering with local stakeholders for a number of reasons, including ease of entry

into the country, shared ownership (international joint ventures) or involvement by

agreement (strategic alliances) as a source of local market knowledge, potentially

favourable government relations, and sharing risks, especially in the early stages of a

venture where uncertainty is high

. responding positively to an awareness of community, cultural and social needs in

terms of customised products (e.g. adapted packaging of beer by Diageo); certain

human resource management practices and an awareness of political events and

national priorities could enhance organisation-government relations. See the

experience of SABMiller below.

Reflection

In Kenya, SABMiller embarked on the local sourcing of barley as a key raw

material in the brewing of beer instead of importing its barley, which had been

the case up to that time. SABMiller’s initiative involved assisting local farmers in

terms of financing, training, seed money and transportation, with the support of

the Kenyian government, to start producing barley for beer production, which

eventually replaced their imports. This initiative resulted in benefits for the

community in terms of job creation, skills development and self-sufficiency. For

the company, the benefits are supply chain security, credibility in the eyes of the

community and enhanced relations with the government. For the country, the

benefits included reduced foreign exchange outflows and the expansion of an

important segment of the agricultural sector.

This example, in a way, encapsulates much of what we have discussed in this

learning unit thus far regarding some of the key requirements for doing business

in Africa. These requirements, as well as the macro- and market-related

requirements that we, inter alia, referred to in a preceding section, should

become part of the strategic thinking of business leaders, and should be

factored into the strategies such as those that we highlighted in learning unit 2

and will discuss in learning unit 7.

Source: Adapted from Parker (2009)
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5.6.5.5 Creative supply chain management

Owing to underdeveloped infrastructure in many of the countries in Africa, organisations

have to devise their own, innovative supply chain solutions, especially in terms of logistics

relating to procurement and inbound transportation as well as the distribution of products

to their markets. Study this section in the prescribed book to familiarise yourself with the

following ways in which these challenges can be addressed:

. investing in own infrastructure (in part explained in the example of SABMiller)

. product innovation to meet specific market needs (Promasidor’s unique powdered

milk product; MTN’s inexpensive prepaid mobile phone fees)

. developing local suppliers to ensure consistent supply of raw materials (see the

example of SABMiller)

. developing distribution channel strategies that are sufficiently flexible to cope with

both formal and informal distribution via wholesalers and retailers to serve their

markets effectively

In the case of land-locked countries, logistics could present a nightmare. Not only could

customs clearance at a country’s nearest port take relatively long, but cross-border

customs clearance en route could cause further delays, while poor infrastructure, especially

roads and ineffective rail transport, add to already existing time delays that all translate into

higher costs, potential production delays and getting products to market. All of these are

ingredients of competitive disadvantages.

Activity 5.2

All Ethiopian merchandise designated for export which cannot or need not be air-

freighted is transported in trucks by road across a vast arid, semi-desert terrain to the

port of Djibouti, Ethiopia’s nearest port geographically. During the rainy season, roads

are often impassable for long periods of time, causing lengthy distribution and delivery

delays. Likewise, all merchandise imports are transported by road mainly to Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia’s hub of economic activity and, where required, further afield to the

hinterland.

What is your assessment of the role of infrastructure for importing and exporting

organisations in Addis Ababa? In what way could the above scenarios impact on the

competitiveness of Ethiopian importers and exporters?

Feedback

In attempting to answer the above questions, refer to the sources of competitive

advantage that we discussed in learning unit 4 and determine which of the main

contributors to competitive advantage could be adversely affected by the factors

discussed in the activity.

5.6.5.6 Investing heavily in talent

The lack of skills, and especially key managerial skills, remains a drawback in African

countries. Organisations doing business in Africa need to identify, attract and retain talent,

but also invest in training and development, including mentorship.
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In this section we briefly touched on the challenges that organisations face when investing

in or setting up business in Africa, and suggested several approaches to counter these

challenges. Revisit the opening case study, ‘‘Standard Chartered in Africa’’. In the section

below we will briefly explore the role of governments in Africa.

5.7 THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTS IN ENHANCING

BUSINESS STRATEGIES IN THE CONTEXT OF AFRICA

Study section 2.3.3 in chapter 2 in the prescribed book.

Governments can enhance or deter economic growth and development through their

strategies, policies and investment decisions, but their main purpose, apart from ensuring

political stability is, inter alia, to create an environment conducive to economic growth,

foreign investment, export promotion, job creation and poverty alleviation, especially in the

context of countries in Africa.

This section in the prescribed book focuses on the strategies of overarching institutions like

the AU, regional bodies such as the SADC, and individual countries. AU and SADC

objectives and strategies are aimed at infrastructure improvement and promoting exports

to increase the competitiveness of countries in the region, but these can only be

implemented by individual countries themselves. The purpose of the discussion in this

section was merely to confirm that the role of governments is to provide an enhancing

business environment in which businesses can effectively deploy their strategies to

compete effectively. Study this section with reference to sections 5.2 and 5.3 above.

5.8 SUMMARY

In this learning unit we referred to opportunities for doing business in Africa, and

highlighted the challenges in this regard. The institutional environment was discussed as a

frame of reference to identify and assess organisational strategies, threats and constraints

in the external environment in the context of Africa and SSA. On the basis of this

background, we explored strategies for emerging markets in general and markets in Africa

and SSA in particular. We concluded our discussion by looking at the role of governments

in creating enhanced business environments.

5.9 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Critically discuss the most important sociopolitical issues which, in your view, could

influence strategies for doing business in Africa.

(2) Identify and discuss the major external environmental factors that prevail in SSA and

their implications for doing business.

(3) Briefly describe the approach of Khanna and Palepu (2006) to strategies for emerging

markets.

(4) Comment on the importance of identifying relevant KFSs when deciding to do

business in Africa.
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(5) Summarise your views on the role of governments in enhancing business conditions in

the context of Africa.
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Learning unit 6
Sustainable organisations

The small Polynesian island of Rapa Nui (Easter Island) is well known for the

large carved statues (known as moai, see the picture below) that abound on the

island. Easter Island was first inhabited by Polynesian settlers in the first

millennium AD. According to some estimates, the population thrived and grew

to about 20 000 inhabitants. However, agricultural activity, the introduction of

the Polynesian rat (which bred very quickly) and overpopulation led to

deforestation, erosion and the extinction of natural resources. By the 1700s

the once thriving island was a sandy grassland void of nearly all native wildlife;

and its human inhabitants were reduced to a starving population of less than

3 000. The eventual demise of the Rapa Nui civilisation followed, with some

accounts claiming that inhabitants, desperate for food, turned to cannibalism to

survive (Than 2012).

While there are different theories about what exactly happened on Easter Island,

it is clear that the overexploitation of natural resources eventually had disastrous

results.

Source: Ancient Wisdom http://www.ancient-wisdom.co.uk/easterisland.htm

After thinking about the above, answer the following questions:

. What are the lessons that the human race can learn from Easter Island?
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. What are the lessons that a business can learn from Easter Island?

. What do you think the inhabitants of Easter Island could have done

differently?

It is useful to write down some brief notes on what you think the answers might

be. At the end of the learning unit you can compare your initial answers with

your revised answers, using the knowledge acquired in this learning unit.

6.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to critically evaluate the

sustainability of strategic decision-making in an organisation. More specifically,

you should be able to

– define corporate sustainability and explain its relevance

– identify the four pillars of corporate sustainability

– explain what the ‘‘triplebottom line’’ is and why it is important

– critically evaluate sustainable development in a practical setting.

– explain the concept corporate social responsibility (CSR) and provide

examples of CSR activities in a company

– explain the importance of stakeholders and stakeholder management to

sustainable business

– conduct an analysis of stakeholder salience and make recommendations

based on your analysis

– explain the importance of ethical business and give examples of what

organisations can do to promote it

– explain the role of corporate governance in corporate sustainability

– evaluate corporate sustainability in a practical setting

– make recommendations on how organisations can improve their sustain-

ability

6.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts in this learning unit are as follows:

. Corporate sustainability (also referred to as business sustainability, sustainable

business and organisational sustainability)

. Sustainability

. Sustainable organisations

. Ethical business

. Triplebottom line

. Stakeholders

. Stakeholder salience
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6.3 INTRODUCTION

This learning unit draws primarily on the material in chapter 3 in the prescribed

book, and you should read the whole chapter as background to this learning

unit. After studying this section, you should be able to

. define corporate sustainability and explain its relevance

. identify the four pillars of corporate sustainability

The term ‘‘sustainability’’ is used everywhere these days and in many different contexts, to

the extent that it could qualify as a ‘‘buzzword’’. In general terms, it refers to the ability to

endure and continue over a long period of time. Thus, if we talk about business or

organisational sustainability, we are referring to the ability of the organisation to endure

and survive in the long run. There are many examples of organisations that have managed

to do this successfully and are still performing well. Note the following examples:

. SABMiller (formerly South African Breweries) was founded in 1895. The University of

South Africa (Unisa) was founded in 1873 (as the University of the Cape of Good

Hope).

. Nestle was founded in 1866 in Vevey, Switzerland.

. Coca-Cola was founded in 1886 in Atlanta in the United States of America.

See if you can find a few more examples of businesses that have been in existence for a

long time.

However, for every successful organisation that is sustainable, there are many more (small

and large organisations) that do not manage to survive in the long term. These include

businesses that fold (and as a result are declared bankrupt or liquidated), but may also

include public organisations, such as state-owned enterprises (SOEs) that continually

perform poorly, but are ‘‘bailed out’’ by government with taxpayers money, such as South

African Airways (SAA).

Activity 6.1

Read the extract below and answer the questions that follow.

Bankrupt South African public institutions

(1) Athletics South Africa (ASA)

ASA is under administration again. The man put in charge, Zola Majavu – who

quit in June 2013 – stated that the federation was effectively bankrupt and that

‘‘if ASA were a business, we would be put under business rescue’’. ‘‘We are

trading recklessly and we don’t have sufficient liquidity,’’ he said.

Among other debtors, it owes R1,6 m to the South African Revenue Service

(SARS). It has about R300 000 due in outstanding payments to Soweto

Marathon winners and has been unable to pay its staff a 13th cheque.

Meanwhile, the Minister of Sport has acknowledged that ASA ‘‘does not have a

high-performance programme in place to support elite athletes in preparation

for the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro’’ – indeed, that it does not

even have a strategic plan for this term, never mind the Olympics.
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(2) African National Congress (ANC) Youth League

Facing a South Gauteng High Court application for the liquidation of the

league, ANC secretary-general, GwedeMantashe, revealed it had neither the

money nor the assets to cover R15 million worth of lawsuits brought against

the organisation, most of which stem from outstanding payments to caterers

for its chaotic 2008 conference.

The situation is so dire that when the sheriff tried to attach the youth league’s

assets, there were none to be found. The league itself has acknowledged the

debt runs into the tens of millions of rand. League member, Magasela Mzobe,

said of the problem: ‘‘We are getting letters (of demand) every week; to date

it’s about R50 m.’’

(3) Limpopo province

A single institution going bankrupt is one thing, an entire province quite

another. Nevertheless, in early 2012, the Treasury declared this entire province

‘‘technically bankrupt’’ and placed it under the administration of a national task

team. Limpopo faced a R2.7 billion shortfall in revenue at the time.

Contributing factors included out-of-control official spending, a lack of

supporting documentation for purchases (specifically on contracts that could

not be verified) and procurement that was severely undermined by rampant

corruption and nepotism as well-connected ANC Youth League members and

‘‘tenderpreneurs’’ benefiting from irregular state contracts.

(4) Walter Sisulu University

This Eastern Cape University is the poster boy for bankruptcy. Its situation is so

far beyond the pale, it is fairly translucent. The institution has been operating on

a deficit for about five years, yet approved enormous bonus pay-outs to its staff

(R48 million in 2012). It is now effectively closed.

Despite an earlier bail-out of about R870 million, it has made a further request

to the Treasury for R3,15 billion in relief. The scale of its problems puts

Limpopo into perspective. Although 80% of its capital is spent on salaries,

student debt stands at about R270 million and its liabilities exceed its assets by

roughly R970 million. It is under administration for the second time as all and

sundry try to resolve what appears to be an unsolvable problem (Van Onselen

2013).

In considering the examples of bankrupt public institutions outlined in the

extract from the article by Van Onselen (2013) above, can you identify the

reasons why they ended up in these positions? Try to identify at least five

different reasons.

Feedback

From the examples given in this extract from a Business Day Live article, it seems that

there are a variety of reasons why these organisations can be regarded as bankrupt

(you may have identified your own list of reasons in addition to these given here):

. reckless trading – making commitments it cannot keep, such as paying bonuses

when there is no money to pay bonuses, or not paying taxes it is liable for

. not having a strategic plan

. behaving unethically, for example, where nepotism or corruption is evident
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. poor stakeholder management – for example, using government as a milkcow or

expecting taxpayers to foot the bill for poor management

At this point, we can argue that we have now looked at what sustainability is not. In

figure 6.1 below the roots of corporate (business) sustainability are summarised.

Wilson (2003) argues that corporate sustainability has four pillars. Firstly, it is about

sustainable development, which we will discuss in section 6.2. CSR is the next pillar and

the focus of section 6.3. In section 6.4 we examine the third pillar, namely stakeholder

management. In section 6.5 we look at the fourth pillar, which is business ethics

(corporate accountability theory). The last section addresses corporate governance as

an effective framework for sustainable and ethical corporate behaviour.

FIGURE 6.1: The evolution of corporate sustainability

Source: Wilson (2003)

6.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Study sections 3.1 and 3.2 in chapter 3 in the prescribed book. After completing

this section you should be able to

. explain what the ‘‘triplebottom line’’ is and why it is important

. critically evaluate sustainable development in a practical setting

The notion of sustainable development had its roots in economics, ecology and social

justice, what we refer to today as the triplebottom line of economics, environment and

society. In the prescribed book, figure 3.1 and section 3.1 argue that sustainable business

hinges on three main factors, namely ethical profits (economic bottom line), a healthy

physical environment (environmental bottom line) and healthy communities (social

bottom line).
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However, a holistic model of a sustainable business (fig 3.2 in the prescribed book) includes

the following six elements:

(1) environmental context

(2) social context

(3) economic context

(4) organisational context

(5) stakeholders

(6) strategic fit

Study the discussion of each of these elements of a holistic sustainable business model in

section 3.2 in the prescribed book.

Activity 6.2

Explore the SABMiller sustainability website at http://www.sabmiller.com/sustainability.

Identify at least one example of a project or activity for each of the six sustainability

dimensions outlined in figure 3.2 in the prescribed book. Would you say that SABMiller

is an organisation that is serious about sustainability? Give reasons for your answer.

Feedback

In studying the evidence, it follows that the different sustainability dimensions overlap

and influence each other. For example, stakeholders and the social environment cannot

be separated. This relationship, however, is influenced by numerous factors. The

examples below appear in your prescribed book (ch 3, ‘‘chapter case’’) but are briefly

repeated here for continuity and ease of reference.

Sustainable develop-

ment priorities

Examples

Social and stakeholders In Botswana, Kgalagadi Breweries (Pty) Limited has

launched a programme to promote responsible alcohol

consumption. The programme aims to provide informa-

tion to retailers and traders on their role in reducing

alcohol abuse, to empower them to change behaviour in

their establishments, to encourage responsible trading

and interaction with consumers and to establish a clear

view of what it means to be a responsible trader. The

programme focuses on topics such as drinking respon-

sibly, not drinking when pregnant or underage and not

drinking and driving. It also promotes responsible

communication and promotions. To date, 600 traders

have completed the training.
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Sustainable develop-

ment priorities

Examples

Environment In 2012, a new project in Zambia was added to the

Water Futures partnership. It focuses on protecting the

Itawa Springs, which are at risk from pollution and

degradation, and are an important source of water for

people and industry (including Zambian Breweries) in

the city of Ndola. The Water Futures partnership was

established in 2009 to facilitate local action to address

some of the most pressing shared water risks facing

SABMiller and surrounding communities and ecosystems

and to prove the business case for private sector action.

It has done so through local partnerships in eight

countries, with projects to protect watersheds, upgrade

the infrastructure and strengthen local water manage-

ment institutions.

Environment and economic Pursuing its ambition to become a zero-waste opera-

tion, Chibuku Products Limited (CPL) in Malawi has

initiated a number of projects to develop ways of reusing

brewery waste – for example, using waste Chibuku

cartons as pots for seedlings or coal ash from brewery

boilers to resurface pavements. To support Malawi’s

agriculture – a key contributor to the country’s economy

– CPL collects and dries the spent grains generated

through the production of Chibuku beer. This can then

be used by local farmers as either animal feed or

fertiliser.

Economic and stakeholders Building on the success of the world’s first commercial-

scale, cassava-based clear beer in Mozambique in 2011,

Accra Brewery Limited (ABL) in Ghana has launched its

Eagle cassava beer. Cassava has traditionally been seen

as a subsistence or emergency crop with almost no

commercial development. In Ghana, there is an

estimated 40% surplus each year, partly because there

is little opportunity for farmers to sell cassava in

commercial markets. Addressing the issue, ABL teamed

up with DADTCO (Dutch Agricultural Development

and Trading Company) and Cassava Processing

Ghana Limited to design a mobile processing unit that

travels to the cassava-growing regions and processes

the root on site – so making it possible to use cassava

commercially. In the first year, ABL worked with over

1 500 smallholder farmers in this way. The launch of

Eagle will allow farmers to generate income and reduce

cassava surpluses. In the long term it will contribute to

Ghana’s agricultural development and economic growth

and offer consumers an affordable alternative to

informal alcohol.
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Sustainable develop-

ment priorities

Examples

Stakeholders In South Africa, an innovative and potentially life-saving

malaria test kit, owned by two young entrepreneurs,

Ashley Uys and Lyndon Munger, won the R1 million

(US$ 102 000) first prize in the SAB Foundation’s

second annual Social Innovation Awards. These awards

recognise innovative new products that address chal-

lenges faced by the Foundation’s target beneficiaries –

low-income women, youth, people with disabilities and

people living in rural areas. Costing US$ 0,45, the kit is a

rapid, cost-effective, medical diagnostic tool that in 30

minutes detects all strains of malaria and determines

whether any treatment to cure the disease has been

effective. The SAB Foundation is a beneficiary of SAB’s

broad-based black economic empowerment (BBBEE)

deal, SAB Zenzele. Since 2010, it has invested in 106

micro and small-scale businesses and has created 372

direct and indirect jobs.

Respecting human rights In Lesotho, Maluti Mountain Brewery held its second

annual Women’s Empowerment Day for female

employees and the wives and partners of male employ-

ees. The event, popular with employees and their

families, aims to encourage local female entrepreneur-

ship as well as to improve the uptake of voluntary

counselling and testing (VCT) for HIV among employees’

spouses. The event, which was attended by 120 people,

enabled the families of employees to tour the brewery

and learn more about it. Guests had the opportunity to

hear a presentation from a local female entrepreneur as

well as talks on issues ranging from business skills and

hygiene to non-communicable diseases and HIV. Free

VCT was available, helping Maluti to improve the uptake

among employees’ spouses.

6.5 CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSBILITY (CSR)

Study section 3.2.3 in chapter 3 in the prescribed book.

After completing this section you should be able to define and explain corporate CSR and

provide examples of CSR activities in a company.

CSR is a broad concept that refers to the role of business in society. It is based on the

principle that managers have an ethical obligation to consider and address the needs of

society, not merely to act solely in the interests of the shareholders or their own self-
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interest. In South Africa, CSR is more often used as a specific term referring to the

externally oriented sustainable development activities of organisations. For example, the

Ackerman Pick n Pay Foundation was responsible for formulating Pick n Pay’s CSR

obligations (activities) as set out in table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1: Pick n Pay CSR activities according to the Ackerman Pick n Pay Foundation

ACKERMAN PICK n PAY FOUNDATION

We aim to facilitate the following:

. Sustained capacity-building for small-scale farmers and other entrepreneurs in order to

improve their competitiveness.

. Entrepreneurs taking advantage of collective action, either as co-operatives, producer

organisations or other forms of association.

. Collaboration between the public and the private sectors in terms of linking small

enterprises to formal markets.

. Increasing the number of small-scale farmers who have access to larger retail markets.

. The provision of mentors (preferably retired Pick n Pay executives and successful

business people) who are assigned as decision-making support to small-scale

entrepreneurs to ensure the limitation of punitive mistakes.

We continually track our progress and measure impact in order to determine whether

our social empowerment initiatives are having a lasting impact on the reduction of

poverty in ways that provide communities with a sense of self-worth; as well as ultimately

enabling them to make their own decisions regarding their destiny. Through these

initiatives our aim is to contribute to the achievement of the UN Millennium

Development Goals and discourage perpetual dependence on funding.

Source: Extract from http://www.picknpay.co.za/foundation

Activity 6.3

In addition to the Ackerman Pick n Pay Foundation website, find the CSR activities of at

least two additional companies and compare them. What similarities and differences did

you find?

Feedback

There is no recipe for CSR investment, but most large companies generally invest in a

relatively broad range of social and environmental causes, such as education, training

and combating HIV/AIDS. Instead of being purely reactive, most organisations have a

range of CSR causes in which invest (see, e.g. Pick n Pay) and also attempt to invest in

causes that will benefit them in the long run. For example, Pick n Pay invests in capacity

building for small farmers and entrepreneurs to make them more competitive, which

ultimately benefits retailers because it encourages greater competition between

suppliers and a wider range of suppliers to buy from.

In the next section we explore the next pillar of sustainability, namely stakeholder

relationships.
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6.6 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS

Study section 3.2.6 in the prescribed book as well as section 1.4.7 in chapter 1.

After completing this section you should be able to

. explain the importance of stakeholders and stakeholder management to sustainable

business

. conduct an analysis of stakeholder salience and make recommendations based on

your analysis

One of the key debates in strategic management is the extent to which organisations and

managers should focus on shareholders only, or rather on a broader range of stakeholders

(the CSR perspective). This issue is discussed in chapter 1, section 1.4.7, in the prescribed

book, and the conclusion that is drawn is that enlightened shareholder capitalism is exactly

the same as an enlightened stakeholder approach – shareholders cannot exist without

stakeholders, and vice versa.

In the prescribed book, stakeholders are defined as ‘‘those entities that can affect or be

affected by the organisation’s actions’’ (sec 3.2.6). This definition is relatively wide, and

means that most organisations have quite a long list of stakeholders. However, not all

stakeholders have the same effect on the organisation and are entitled to the same

consideration. Thus, the purpose of a stakeholder management approach is to help the

organisation to prioritise and develop strategies for dealing with stakeholders. To assist

managers, the stakeholder salience model can be used for prioritising stakeholder claims

based on their relative importance. The stakeholder salience model includes three

determining factors, namely stakeholder power, stakeholder legitimacy and stakeholder

urgency. These factors are used to categorise stakeholders into three broad classes: latent

stakeholders, expectant stakeholders and salient stakeholders.

Reflection

Proponents of the shareholder perspective argue that profitability is the only

outcome that ultimately satisfies all stakeholders. Do you agree with this

assessment?

Activity 6.4

Read the article on the platinum strike at http://www.bdlive.co.za/national/labour/

2014/03/17/platinum-strike-is-no-run-of-the-mill-wage-dispute.

. From a union (Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union [AMCU])

perspective, identify the stakeholders.

. Compile a table to help you conduct an analysis of the salience of stakeholders

identified in the first part of the activity.

. Based on your analysis of stakeholder salience, what would you advise AMCU

about their stakeholder relationships?
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Feedback

The stakeholders of any organisation, and especially those such as AMCU, are many

and varied, and it is impossible to adopt an approach in which all stakeholders’ needs

are addressed. In table 6.2 a few examples of stakeholders are listed – you may have

been able to identify several more. This analysis is simply for illustrative purposes, and is

not based on any specific information. Compare this table with your answer, and note

where you agree and disagree with the answer provided.

It is essential for the organisation to understand the claims of stakeholders and to be

aware of the salience of each stakeholder’s claim. For this purpose, in the table below

the claim of each stakeholder is stated as an example, and its salience assessed by

rating its power, legitimacy and urgency as high (H), moderate (M) and low (L). Higher

ratings suggest higher salience (importance) and thus more attention from union

management.

TABLE 6.2: Stakeholder salience in the platinum strike: an AMCU perspective

Stakeholder Claim Power Legitimacy Urgency

Union members Higher wages H H H

Nonunion

employees

Right to work L H H

Government Peaceful strike; settle-

ment as soon as possible

L M L

Community Peaceful strike; settle-

ment as soon as possible

L H H

Union

management

Higher wages for mem-

bers

L H H

Competing unions Right to work L H H

Political parties Exposure due to affilia-

tion with the union

L L L

Shareholders of

mines

Settlement as soon as

possible at lower wage

increase than demanded

H H H

Employers Settlement as soon as

possible at lower wage

increase than demanded

H H H

Source: Compiled by the author

In this analysis (remember that it is not based on actual facts, but is purely illustrative) it

would seem that the union members, employers and mine shareholders are the salient

stakeholders, suggesting that their claims should enjoy preference. However, since the

claims were almost opposites, the result was a deadlock and the longest strike in South

African mining history.

The community, competing unions and nonunion employees are examples of

expectant stakeholders. They lack the power to influence AMCU, but have

legitimate and urgent claims which were evident in the economic devastation that

followed the strike in the Rustenburg area.
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Government and political parties are examples of latent stakeholders with relatively

little power and control over resources, low legitimacy with regard to their claims and

low levels of urgency. Their claims are accordingly the least important to deal with from

an AMCU perspective.

6.7 ETHICAL BUSINESS

Study section 3.3 in chapter 3 in the prescribed book.

After completing this section, you should be able to explain the value of ethical business

and provide examples of what organisations can do to promote it. In the final pillar of

corporate sustainability we address the issue of ethical business, an essential element of

corporate accountability. While everyone can give examples of unethical business (or

ethical business), it is a concept that is quite difficult to define and apply in practice. It is

ultimately up to every organisation to define what ethical business means in its context and

how it will deal with it. What we do know is that when ethics fail, there may be far-

reaching and serious consequences for the organisation and all of its stakeholders, as the

examples in table 6.3 illustrate.

TABLE 6.2: Examples of corporate ethics failures

Enron

Enron was an energy company that, by means of accounting loopholes and other means

hid billions of dollars in debt from failed deals and ventures. Enron executives deliberately

misled their Board of Directors and Audit Committee and pressured their auditors,

Arthur Andersen, to ignore the issues. The Enron scandal of 2001 revealed these

practices and led to the bankruptcy of Enron and the dissolution of Arthur Andersen,

which was one of the five largest audit and accountancy partnerships in the world. Several

Enron executives were also indicted and imprisoned (BBC News Online 2002).

Fidentia

As the former CEO of Fidentia, J Arthur Brown was at the wheel while R1,4 billion went

missing from funds administered by the firm, including a fund meant to support widows

and orphans of mine workers. Meanwhile Brown continued to rack up purchases of

expensive properties and cars and make investments in his favourite sports teams. Taken

into custody in March 2007, Brown has reportedly seen his fortune dwindle to nothing

over the course of six years’ legal proceedings. It remains one of the biggest corporate

scandals in South Africa’s history. Last week, to the shock and disgust of many, the

Western Cape High Court ended six years of legal proceedings by handing Brown only a

R150 000 fine and a suspended jail sentence (Davis 2013).

Pikitup

In 2013, Pikitup boss Amanda Nair controversially awarded a R263 million tender to a

firm implicated in alleged fraud in a forensic investigation, despite the bid adjudication

committee (BAC) questioning the decision to award it to Aqua Transport Plant Hire,

which was implicated in alleged wrong-doing in a forensic investigation by Ernst & Young

(EY) (Maphumulo 2013).
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It follows that ethical behaviour is of the utmost importance to organisations and their

stakeholders. In section 3.3 in the prescribed book a number of guidelines for unethical

business behaviour are explained. Some guidelines for ethical executive behaviour appear

in Table 6.4.

TABLE 6.3: Guidelines for the ethical behaviour of executives

1. Be honest in all communications and actions. Ethical executives are, above all, worthy

of trust and honesty is the cornerstone of trust.

2. Maintain personal integrity. Ethical executives earn the trust of others through

personal integrity. Integrity refers to a wholeness of character demonstrated by

consistency between thoughts, words and actions.

3. Keep promises and fulfil commitments. Ethical executives can be trusted because

they make every reasonable effort to fulfil the letter and spirit of their promises and

commitments.

4. Be loyal within the framework of other ethical principles. Ethical executives justify

trust by being loyal to their organisation and the people they work with.

5. Strive to be fair and just in all dealings. Ethical executives are fundamentally

committed to fairness.

6. Demonstrate compassion and a genuine concern for the well-being of others.

7. Treat everyone with respect.

8. Obey the law.

9. Pursue excellence all the time in all things.

10. Ethical executives are conscious of the responsibilities and opportunities of their

position of leadership and seek to be positive ethical role models.

11. Build and protect the organisation’s good reputation and the morale of its

employees.

12. Be accountable. Ethical executives acknowledge and accept personal accountability

for the ethical quality of their decisions and omissions.

Source: Josephson (2013)

Activity 6.5

Review the FirstRand Social and Ethics Committee report (available at http://

www.firstrand.co.za/Sustainability/Social%20and%20ethics%20committee%20re-

ports/2013%20Social%20and%20ethics%20committee%20report.pdf). Make a note

of the ethical guidelines and tools that FNB has implemented as a means to ensure

ethical business practices.

Feedback

The group ethics framework on page 109 of the report provides a holistic perspective

of FirstRand’s approach to ethics, which is ultimately inextricably linked to corporate

sustainability. There following are some of the practical tools the group has

implemented to guide their employees and to curb unethical behaviour:

. a group code of ethics to guide the behaviour of every employee

. training in ethics for employees

. an ethics line to allow employees to report breaches in ethical guidelines safely and

to promote a culture of transparency and safe whistle-blowing

. an antibribery policy

. the group conducting ethical culture assessments throughout the group
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The report reinforces the idea that ethics is ultimately something that every

organisation needs to adapt and implement in its own environment.

6.8 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND THE BOARD OF

DIRECTORS

Study section 3.4 in chapter 3 in the prescribed book.

After completing this section you should be able to contextualise and explain the role of

corporate governance in corporate sustainability.

Corporate and public sector governance both have the same overarching goals, namely to

provide guidelines for managing ethically and sustainably. The King Code of Governance

Principles (King III) is a sound framework to guide companies on governance principles. It

is the responsibility of organisations to ensure that they comply with the principles of King

III. See the information in the box below.

King III and the Companies Act

The new Companies Act requires all companies, whether public or private, to establish

a Social and Ethics Committee. In the light of King III, this can have dramatic

implications for companies and good corporate governance.

The similarities between the requirements of King III and the Companies Act are

obvious. Unfortunately, many companies are unaware of the implications of the Act,

particularly in the area of social responsibility and ethics.

Companies are not only required to establish a Social and Ethics Committee. They also

have to establish a Social and Advisory Panel to assist the committee.

The King III recommendations cannot be legally enforced, but the Companies Act is

legally binding and must be adhered to.

Some companies choose to ignore these principles or apply them selectively. In other

cases, the guidelines may be used simply to show compliance, instead of as a mechanism

to truly improve governance in the organisation. Such behaviour is not conducive to

economic, environmental and social sustainability.

The board of directors or governing board (in the case of not-for-profit organisations) are

responsible for governance in the entity they represent. This includes setting the strategic

direction of the entity, taking responsibility for its effectiveness and ensuring compliance

and accountability. The role of the board of directors is briefly discussed in section 3.4.1 in

the prescribed book, and more specific tasks are outlined below.

Yeh and Taylor (2008) suggest that boards are generally responsible for
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. developing, formulating and monitoring corporate strategies

. formulating policies

. enhancing the public image of the organisations they represent

. reviewing and monitoring managerial activities and performance

. reporting to stakeholders

. employing, evaluating, providing advice to and rewarding top executives

. ensuring organisational compliance with related legislations and governance guide-

lines

. managing financial resources

. developing a risk management plan

. conducting self-assessments (i.e. measuring board performance)

. initiating board development activities, such as director training

Activity 6.6

Visit the website of the Institute of Directors and download the King III report. What are

the implications of the King III report for a director of a business?

Now visit the website of the National Treasury (http://www.treasury.gov.za/legislation/

pfma/) and download the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA).

Identify two similarities and two differences between King III and the PFMA.

Feedback

The King III Code and the PFMA have the same overarching goal, namely to provide

standards for sustainable governance practices. It therefore follows that there should be

similarities, such as the following (you may have identified others):

. The fiduciary duties of directors and the management of conflicts of interests are

similar and compatible.

. The role of the board is described in the same way in both instances.

Note the following key differences:

. The King III Code is a set of governance guidelines, but the PFMA is embedded in

legislation (and thus perhaps more like the Companies Act).

. The guidelines for the election of the audit committee are different.

State-owned listed companies (such as Telkom) have to adhere to the Companies Act,

the King Code and the PFMA. A position paper developed by the Institute of Directors

and PriceWaterhouseCoopers aligns these three frameworks, and it may be interesting

for you to review the paper, because it also highlights a few similarities and differences.

You will find the position paper at: http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.iodsa.co.za/

resource/collection/879CAE6C-7B90-49F5-A983-28AECBCE196F/PSWG_Position_

Paper_1_State-owned_companies.pdf.

6.9 SUMMARY

In this learning unit you learnt about the importance of corporate sustainability (which we

can also refer to as business sustainability or organisational sustainability) and the pillars on
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which corporate sustainability rests, namely sustainable development, CSR, stakeholder

relationships and ethical business. We also looked at the role of corporate governance and

the board of directors in sustainable management.

After completing this learning unit you should now be able to

. use the knowledge you have acquired to evaluate corporate sustainability in a

practical setting

. make recommendations on how organisations can improve their sustainability

In order to address these two learning outcomes, you could use the knowledge you have

gained in this learning unit and its activities to assess an organisation and/or its decisions

on the basis of the following:

. the extent to which it contributes to the triple bottom line (sustainable development)

(this is addressed in activity 6.2)

. the extent to which an organisation is socially responsible (e.g. by examining its

corporate social responsibility investments) (this is addressed in activity 6.3)

. the extent to which an organisation balances the needs of its various stakeholders

(this is addressed in activity 6.4)

. the extent to which an organisation behaves ethically and has governance systems in

place to ensure ethical and sustainable behaviour (this is addressed in activities 6.5

and 6.6)

With the knowledge you have acquired in this learning unit, you can now revisit the Easter

Island example at the beginning. You should now have satisfactory answers to the

questions we posed there.

In the next learning unit, we will look at the issue of strategic choice, the process in which

and the basis on which the organisation chooses its strategies.

6.10 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) Explain what corporate sustainability entails and how it is measured. Use practical

examples to illustrate your answer.

(2) Differentiate between the broad definition of CSR and how it is applied in practice in

South Africa.

(3) Choose any organisation and conduct a stakeholder analysis for it. Who are the

organisation’s priority stakeholders, and what does this imply for its management of

stakeholders?

(4) Conduct an analysis of the ethical business guidelines for an organisation of your

choice. What could the organisation do to improve its ethical business conduct?

(5) Consider the failure of African Bank in 2014 (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/

2014-08-27/how-brightest-brain-kirkinis- HYPERLINK ‘‘http://www.

bloomberg.com/news/2014-08-27/how-brightest-brain-kirkinis-failed-with-his-

african-bank.html"failed-with-his-african-bank.html). What could African Bank have

done differently to ensure its sustainability?
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Learning unit 7
Selecting optimal business level strategies

Is there any strategy in your strategic plan?

After 40 years of experience, Howard Rohm, President and CEO of the Balanced

Scorecard Institute and Founder of the Strategy Management Group, Inc, in the

United States is still surprised by how little real strategy there is in most strategic

plans.

Here’s the typical scenario: David is Director of Policy and Strategy at a large

international organisation. He is considered one of the best and brightest in the

organisation. David recently completed a strategic plan that lays out the

organisation’s vision (‘‘picture of the future’’) for the next seven years.

Unfortunately, the strategic plan is virtually devoid of strategy. The plan jumps

from vision and mission directly to products, services and programmes, with

little explanation as to what strategic assumptions were used and why the

specific products, services and programmes were selected. Other choices that

could have been made are not discussed. While the plan does list strategic goals,

the descriptions of chosen items are little more than justification for current

choices. The plan reads like the goals were chosen after products, services and

programmes had been decided on.

Here’s the typical annual strategic planning process: David organises, with senior

leaders’ blessings, an executive retreat for 20 leaders and managers to create

the annual strategic plan. The workshop meetings go something like this: First, a

vision is written (or, more likely, ‘‘the one we have is good enough’’, or ‘‘we really

don’t need one of those, do we?’’). Second, a mission statement is prepared (or,

you guessed it, ‘‘the one we have is good enough’’). Third, a few core values are

picked from a list of many possible values. Fourth, somewhere between six and

twelve strategic goals are identified. Fifth, programmes, products, services and

projects currently supported are dropped into one of the goal ‘‘buckets’’ to show

how each goal will be achieved. What happens if at the end of the process there

are a few ‘‘unbucketed’’ activities that don’t have a goal bucket? Simple, new

strategic goals are developed to ensure that all the activities have a home.

Sound familiar? If your organisation is like many, the scenario just described is

pretty close to the process you use. It’s called the strategic planning process, but

it’s really more of an annual justify what I’m currently doing process.

Source: Rohm (2008)
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After reading the above excerpt, think about the following questions:

(1) Do you share the views on the ‘‘typical’’ approach to strategic planning described

above?

(2) Why do you think an organisation as described above would remain in business? Or

maybe not?

(3) Given the general pace of environmental change today, how optimistic is it to have a

vision for the next seven years as in the case above?

(4) What are your views on the leadership of such an organisation regarding the approval

of the process as well as the outcomes of the strategic planning, as described above?

Write down what you think about the above questions at this stage, and review your

answers after you have completed this learning unit. What are your perceptions now? Give

reasons for your answer.

7.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

On completion of this learning unit, you should be able to examine, analyse and

evaluate the various generic competitive business level strategies available to

organisations and explain their appropriateness in specific situations. More

specifically, you should be able to

– explain the importance of choosing appropriate competitive business level

strategies

– assess the strategic importance of levels of strategy in an organisation

– distinguish between the different types of competitive business level

strategies

– critically assess the bases on which business level strategies are chosen

– compare the advantages and disadvantages of each type of business level

strategy

– identify situations in which business level strategies need to be combined

– explain how business level strategies are evaluated

– analyse the business level strategies of an existing organisation

– evaluate the role and importance of internal growth strategies

– identify and justify alternative strategic options that organisations could

pursue in addition to their chosen business level strategies

7.2 KEY CONCEPTS

The key concepts in this learning unit are as follows:

. strategy

. levels of strategy

. strategy formulation (also referred to as strategic planning)

. strategic management

. competitive advantage
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. generic competitive business level strategies (also referred to as competitive

business level strategies or business level strategies)

. cost leadership strategy

. differentiation strategy

. best-cost provider strategy

. focus cost leadership strategy

. focus differentiation strategy

. merits of business level strategies

. internal growth strategies

. alternative strategic options

7.3 INTRODUCTION

This learning unit is largely based on chapter 9 in the prescribed book. You

should study the chapter orientation and sections 9.1 and 9.3 as background to

our discussion of business level strategies in this learning unit. After studying

these sections in the prescribed book and sections 7.2 and 7.3 in this learning

unit, you should understand the various levels of strategy in organisations and

the importance of long-term objectives as a guideline for strategy selection.

Identifying and discussing the merits of the various competitive business level

strategies and their evaluation are addressed in sections 7.4 and 7.5 in this

learning unit. We conclude our discussions by briefly looking at alternative

strategic options that organisations can consider in addition to their chosen

business level strategies in order to gain a competitive edge in the markets they

serve. These alternative strategic options include strategic alliances, joint

ventures, outsourcing and turnaround strategies, as discussed in section 7.6.

We now explore the various business level strategy options available to organisations to

achieve their long-term objectives. You will recall that strategy is all about winning in

dynamic and increasingly competitive business environments, which confirms the

importance of selecting appropriate competitive strategies the topic of this learning unit.

We commence our discussions by briefly looking at the levels of strategy in organisations.

7.4 LEVELS OF STRATEGY

Managerial levels and the corresponding levels of strategy generally found in

organisations were briefly introduced in learning unit 1 (sec 1.6) for both

corporate (or multibusiness) organisations and single business organisations.

The levels and strategies are as follows:

. corporate level strategies

. business level strategies

. functional level or tactical strategies

. operational level strategies
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Operational level strategies are often omitted when the levels of strategy are

considered.

The four levels of strategy in corporate organisations and the three levels of strategy in

single business organisations need to be totally aligned in both these types of organisations

for any degree of success. One of the primary reasons for reviewing the levels of strategy

here is the importance of the relationship between levels of strategy and decision making

at these levels, as discussed in learning unit 1 (sec 1.5). There, strategic decisions were

typically seen to be long term, requiring significant resource commitments and involving

high levels of risk. It should thus be clear why the correct strategic decisions at the

corporate and business levels need to be made by formulating appropriate long-term

objectives and choosing the correct business level strategies. Although this was discussed

in learning unit 2, we again briefly review the importance of long-term objectives in

formulating and deciding on appropriate business level strategies.

7.5 LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIC CHOICE

The role of long-term objectives in the choice of strategy as discussed in section

9.1 in the prescribed book is now reviewed. However, in studying this section,

note the following as background to the remainder of our discussions in this

learning unit:

. The primary objective of strategy is to achieve a sustainable competitive

advantage that results in above-average profitability and wealth creation for all

relevant stakeholders, based on an optimal fit between organisational

competencies and opportunities in the external environment.

. Well-conceived strategic direction for an organisation in terms of a vision,

mission, strategic intent and long-term objectives as a basis for viable

strategies should greatly enhance the future success of an organisation.

. To achieve long-term objectives, managers and key employees need to make

optimal strategic decisions, particularly at corporate, business and tactical or

functional levels.

Although our focus in this learning unit is on business level strategies, we should be able to

distinguish between corporate organisational structures and those of single business

organisations, especially regarding levels of strategy and decision-making. See figure 9.1 in

the prescribed book for an illustration of a multibusiness organisation and the relationship

between the corporate head office and its subsidiaries or strategic business units.

Our discussion here is about the role and importance of well-formulated long-term

objectives as a basis for the choice of competitive business level strategies. Long-term

objectives were introduced in learning unit 2 as part of direction setting (sec 2.3.2.2) and

highlighted in section 9.1 in the prescribed book. In section 2.3.2.2, we saw that long-term

objectives should distinguish between financial and strategic objectives. Long-term

objectives serve to inform and provide direction to all organisational members about

the specific outcomes to be achieved.
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Activity 7.1

Can objectives really be used to manage organisations strategically?

Much of the early work in economics assumed that firms would have to follow profit-

maximising objectives. Dissident economists, notably Cyert and March, saw firms as

satisficing collections of coalitions which are motivated by their own objectives. As these

authors observed – ‘‘The goals that actually underlie the decisions made in an

organisation do not coincide with the owners or the top managers but have been

modified by managers and at all echelons within the organisation.’’

The early pioneers of management theory pointed to the inadequacy of a single profit

objective. Peter Drucker identified eight core business areas for which objectives should

be set. These included market standing, innovation, productivity, physical and financial

resources, profitability, manager performance and development, worker performance

and attitude, and public responsibility. The problem is that this is a loosely related, or

even unrelated, group of lead and lag objectives. At least with financial objectives, a

manager can be certain the objective means something. Also, if the objectives are

wrong it might be better to have no objectives at all (although the very act of managing

objectives can make managers aware that they ought to be doing something else).

The answer for Ansoff was to distinguish clearly between financial and strategic

objectives. While financial objectives are well-known measures such as profitability and

return on investment, strategic objectives include those that enable the measurement of

successful, longer-term performance such as sustainable growth in market share, the

rate at which new products are introduced into existing and new markets, and

innovation success. More recently, corporate citizenship, corporate social responsibility

and stakeholder awareness have gained prominence as a result of the increasing

importance of and demands related to sustainability.

Questions

(1) Which of the eight core business areas identified by Drucker for which

objectives should be set are internal and which are external to the

organisation? Would you regard those that are external to be areas for which

strategic objectives should be set? Are there other core areas that need to be

considered?

(2) Do you agree that a distinction should be made between financial and strategic

objectives? (What were our views on this issue in learning unit 2?)

Source: Adapted from Witcher and Chau (2010:65)

Feedback

In attempting to answer the questions in activity 7.1, you would probably have

reviewed chapters 1, 2 and 4 for background information. You may have realised by

now that strategic management invariably requires the integration of all aspects of the

process, and issues can rarely be approached or problems solved by considering issues

and problems in isolation. A brief summary of the feedback on the above questions

now follows.

The following guidelines are provided in response to the questions in activity 7.1:

(1) Of the core business areas identified by Drucker, only market standing could be

regarded as an external factor, while public responsibility could be regarded as

having internal as well as external implications from a strategy perspective,
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depending on the specific situation. For market standing, the need for strategic

marketing objectives that support the long-term strategic objectives of the

organisation would be relevant in this case.

(2) Researchers and academics in the field of strategic management generally agree

that there should be two distinct sets of long-term objectives: those relating to

financial performance and those relating to strategic performance. Financial

objectives communicate management’s targets for financial performance, while

strategic objectives are related to an organisation’s market standing, as, inter alia,

reflected by market share and rate of market growth (Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble

& Strickland 2012:77–78). In closing, you are encouraged to think about your own

responses to the questions in addition to those provided here.

Although there is no hard-and-fast rule, when organisations expect that changes in the

external environment could adversely affect the achievement of objectives, they

generally do not adjust their long-term objectives immediately, but are more inclined to

investigate alternative strategic options to achieve the original objectives before

lowering them.

As discussed in the prescribed book, the complexity of strategy lies in aligning an

organisation’s strategy with the realities inherent in the changing and dynamic

competitive environment in which it operates. We now discuss the various competitive

business level strategies and their suitability in specific business and competitive

situations.

7.6 BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGIES

Study section 9.3 in the prescribed book.

The discussion in this section of learning unit 7 also draws on the work of Louw and Venter

(2010:296–305). As previously stated, competitive business level strategies involve an

organisation’s unique plans to compete successfully in dynamic, complex and rapidly

changing external, industry and market environments. These strategies are the result of an

organisation’s deliberate decisions and choice of strategy on how best to meet customer’s

needs, and are explored in this section.

7.6.1 Introduction

By now you should be familiar with strategic management as introduced in learning unit 1,

and the discussion of the process and practice perspectives of strategy, strategising and the

role of strategists in learning unit 2. It is against this background that we now specifically

explain the five generic competitive business level strategies and their merits.

Since no two business organisations are alike, it is highly unlikely that organisations would

have exactly the same strategies – which leads to many variations in the way organisations

approach business level strategies, while these are still based on the principles that we are

now familiar with. The most important of these differences are whether

. the organisation’s target market is broad or narrow
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. the organisation is pursuing a competitive strategy linked to low cost or to product

differentiation

. the organisation uses a combination of low-cost and differentiation strategies

The various competitive business level strategy options that an organisation can pursue are

illustrated in figure 9.4 in the prescribed book, where the various options reflect

combinations of cost/price (vertical axis) and perceived quality/value (horizontal axis). Bear

in mind that management need to understand the characteristics as well as the advantages

and disadvantages of these strategies in order to adopt strategies that will suit their own

unique circumstances. These strategy options are now considered in more detail.

7.6.2 Cost leadership strategy

Organisations need to know when a cost leadership strategy would be most appropriate in

their specific situations. The aim of this strategy is to underprice competitors by building

and sustaining their competitive advantage through the reduction of costs, or keeping

lower than those of their competitors, while providing products and services that

customers want, at the same or a higher quality than their competitors.

In fact, cost leadership strategies are most suitable in situations characterised by large

markets that allow high production volumes of standardised products for customers that

are price-sensitive and have low switching costs. Low cost and price as a competitive

advantage can thus be achieved in a variety of ways such as

. selling cost-effective products and services that satisfy customer needs, resulting in

higher market share than that of rivals

. enhancing profit margins through economies of scale, lower unit costs and

organisational efficiencies

. basing cost effectiveness on the organisation’s core competencies

The advantages of cost leadership strategies include the following:

. an increasing in competitiveness and market share through sustainable cost

advantages

. protection for the organisation against competition as a result of its durable cost

advantage

. protection against powerful suppliers because of large-scale purchases and the

resultant potential of discounts

. protection against the power of buyers because of the low-cost advantage and

competitive pricing possibilities

. durable cost advantages serving as barriers to imitation, barriers to the threat of

substitute products and barriers to the threat of new entrants to the market, which

should be evident from analysis of the organisation’s competitors

The potential disadvantages of cost leadership strategies include the following:

. not keeping up with changes in the external environment, for example, where core

competencies relate to and are sensitive to changes in technology which are not

recognised (e.g. the fuel-efficient aircraft of Mango Airlines that have put other low-

cost airlines that have not adapted at a competitive disadvantage)

. not being aware of changing consumer needs and preferences with regard to

products and services in the low-cost market sector that could seriously affect

competitive market position
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. not being aware of industry dynamics, changing industry competitive forces, and the

actions of competitors as far as imitating, or even worse, improving on an

organisation’s low-cost core competencies, is concerned the so-called ‘‘curse of

complacency’’.

7.6.3 Differentiation strategy

The aim of a differentiation strategy is to produce products and services that are unique in

the industry for customers that are not price sensitive and are willing to pay a premium

price for products and services with unique, differentiated features that they desire. The

uniqueness can be achieved in the following ways, inter alia:

. based on dimensions widely valued by customers in an effort to achieve higher

market share than one’s rivals, demonstrating how product or service functions and

features better meet customer needs compared to those of competitors

. basing differentiation on the organisation’s own core competencies that could lead to

a sustainable competitive advantage

The success of these approaches largely depends on a number of prerequisites namely

. clear identification of customers and their needs

. understanding what customers value and what they are willing to pay

. clear identification of competitors

. understanding the globalisation of markets

. having effective barriers to imitation

The advantages of differentiation strategies include the following:

. They could safeguard an organisation against competition as a result of brand loyalty.

. They could enhance profit margins by slightly higher pricing than their competitors.

. Powerful suppliers are rarely a problem.

. Differentiators are unlikely to experience problems with powerful buyers.

. Threats of substitute products really depend on competitors’ products to meet or

exceed customer needs before customers would be willing to switch products.

. Effective differentiation and brand loyalty could act as barriers to entry.

The disadvantages of differentiation strategies basically relate to the organisation’s inability

to maintain uniqueness from a customer perspective – not fully responding to the

durability challenge of competitive advantage. Another danger stems from the design or

physical features of a product, which are much easier to imitate than uniqueness, which

stems from intangible sources like innovation, quality of service, reliability, brand and

prestige.

7.6.4 Focus low-cost leadership and differentiation strategies

An organisation may often find itself in a situation where neither a low-cost strategy nor a

true differentiation strategy is feasible across a broad range of the market. One option is to

identify and serve a niche or focus market competitively, as illustrated by the examples

provided in this section in the textbook.

A focus strategy – cost leadership or differentiation – becomes attractive when one or

more of the following conditions exist:

. the existence of a relatively small target or niche market
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. successfully avoiding industry leaders as a result of the relatively small market

. the existence of effective barriers to the entry of multisegment competitors

. the possible existence of a multiplicity of niches

. few rivals and acceptable profit potential, notwithstanding the small market

. the organisation’s ability to resist challengers

The advantages of focus strategies include the following:

. protection from competitive rivals owing to the uniqueness of product(s) or service(s)

. power over buyers because of significant uniqueness and exclusivity

. passing supplier price increases on to customers

. customer loyalty as a protection against substitute products as well as new entrants

The disadvantages of focus strategies include the following:

. high production costs, basically because of the inability to realise economies of scale

. not being aware of changing technology and consumer preferences

. not being able to effectively ward off an attack by rival differentiators

Activity 7.2

Hotel Formula 1 launches new concept

Accor Hospitality’s Hotel Formula 1 has the latest in award-winning design and

technology features for small spaces and structures. Hotel Formula 1 has set a new

benchmark for low cost hotel accommodation in Africa with the launch of its ‘‘cocoon’’

bedroom design with all the technological requirements of the modern business and

leisure traveller, plus clever design features that ensure that guests’ needs are met in a

new and enhanced way, including new, refurbished rooms for the disabled. The group’s

vision is to be the best of the low-cost hotels and to demonstrate both excellence in

leadership and high quality in service.

Ever since the opening of the first Hotel Formula 1 in 1992, the group has striven to

provide innovative yet affordable travel solutions for South Africans, and has radically

transformed the South African hotel industry by offering comfortable and affordable

accommodation for one, two or three people. By 2010, there were 28 Formula 1 hotels

throughout South Africa. As an industry leader, the group was continuously looking for

ways to provide customers with the best value for money. In adopting the cocoon

concept for the rooms, it was important to utilise the space in the best possible way,

providing features that customers want, including flat-screen TVs, and cosy yet spacious

rooms, with a strong focus on sustainability. The latest in connectivity technology is

featured for guests to plug in their various devices plus the hotel is WiFi enabled.

As a prime provider of low-cost overnight accommodation, Hotel Formula 1 (1) selects

relatively inexpensive sites on which to construct its units (usually near high-traffic

locations, but far enough away to avoid paying prime site prices); (2) builds well-

designed basic yet comfortable facilities (no restaurant or bar and only rarely a

swimming pool); (3) relies on unique but cost-effective designs and incorporates eco-

friendly materials and low-cost construction techniques; and (4) provides simple yet

attractive room furnishings. All of this helps to lower both investment and operating

costs. A minimum of personnel are required and maintenance costs are kept

competitively low in order to provide excellent service at affordable prices.

Questions

(1) Identify the competitive business level strategy that Accor Hospitality South

Africa is pursuing with Hotel Formula 1 in South Africa.
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(2) To what extent is the strategy that you identified in the previous question in

line with the requirements for that specific strategy to be viable?

(3) Do you believe that the identified strategy can be easily copied by competitors?

Why, or why not?

Source: Adapted from Louw and Venter (2010:303–304); Hough, Thompson, Strickland and

Gamble (2008:162)

Feedback

In considering possible answers to the above questions you may have come to realise

that, while soundly based on theory, strategy is not an exact science with clear-cut

answers to most strategic issues. The challenge for strategic leaders and management

is to be in a position to choose the best possible alternative in a given situation which

requires an in-depth knowledge about strategy, and relevant information obtained

from strategic analysis of the external and the organisation’s internal environment, as

discussed in learning units 3 and 4 as a basis for decision-making. At this stage, it would

be useful to review strategising and the role of strategists as discussed in learning unit

2.

Guidelines for answering the above questions are provided here, but you are

encouraged to supplement these with your own ideas.

(1) You will recall that a first consideration is whether the target market is broad or

narrow, while the second relates to the most appropriate strategy in the specific

circumstances. You may argue that Hotel Formula 1 serves a narrow market,

focusing on people with the need for low-cost, affordable accommodation.

However, one could also be argued that Hotel Formula 1 serves a broad market. If

we consider that by 2010 there were already 28 hotels countrywide, the latter

appears to be the case. As for the strategy, all indications are that a cost leadership

strategy is followed. Hotel Formula 1 essentially competes with the Road Lodge

chain of hotels discussed in section 7.4.6 below.

(2) In responding to this question, refer to section 7.4.2 above, which outlines the

requirements for as well as the advantages and disadvantages of cost leadership

strategies. Firstly, the hotels obviously cater for price-sensitive customers with low

switching costs, and the hotels are cost effective and operationally efficient.

Secondly, by viewing the list of advantages in this section it appears that the hotels

benefit from most of these advantages because of their cost effectiveness and

efficiency, and appear to be expanding their market share. However, it could be

argued that, despite their cost advantages, they are not totally protected from

substitute products (other forms of low cost accommodation) and from new

entrants into this market. They are somewhat protected against imitation because

of their cocoon concept of room design. However, they do not seem to experience

any serious disadvantages.

(3) You will recall that a competitive advantage is basically derived from unique

resources, and from capabilities and core competencies that cannot easily be

imitated by competitors. Although not entirely protected, Hotel Formula 1 does

possess some competitive advantages: the advantageous, functional cocoon

design, its high-traffic locations, eco-friendly design and construction approaches,

and operational efficiency.
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7.6.5 Best-cost provider strategy

This strategy seeks to achieve a lower price than competitors while trying to keep the value

of the product or service at the same level as competitors, or provide greater value at the

same price as competitors. Study this section, noting that sources of cost advantage could

originate from

. market size and economies of scale

. specialised equipment and facilities

. the ability to keep overhead costs low

. the intention to relentlessly pursue exceptional quality

The advantages of a best-cost provider strategy are seen to essentially stem from the

implications of Porter’s five forces model for industry analysis, which we discussed in

learning unit 3. To recap, the five forces are threats from competitors, powerful suppliers,

powerful buyers, and the threat of substitute products and new entrants. An organisation

that is a cost leader is protected from industry competitors by its cost advantage, and is

relatively safe as long as it can maintain this advantage because low prices are important

for consumers. Differentiation strategies will be successful when the variety of products

offered meets customer needs better than those of competitors in a sustainable way. As

stated above, the distinguishing feature of a best-cost provider strategy is that it uniquely

combines low cost and differentiation, while maintaining quality and providing good value

at a reasonable price compared to competitors. Toyota’s Lexus is a case in point.

The disadvantages of a hybrid best-cost provider could result from not being aware of a

changing competitive industry environment, and the risk that the cost leadership and/or

differentiation features that underlie this strategy do not measure up to market

expectations, leaving this strategy ‘‘stuck in the middle’’, and therefore uncompetitive.

7.6.6 Combining business level strategies

Organisations often use a combination of business level strategies to serve different market

segments in the same industry or industry sector. In this section in the prescribed book,

study the example of how Unilever positions its strategies.

Activity 7.3

City Lodge

City Lodge Limited is an excellent example of organisations catering for different market

segments in the same industry sector. With the emphasis on quality accommodation,

homely ambience, efficient and friendly service, the group was established in 1986, and

has since grown, diversified its product offering, was listed on the Johannesburg

Securities Exchange (JSE) in November 1992, and continues to be a success story. The

group now comprises the upmarket Fairview Hotels in Nairobi, Kenya, and in South

Africa, the upmarket Courtyard Suite Hotels, the original City Lodge chain at the next

level, the affordable Town Lodge chain and, aimed at budget-conscious travellers, the

Road Lodge chain. By 2014 there were six Courtyard hotels, 15 City Lodges, 12 Town

Lodges (including one in Botswana and one in Kenya), and 21 Road Lodges. With

reference to their operations in South Africa, City Lodge Limited successfully serves four

distinctly different market segments, if one attempts to distinguish between City Lodge

and Town Lodge, and thus deploys a combination of strategies in the hospitality industry

(adapted from: http://www.citylodge.co.za).
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Questions

(1) What competitive business level strategies is City Lodge Limited pursuing in its

various market segments?

(2) In your opinion, are the strategies pursued by City Lodge Limited in line with its

strategic direction? Give reasons for your answer.

Source: Adapted from Louw and Venter (2010:305–306); http://www.citylodge.co.za.

Feedback

City Lodge Limited provides an interesting and challenging strategy scenario. Its

Courtyard Hotels offer an exclusive and gracious alternative to ordinary hotels, serving

an exclusive customer segment and pursuing a relatively focused differentiation

strategy. While the market for City Lodge and Town Lodge hotels is relatively broader,

they offer good value at highly competitive prices, essentially following a best-cost

provider strategy. However, while some might argue that Town Lodge is somewhat

different from the City Lodge segment and could be regarded as pursuing a cost

leadership strategy, it differs significantly from the Road Lodge segment, and is

therefore grouped together with City Lodge. Road Lodges cater for a broad market

segment, with a no-frills, low-cost value for money approach. They therefore apply a

cost leadership strategy, with Hotel Formula 1 as a major competitor in this specific

market segment. Given the success of the group for the past 30 years, it appears that

their strategies are in line with their strategic direction in terms of vision, mission and

long-term objectives. However, it would be useful to access the group’s website for

information on their overall strategic positioning and performance as, inter alia,

contained in the group’s annual report.

Bear in mind that there are often no clear-cut answers to strategy issues. As in this case of

City Lodge Limited, for example, the success of the various strategies could, apart from

external environmental factors, be influenced by the way in which the market has been

segmented, and how customers perceive the four accommodation options in satisfying

their specific needs. However, the guidelines in this module should provide a useful frame

of reference.

Reflection

From our discussions it should be clear that the type of product that customers

need, and what they would be willing to pay for, largely dictate the appropriate

strategy option to adopt – the obvious strategy for customers who need a basic,

no-frills product at a reasonable and affordable price is cost leadership if the

market is large, whereas a focus cost leadership strategy is required in a niche

market. Clearly, it would make no sense in this instance to have a range of

differentiated products that customers do not need and are definitely not willing

to pay for. The same reasoning would apply to an organisation that provides an

undifferentiated standard product for customers who wish to choose between

differentiated products with unique features for which they are willing to pay.

Standardised, low-cost, undifferentiated products using a cost leadership

strategy would therefore hardly be successful in a situation like this.
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7.6.7 Internal growth strategies

Apart from their business level strategies, organisations have to formulate

marketing strategies in support of their generic competitive strategies. These

market growth or internal growth strategies include market penetration, market

development and product development, which are explained in section 9.2.1 in

the prescribed book.

. Market penetration. The aim of this strategic option is to increase market share by

selling more of the organisation’s existing products and services in its existing markets

(see the examples provided in the prescribed book).

. Market development. The purpose of this strategy is to sell the organisation’s existing

products in new markets, as explained in the prescribed book.

. Product development. The purpose of this strategy is to sell the organisation’s new

products and services in its existing markets.

Marketing strategies are formulated at the tactical or functional organisational level, and

must support the organisation’s overall strategies. Refer back to the Woolworths example

on the above-mentioned strategic initiatives.

In this section we discussed the five strategy options available at business level and their

characteristics and appropriateness in different business settings. We also indicated that

organisations often use a combination of strategies to compete in the same industry.

7.7 EVALUATING BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGIES

Once a number of feasible strategy options have been formulated, these strategy

options have to be evaluated, and the most appropriate strategy or combination

of strategies selected for implementation, as dealt with in the module on

strategy implementation. Strategies can be evaluated in terms of their suitability,

acceptability and feasibility as explained in section 9.4 in the prescribed book.

. Suitability. This is the degree to which an organisation’s strategy deploys its core

competencies to exploit external opportunities and overcome external threats and

internal weaknesses. Methods that are available to test suitability include SWOT

analysis, the five forces industry analysis, and scenario analysis and planning.

. Acceptability. This requirement relates to the ability of the strategy to produce the

expected results over both the short and the long term in line with stakeholder

expectations. It also considers the evaluation of factors such as benefits, risks and

stakeholder reactions. Sensitivity analysis, financial analysis and break-even analysis,

inter alia, can be used to assess acceptability.

. Feasibility. Feasibility implies that the organisation is capable of executing the strategy.

The following questions need to be answered:

– Can the strategy achieve the set objectives?

– Can the strategy be implemented effectively and efficiently?
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– Are the required resources and capabilities available for implementation of the

strategy?

For the feasibility measure, the organisation’s financial and human resources as well as

resource integration need to be evaluated.

Once formulated, strategies need to be evaluated according to the above-mentioned

measures discussed in this section if they are to be deemed ‘‘fit for purpose’’. This section

in the prescribed book provides a number of relevant examples in this regard.

7.8 ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIC OPTIONS

Apart from their corporate or business level strategies, organisations can also

adopt alternative strategies or strategic options to achieve their strategic

objectives. In chapter 9 in the prescribed book, the following alternative

strategies are discussed in sections 9.2.3 and 9.2.4: strategic alliances, joint

ventures, and turnaround and exit strategies. While outsourcing as an alternative

strategic option is not dealt with in the prescribed book, we include it here

because of its growing importance for local as well as international organisa-

tions.

. Strategic alliances. Strategic alliances are formal agreements between two or more

organisations to work together in predetermined areas to share resources,

distribution channels and systems, such as code sharing in airline reservation systems.

While the purpose is to share costs and risks, alliance agreements typically make

provision for the responsibilities of each alliance partner and how the alliance should

be managed. Alliance agreements normally have a limited duration, no ownership ties

and can be terminated by mutual agreement between the relevant parties.

. Joint ventures. A joint venture between two organisations involves a new, legally

formalised entity that is formed by joint equity ownership on a predetermined basis.

The purpose, as in strategic alliances, is to cooperate in strategically important areas,

to share costs and risks and to share control. Joint ventures are legal entities, and as

such they are permanent until such time that management decide to dissolve the

entity.

. Turnaround and exit strategies. For various reasons, some organisations may perform

poorly over extended periods of time, with no or few prospects for growth. Survival

then becomes the main objective, and failing that, exiting the industry is the only other

option. Study the turnaround options discussed in this section in the prescribed book

with reference to the case study, ‘‘South African Airways’ turnaround strategy’’.

Turnaround expertise is often required, and apart from cost cutting and reducing

noncore assets, divestiture could be a viable strategy in such a case. As mentioned

above if all else fails, an exit strategy should be adopted.

. Outsourcing. Outsourcing involves a conscious decision by an organisation not to

perform certain value chain activities internally but instead to contract them out to

outside specialists (McIvor 2008:24–34). By outsourcing certain value chain activities,

organisations could derive benefits in the following ways:

(1) Activities can be performed more efficiently or more cheaply by outside experts.
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(2) The outsourced activity is not critical for the organisation to gain a competitive

advantage and will not adversely affect the organisation’s core competencies.

(3) Outsourcing provides opportunities for improving organisational flexibility and

time-to-market.

(4) It reduces the organisation’s risk exposure to changing technologies and

consumer preferences.

(5) It allows the organisation to concentrate on its core business, leverage its

competencies and concentrate its efforts on what it does best (Thompson et al

2012:235–236).

However, outsourcing also has inherent risks which include the following:

(1) Outsourcing the wrong kinds of activities that could adversely affect an organisation’s

own capabilities

(2) Outsourcing certain activities may weaken the organisation’s ability to develop

innovative new products

(3) There may be a lack of direct control over outside parties as far as quality and meeting

deadlines are concerned.

Given that the above risks can be managed and that the benefits of outsourcing far

outweigh these potential risks, in recent times, outsourcing has become important from a

strategic perspective (Thompson et al 2012:236).

7.9 SUMMARY

The discussion in this learning unit focused on the choice of viable generic competitive

business level strategies and concludes this module. In the course of this module, we

explored the relevant concepts, approaches and methodologies relating to sustainable

strategic management in general, and strategy formulation or strategic planning in

particular, which are crucial for survival of organisations in the extremely dynamic and

competitive business world of today. The other two important phases of a comprehensive,

integrated strategic management approach, namely strategy execution, and strategy

review and control are addressed in the module on strategy implementation.

7.10 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

(1) What is the relationship between the hierarchical levels of an organisation, levels of

strategy and levels of decision making in organisations? How important are these

relationships in strategy formulation?

(2) Why are long-term objectives essential in the choice of competitive business level

strategies?

(3) What are the main differences between cost leadership and differentiation strategies?

(4) What would be the implications of adopting a differentiation strategy for a

standardised, mass-produced low-cost product? From the organisation’s perspective?

From the customer’s perspective?

(5) Why do strategies need to be evaluated?
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